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Abstract 
In recent years, sophisticated imaging modalities have evolved which considerably 

enhance our capacity to describe human anatomy and physiology.  These approaches, 

including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and high-resolution duplex 

ultrasonography, permit us to describe cardiovascular adaptations to exercise training, 

in vivo, at a level of precision that has not been historically possible.  In addition to 

facilitating the description of novel phenomena, the marked improvements in spatial 

and temporal resolution that have resulted from these technologies allow critical re-

appraisal of accepted textbook dogma. 
 

There is a long held belief in exercise science that different modalities of exercise 

training induce distinct cardiac morphological adaptations.  This notion, embedded in 

the ‘Morganroth’ and ‘athlete's heart’ concepts, is almost entirely based on 

echocardiographic assessments which have limited anatomical resolution and heavily 

rely on a number of key assumptions such as the calculation of 3-dimensional 

parameters from 2-dimensional images.  No previous study has directly addressed the 

question of the relative impacts of resistance and endurance training modalities on 

cardiac morphology and function using MRI.   

 

Whilst high-resolution duplex ultrasound has provided a platform for major advances in 

our understanding of the impacts of exercise training on arterial structure and function, 

the effect of resistance and endurance training has not been directly experimentally 

addressed in asymptomatic humans.  This question is relevant for several reasons.  

Firstly, previous studies have been largely based on cross-sectional comparisons 

between elite athletes and controls and whilst longitudinal training studies which 

control for between-subject differences have been performed, the majority of these are 

of relatively short-term duration.  The possibility that chronic adaptation (>12 weeks) in 

the vasculature differs according to exercise modality, as suggested by cardiac 

morphological observations, is yet to be fully elucidated.  This is a key unanswered 

question of some clinical relevance, given the well-established relationships between 

conduit artery structure, function and cardiovascular prognosis.  No previous study has 
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comprehensively assessed adaptation in conduit arteries in response to individually 

prescribed, supervised and fundamentally distinct exercise interventions. 

 

This aim of this thesis was to critically evaluate the impact of endurance and resistance 

exercise on cardiac and vascular adaptation in twenty-three healthy, asymptomatic 

males (27±5 years) following 6-months of intensive, supervised training.  Experimental 

measures were collected before and after training and included aerobic capacity 

(VO2peak), muscular strength and body composition using dual energy x-ray 

absorptiometry (DXA).  Cardiac morphology was assessed using cardiac MRI, with 

traditional and myocardial speckle tracking echocardiography used to assess cardiac 

function.  High-resolution duplex ultrasound was used to assess the size, function and 

wall thickness of the femoral, brachial and carotid arteries.  The findings are presented 

in a series of distinct chapters summarised below. 

 

Chapter 4 Left ventricular adaptation to exercise training  
Following 6 months of training, left ventricular mass significantly increased following 

endurance, but not resistance exercise.  A trend for enlarged left ventricular volume 

following endurance training was also observed, indicative of classic ‘eccentric’ 

hypertrophy.  Myocardial function, specifically longitudinal strain and strain rate, did 

not change in either group.  These results support the hypothesis that endurance training 

induces ‘eccentric’ cardiac hypertrophy, but cast doubt over the concept that resistance 

exercise induces ‘concentric’ hypertrophy.  This chapter critically appraises the 

‘Morganroth hypothesis’ and provides a basis for re-evaluating ‘textbook wisdom’ as it 

pertains to the impact of exercise training on cardiac morphology. 

 

Chapter 5 Right ventricular adaptation to exercise training 
Due to the complex structure of the right ventricle and the limitations of 

echocardiography, previous studies evaluating right ventricular responses to exercise 

are scant.  Myocardial function of the right ventricular free wall was unchanged with 

either form of training in this experiment.  Endurance training increased right 

ventricular mass, concomitant with changes in the left ventricle, while the impact of 

resistance training was less marked.  These novel MRI-based right ventricular training 

data have defined the magnitude of change that occur in response to supervised 

endurance and resistance training in healthy humans.  Furthermore, training is not 

associated with adverse impacts on right ventricular function. 
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Chapter 6 Echocardiography vs. MRI 
This chapter determined whether changes in echocardiographic measures of left 

ventricular morphology in response to exercise training accurately reflected changes 

derived using MRI.  In general, echocardiography significantly overestimated LV mass, 

and underestimated volume, relative to MRI.  Despite significant correlations at 

baseline, MRI and echocardiography-derived LV mass changes in response to training 

were not significantly correlated.  These data strongly indicate that echocardiography 

does not accurately assess the modest changes in cardiac structure that result from 

exercise training within individuals.  Whilst these are the first data comparing 

echocardiographic and MRI-derived changes in response to exercise training, the 

discussion of this chapter places the results in the context of previous studies that have 

appraised the precision and reliability of echocardiography. 

 

Chapter 7 Vascular adaptation to exercise training 
Following resistance training, brachial artery diameter increased and function improved 

while endurance training was associated with increased lumen diameter and function of 

the femoral artery.  Carotid artery wall thickness decreased in both training groups.  

This chapter concludes that increases in arterial lumen diameter are apparent in the 

brachial and femoral arteries due to resistance and endurance training, respectively.  

These adaptations are likely mediated by localised mechanisms such as repetitive 

increases in luminal shear stress.  These findings have important implications for 

understanding the fundamental impacts of exercise training on the vasculature and 

associated impacts on cardiovascular risk in humans. 

 

Summary 
This thesis summarises the results of the first prospective randomised longitudinal study 

which has utilised optimal contemporary imaging methods such as MRI and Doppler 

ultrasound to specifically address the hypothesis that distinct training modalities have 

different effects on cardiac and vascular structure and function.  This integrative human 

physiology experiment provides a comprehensive morphological and functional 

assessment of cardiovascular changes, challenging accepted textbook dogma by 

providing novel information regarding changes in both the heart and arteries of humans 

in response to exercise.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
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Cardiovascular adaptation to exercise training is fundamental to the understanding of 

exercise physiology.  Not only is it necessary to appreciate the integration of several 

complex body systems in response to an acute exercise bout, but also the ways in which 

repeated episodic exposure to an exercise stimulus results in chronic adaptive changes.  

It is a long held tenet of exercise science that different modalities of exercise, 

particularly those at distal ends of the exercise spectrum, specifically endurance to 

resistance training, induce fundamentally distinct cardiovascular adaptations.  The 

principal goal of this thesis was to critically appraise the veracity of this dogma, in the 

context of optimal contemporary cardiovascular imaging technologies and study design. 

 

Athletic individuals are often idealised as the epitome of health and act as a benchmark 

in the pursuit of physical adaptation and excellence.  Many studies have suggested that 

cardiovascular parameters, such as size and function of the heart and blood vessels, 

differ substantially between athletes and the general population.  Furthermore, different 

types of athletes are considered to possess distinct cardiovascular adaptations, presumed 

to be a consequence of exposure to specific haemodynamic stimuli experienced 

throughout the course of their training lives.  There have been several attempts to 

scientifically codify such differences, most notably in the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ and 

associated ‘athlete’s heart’ concepts.  However, drawing conclusions regarding the 

impacts of exercise on human form and function from between-subjects comparisons 

grossly oversimplify the role of other important factors that may contribute to 

cardiovascular adaptation, including what may be termed genetic and self-selection 

biases.  Indeed is it frequently assumed that differences between athletes and non-

athletic controls, or between distinct athletic groups, solely reflect the impact of the 

exercise stimulus itself.  Assumptions of this nature seriously misrepresent the true 

interpretation of effects of exercise training on human form and function.  A general 

theme of this thesis is to critically appraise the extent to which exercise induces 

cardiovascular change, accounting for the limitations of cross-sectional study design, by 

employing a within-subjects design.  Not surprisingly, supervised, carefully controlled 

and randomised longitudinal repeated-measures experiments are a rarity in exercise 

science, reflecting the difficulty, expense and time commitment required to complete 

such studies.   

 

Paradigm shifts in knowledge are sometimes related to novel and serendipitous 

observations, but often result from the application of newer technologies to old 
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questions.  In human physiology, exponential advancements in technologies that 

facilitate visualisation of physiological phenomena have been made in recent years.  

Critical analysis of the current knowledge base pertaining to cardiac and vascular 

adaptation to exercise training in humans reveals serious limitations that can now be 

overcome with advanced technologies.  Specifically, echocardiography, a 2-dimensional 

cardiac imaging tool, has historically been the primary methodology for evaluating 

cardiac morphology.  Whilst previous studies utilising echocardiography have provided 

important insights that underpin our current understanding of human anatomy and 

physiology, it has been superseded by better technologies such as magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI).  Echocardiography relies heavily upon geometric assumptions, for 

example when calculating volumetric parameters from 2-dimensional images, whereas 

MRI produces images of greatly enhanced resolution and is independent of these 

assumptions.  In this thesis, the veracity of echocardiography to measure the impacts of 

exercise training on left and right ventricular morphology are appraised and, for the first 

time, MRI is used to characterise adaptations in heart size in response to distinct 

training modalities using a randomised, supervised longitudinal intervention.  

 

Vascular responses to exercise exposure have historically been assessed using strain-

gauge plethysmography, which is limited due to its inability to distinguish arterial 

properties such as size and wall thickness.  The advancement of high-resolution duplex 

ultrasound combines a B-mode image with a Doppler trace enabling instantaneous and 

accurate measurement of arterial diameter and blood flow to assess vascular function in 

vivo.  Although previous studies have utilised this technology to determine the impact 

of exercise training on the vasculature, there are still vital pieces of information missing 

from the literature.  Specifically, the impact of longer-term training interventions on the 

vasculature, particularly employing resistance-type training protocols, is unknown.  The 

use of novel vascular imaging processing technologies to assess the impacts of different 

forms of training has not previously been attempted, despite the logical inference of the 

‘athlete’s artery’. 

 

A unique trait of the human body is its capacity for adaptive change.  An appreciation of 

how physiological systems change in response to a specific stimulus is important, 

particularly in terms of cardiac and vascular morphology, which have further 

implications for human health and function.  The doctrine that different modalities of 

exercise induce divergent patterns of cardiac hypertrophy has become uncritically 
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accepted in the scientific and medical literature, despite being based on cross-sectional 

data sets derived from sub-optimal imaging technologies.  Even less is known regarding 

vascular adaptation to longer-term training.  In order to fully appreciate the nature of 

divergent cardiac and vascular morphological adaptation in response to different 

exercise modes, studies implementing longitudinal study designs and state-of-the-art 

imaging technologies need to be conducted. 

 

Justification of thesis 
Thesis aims and hypothesis 
The overall aim of this thesis was to critically evaluate the notion that divergent cardiac 

adaptations occur in response to 6-months of distinct exercise training modalities, 

specifically endurance versus resistance exercise, in healthy humans using state-of-the-

art imaging modalities.  Furthermore, the extent to which the vasculature responds to 

dichotomous training modalities has yet to be studied using repeated measures 

following longer-term interventions.  The unique combination of individually 

prescribed and carefully supervised exercise training, together with novel imaging 

techniques, should provide important new insight into the complex relationship between 

exercise training and cardiovascular adaptation in humans. 

 

This thesis contains the outcomes of a 6-month exercise training study, which evaluated 

the impact of two different training modalities, specifically endurance and resistance 

exercise, in a cohort of healthy subjects.  Each of the experimental chapters focuses on 

specific outcome measures with the following outlined aims and hypothesis: 

 

Chapter 4  Left ventricular adaptation to exercise training 
Aim To determine the impact of 6-months of distinct, controlled and 

supervised training interventions, specifically endurance compared to 

resistance exercise training, on MRI-derived LV morphological 

adaptation in healthy humans. 

Hypothesis  Endurance training will induce eccentric LV hypertrophy while 

resistance training would result in concentric hypertrophy. 

 

Chapter 5 Right ventricular adaptation to exercise training 

Aim To determine the impact of a prospective, longitudinal randomised study 

comparing the effect of distinct exercise-training interventions 
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(endurance vs. resistance) on RV morphological adaptation in healthy 

humans using MRI. 

Hypothesis  Endurance exercise will result in eccentric RV hypertrophy that is 

symmetrical with the LV, while resistance exercise will induce 

concentric RV hypertrophy.  

 

Chapter 6  Echocardiography vs. MRI 
Aim  To determine whether echocardiography is able to accurately detect 

MRI-derived changes in cardiac morphological parameters following 6 

months of intensive exercise training.  
Hypothesis  Training-induced changes in echocardiographic- and MRI-derived 

measures will be different in magnitude, but similar in direction and 

highly correlated. 

 

Chapter 7  Vascular adaptation to exercise training 
Aim To explore the impact of 6-months of intensive, supervised, endurance or 

resistance exercise training on arterial diameter, wall thickness and 

function in asymptomatic males. 

Hypothesis  Differential training modalities will induce divergent vascular 

adaptations that are consistent with observed patterns of different cardiac 

morphological adaptation.  

 

 



!
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1.  Introduction 
The impact of exercise on cardiovascular structure and function has been studied for 

decades, to the extent that it has now become accepted textbook wisdom.  Whilst is has 

been suggested that different types of exercise may induce distinct patterns of 

adaptation, particularly in terms of cardiac adaptation, some concerns have been raised 

which essentially question this hypothesis.  The assumption that exercise-specific forms 

of cardiac hypertrophy exist is based upon a plethora of cross-sectional data, which by 

nature limits the ability to discriminate changes induced by exercise per se.  In addition, 

the majority of this data has been derived using sub-optimal imaging modalities, such as 

echocardiography.  Newer, more precise imaging technologies, together with closely 

supervised and controlled longitudinal interventions, may provide valuable insight into 

a number of remaining questions pertaining to exercise-induced cardiac adaptation.  

 

In light of the hypothesis that distinct exercise types may induce specific cardiac 

adaptation, a logical question is whether similar arterial adaptations are apparent.  The 

advent of ultrasound technologies enabling in vivo assessment of arterial size and 

function has sparked renewed interest in vascular adaptation to exercise.  Although 

arterial enlargement in athletes has been consistently observed, little is known about the 

impact of different exercise types on arterial adaptation, particularly in different regions 

of the arterial tree.  As previously mentioned, these studies are inherently limited due to 

the cross-sectional nature of the study designs.  Exercise training studies conducted in 

patient groups with antecedent functional impairment have demonstrated beneficial 

effects on arterial function, yet the response in healthy subjects is inconsistent (Green et 

al., 2004b).  It is also relevant to add that the duration of such training studies 

evaluating the vascular adaptive response to exercise rarely exceed 12 weeks.  Longer-

term within-subjects interventions, that directly compare different exercise training 

modalities, are required to fully appreciate the remarkable plasticity of the vasculature.   

 

In this review, the cardiovascular adaptive responses to exercise exposure will be 

discussed, particularly in the context of different exercise modalities, described as 

‘endurance’ and ‘resistance’ exercise.  The nature of these adaptations will be presented 

in two sections; firstly, the impact of exercise on cardiac adaptation and secondly, the 

impact of exercise on vascular adaptation. !
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2.  Background 
2.1. Historical perspectives of cardiovascular adaptation to exercise 
Cardiovascular adaptation in response to chronic exercise exposure has fascinated 

scientists, clinicians and physiologists for centuries, particularly the cardiac enlargement 

and other cardiovascular anomalies observed in trained athletes.  In the late 19th century, 

Swedish physician Henschen described hypertrophy and dilation of both the left and 

right sides of the heart in elite Nordic cross-country skiers using basic chest percussion 

and auscultation techniques as cited in Maron and Pelliccia (Maron & Pelliccia, 2006).  

Henschen is credited with conceiving the term ‘athlete’s heart’ which has since evolved 

from its historical moral definition to become a recognised expression in today’s 

scientific and medical literature (Thompson, 2004).  Athlete’s heart encompasses the 

specific morphological and functional characteristics of the heart, and circulatory 

system, observed in trained athletes.  Distinguishing features include increases in 

cardiac parameters such as ventricular mass, myocardial wall thickness, ventricular 

chamber dimensions and volumes as well as alterations in electrophysiology, systolic, 

diastolic and myocardial function (Morganroth & Maron, 1977; Maron, 1986; Fagard, 

2003).  

 

2.2. Acute physiological response to exercise 
As different sporting modalities purportedly produce distinct haemodynamic conditions, 

it can be hypothesised that cardiovascular adaptive responses will differ accordingly.  

Somewhat simplistically, athletes are sometimes described as undertaking either 

endurance type activity or resistance training.  Endurance or ‘dynamic exercise can be 

broadly defined as movement that involves “changes in muscle length and joint 

movement with rhythmic contractions which develop a relatively small intramuscular 

force” whereas resistance or ‘static’ exercise produces “relatively large intramuscular 

forces with little or no change in muscle length or joint movement” (Mitchell et al., 

2005).  It is important to note that these definitions represent dichotomous ends of a 

spectrum of activities and that most sports involve a combination of endurance and 

resistive elements resulting in unique haemodynamic stimuli. For example, cycling and 

rowing both require large static and dynamic contributions and are known to have 

profound impacts upon cardiac morphology (Spirito et al., 1994).  Notwithstanding this, 

the study of ‘endurance’ and ‘resistance’ exercise modalities provides a basis for 
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understanding physiological adaptations of the heart and vessels in response to distinct 

forms of exercise stress.   

 
2.2.1. Endurance Exercise 
At the onset of an endurance exercise bout, oxygen demand of the peripheral 

musculature increases, resulting in increased oxygen uptake (VO2) in accordance with 

the Fick Principle, determined by the product of cardiac output and the arterial-venous 

oxygen difference (a-v O2).  Cardiac output can increase by up to 6-fold from rest, with 

this augmentation attributable to increases in both stroke volume and heart rate.  

Increased end-diastolic filling, as a result of enhanced venous return due to the 

coordinated action of muscle, counter-current and respiratory pumps (Rowell, 1993; 

Green et al., 2008), drives increases in stroke volume in accordance with the Frank-

Starling mechanism.  By reflex action of the sympathetic nervous system, blood flow is 

also redistributed to working muscles and away from inactive regions, with little net 

change in ventricular afterload (Rowell, 1993).  Low-intensity exercise heart rate (up to 

110bpm) increases via inhibition of parasympathetic stimulation while direct 

sympathetic nervous system activation at higher exercise intensities results in further 

increases in heart rate and enhanced ventricular contractility.  These integrated changes 

also have implications for blood pressure regulation defined as the product of cardiac 

output and total peripheral resistance.  Mean arterial pressure (MAP) increases during 

dynamic endurance exercise, a change in regulation, which may not be opposed because 

baroreflexes adjust to higher operating set-points (Rowell, 1993).  It should be noted in 

passing that important differences exists in the magnitude of pressure change during 

exercise, according to whether measurements are taken centrally or peripherally, with 

the latter exaggerated due to the phenomenon of wave amplification (Sharman et al., 

2009).   

 
2.2.2. Resistance Exercise 
The acute haemodynamic response to a typical bout of resistance exercise is 

characterised by modest, if any, increases in oxygen consumption, cardiac output and 

heart rate.  There is a substantial, albeit transient, effect on systolic blood pressure due 

to increased total peripheral resistance, with presumed consequences for cardiac 

afterload (MacDougall et al., 1985; 1992).  It should be noted that these descriptions 

oversimplify the haemodynamic load of different ‘resistance’ sporting and training 

modalities.  Sports typically grouped together as ‘resistance’ exercise, specifically 
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bodybuilding, powerlifting and weightlifting, are fundamentally different in their 

execution, producing unique haemodynamic responses.  For example, powerlifting 

emphasises maximal strength development via performance of a low number of 

repetitions at near maximal resistance, whilst bodybuilding incorporates multiple 

exercise sets with relatively higher repetitions to optimise skeletal muscle hypertrophy 

(Falkel et al., 1992).  Weightlifting on the other hand focuses on the development of 

explosive strength and muscular power to efficiently move a loaded barbell from 

ground to overhead (Chiu & Schilling, 2005).  It has been suggested that the central 

haemodynamics of these athletes differ substantially, as evidenced by significantly 

higher stroke volume and cardiac output responses in bodybuilders compared to 

powerlifters (Falkel et al., 1992).  With this in mind, the cardiovascular system may 

differentially respond to chronic exposure to the haemodynamic characteristics of these 

distinct forms of exercise, which have often been simplistically grouped under the 

common descriptor of ‘resistance’ exercise. 

 

3.  Cardiac Adaptation to Exercise 
3.1. The ‘Morganroth Hypothesis’ 
In 1975, a pioneering athlete’s heart study proposed that patterns of cardiac adaptation 

differed depending on the training stimulus.  It was furthermore inferred that distinct 

forms of cardiac morphological adaptation in athletes reflected differences in the nature 

of repeated haemodynamic stimuli associated with each form of exercise activity 

(Morganroth et al., 1975).  The ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ was therefore originally based 

on the observation that endurance-trained swimmers and long-distance runners 

possessed increased left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LV EDV), normal LV wall 

thickness and increased LV mass compared to sedentary subjects.  In contrast, 

resistance-trained wrestlers exhibited increased LV wall thickness and LV mass with no 

change in LV EDV compared to sedentary controls.  These divergent patterns were later 

described as ‘eccentric’ and ‘concentric’ left ventricular hypertrophy (Figure 2.1), 

respectively, due to the similarities in mechanistic stimuli (volume vs. transmural 

pressure overload – see Section 3.2) and morphological patterns observed in 

pathological conditions (Grossman et al., 1975). 
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Figure 2.1.  Hypothesised patterns of differential left ventricular 
hypertrophy (LV) observed in athletes.  In the context of the Law of 
Laplace, the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ suggests that cardiac hypertrophy is 

sport-specific.  Endurance athletes display eccentric hypertrophy, 

characterised by proportional increases in ventricular wall thickness and 
cavity dimension, while resistance athletes exhibit concentric hypertrophy 

manifested as increases in wall thickness while cavity dimension remains 
relatively unaltered. 

 

3.2. The Law of Laplace 
Chronic morphological changes of the LV have often been explained in the context of 

the Law of Laplace, as proposed by Woods (Woods, 1892).  This theorem states that 

ventricular wall stress is directly related to LV transmural pressure (LV minus 

surrounding pressure) and radius of the ventricle and indirectly related to ventricular 

wall thickness (Colan, 1997).  Specifically, the Law of Laplace infers that cardiac 

muscle grows to match the workload imposed upon the ventricle, such that a constant 

relationship between chamber pressure and the ratio of wall thickness to ventricular 

radius is maintained, allowing wall tension to be homeostatically regulated (Ford, 1976).  

As such, the ‘eccentric’ hypertrophy pattern observed as a normal physiological 

phenomenon in endurance-trained athletes, is a consequence of the prolonged, episodic 

increases in preload of the LV.  It is proposed that this is due to enhanced venous return 
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associated with the repetitive nature of the exercise mode.  Pathological states such as 

mitral or aortic regurgitation also exhibit eccentric hypertrophy due to chronic volume-

overload (Grossman, 1980).  Conversely, strenuous resistive training is postulated to 

induce concentric left ventricular hypertrophy as a result of repeated increases in 

ventricular afterload, that is pressure overload, as a consequence of the high systemic 

arterial pressures characteristic of this exercise modality (MacDougall et al., 1985).  

The pattern of hypertrophy is likened to that observed in pathological conditions 

resulting from a pressure-overload such as chronic hypertension and aortic stenosis 

(Grossman, 1980).   

 

The apparent consistency of Laplace-based theoretical explanations for the different 

morphological adaptations evident in endurance versus resistance athletes explains the 

popularity of the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ and its widespread adoption in the literature.  

However, it is important to note that invocation of Laplace’s Law in the context of 

cardiac hypertrophy has largely been a case of finding a ‘hypothesis to fit the data’.  In 

fact, it has been very difficult, historically, to actually measure or estimate ventricular 

wall stress or its determinants (Grossman et al., 1975) in response to acute exercise of 

different types (Seals et al., 1994; Haykowsky et al., 2001).  Where this has been 

achieved (Haykowsky et al., 2001), results do not necessarily fit the neat textbook 

paradigm constructed from the Laplace schema and ‘Morganroth hypothesis’. 

 
3.3. The Left Ventricle   
Since its inception, numerous studies have provided support for the ‘Morganroth 

hypothesis’, to the extent that it has become ‘textbook dogma’ in the medical and 

scientific literature (McArdle et al., 2009).  The majority of these studies were 

undertaken using a cross-sectional approach whereby left ventricular (LV) morphology 

in athletes was compared to age- and gender-matched non-athletic or sedentary controls.  

The general consensus arose that endurance athletes exhibit greater LV mass, LV 

internal diameter and/or wall thicknesses compared to controls, whereas the impact of 

resistance training was more varied.  As others have provided extensive and thorough 

review of the literature to date (George et al., 1991; Pluim et al., 2000; Haykowsky et 

al., 2002; Fagard, 2003; Naylor et al., 2008a), these will be summarised for purposes of 

brevity with studies relevant to this thesis addressed in more detail. 
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3.3.1. Sports-specific cardiac adaptation in athletes: cross-sectional studies 
Large datasets evaluating cardiac morphology in athletes have shown that athletes 

participating in different sports exhibit divergent LV structure (Spirito et al., 1994).  

Athletes in the endurance realm (e.g. endurance cycling, cross-country skiing, 

swimming) exhibited enlarged cavity dimensions while resistance athletes (field events, 

wrestling, weightlifting) did not.  Athletes participating in sports such as rowing, 

endurance cycling and swimming had some of the largest wall thicknesses, although 

weightlifting and wrestling were also associated with increased wall thickness.  The 

authors commented that wall thickness values exceeded the normal range in only 2% of 

all athletes, suggestive of a normal physiological response.  In their conclusions, Spirito 

et al. observed LV dilation in endurance sports athletes that was proportional to 

increases in wall thickness, synonymous with the eccentric hypertrophy, whereas 

resistance-trained athletes displayed disproportionate wall thickening and little or no 

change in cavity dimension, characteristic of the hypothesised concentric hypertrophy.  

 

A meta-analysis of 59 echocardiographic studies conducted between 1975 and 1998 

investigated cardiac morphology in three specific athlete groups: endurance athletes 

(long-distance runners), strength athletes (weight lifters, power lifters, bodybuilders, 

wrestlers, throwers) and combined strength-endurance athletes (cyclists, rowers) versus 

controls (Pluim et al., 2000).  It was observed that all athletes possessed increased LV 

mass, LV internal diameter and wall thickness compared to control subjects. 

Furthermore, while relative wall thickness (calculated as the sum of posterior and 

interventricular septal thickness divided by the internal cavity diameter) was 

significantly lower in endurance versus strength athletes.  There was only a trend for 

smaller LV internal diameter in strength compared to endurance athletes and there was 

no difference in LV mass between the athlete groups.  These data provide some 

supporting, although not definitive, evidence for the hypothesis that differential LV 

hypertrophy patterns are evident in athletes participating in divergent sporting 

modalities.  As the letter from Fagard (Fagard, 2001) interestingly noted, differences in 

body size were not taken into account in this study.  Heart size has been shown to 

correlate with body size (Whalley et al., 2004), hence differences in height, lean mass 

and body surface area may impact upon ventricular size.  Accounting appropriately for 

differences in body size is especially important when evaluating heavy resistance-

trained athletes, who typically demonstrate larger body size and proportion of fat free 

mass, compared to lighter endurance athletes.  
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An important limitation of the previous research into the athlete’s heart phenomenon is 

that it is based almost entirely upon cross-sectional comparisons between athletes and 

non-athletes. This limits the ability to discriminate changes induced by exercise per se, 

as opposed to those associated with other between-subject differences, for example 

genetic predisposition, ethnicity or body size.  As explained above, the latter is a 

particularly important variable, since previous cross-sectional studies of athlete's have 

not adopted appropriate scaling techniques.  Naylor et al. (2008a) emphasised the need 

for prospective longitudinal studies, of which there are few in the literature, to alleviate 

some of the apparent confusion.  Most longitudinal studies have utilised endurance-type 

activity as the primary intervention, with less data available on the impacts of resistance 

training within-subjects.  Future studies need to address these limitations by employing 

precise, controlled interventions to compare divergent exercise modalities, utilising 

state-of-the-art imaging technologies in order to fully elucidate the ‘Morganroth 

hypothesis’.  

 
3.3.1.1. Does resistance exercise induce concentric hypertrophy? 
Although the bulk of exercise-induced cardiac adaptation data is based upon endurance-

type exercise, some researchers have also evaluated the impact of resistance exercise on 

cardiac morphology.  Results have been inconclusive.  There are a number of reasons 

for this ambiguity, which has been thoroughly reviewed (Haykowsky et al., 2002) and 

are briefly discussed here.  Firstly, athletes from varying resistance-type sports are often 

incorrectly grouped together by athlete’s heart researchers as ‘resistance-trained athletes’ 

despite differences in the haemodynamic stimuli they are exposed to, as described 

previously (see Section 2.2).  It is therefore unsurprising that consequent LV 

morphology in these athletes may differ.  Specifically, bodybuilding promotes LV 

cavity enlargement to a greater extent than powerlifting or weightlifting, resulting in a 

pattern of LV geometric adaptation that resembles eccentric hypertrophy (Roy et al., 

1988; Pelliccia et al., 1993).  Haykowsky et al. (2002) reported concentric hypertrophy 

in approximately 38% of resistance-trained athletes, many of whom were Olympic 

weightlifters.  An early MRI study, however, found no evidence for concentric 

hypertrophy in junior weightlifters (Fleck et al., 1989).  More recent MRI studies refute 

the notion of concentric hypertrophy, citing no differences between resistance-trained 

individuals and non-athletic controls (Lalande & Baldi, 2007; Luijkx et al., 2012).  

Table 2.1 demonstrates the variability in morphological adaptations in weightlifters 
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from previous cross-sectional echocardiographic studies, substantiating the 

inconsistencies when using this study design coupled with linear echocardiographic-

derived measures in this cohort.  Interestingly, up to 40% of resistance-trained athletes 

display completely normal LV geometry (Haykowsky et al., 2002).   

 

Secondly, the proposed mechanism by which an acute bout of resistance exercise 

induces chronic ventricular adaptation is questionable.  As previously explained, in 

accordance with the Law of Laplace, increases in ventricular wall stress and ventricular 

afterload, due to increases in arterial blood pressure during submaximal and maximal 

lifts, are supposedly mechanistically responsible for LV hypertrophic responses (Colan, 

1997).  This mechanism has been likened to that occurring during pathological LV 

remodelling due systemic hypertension or valvular aortic stenosis, where ventricular 

mass increases due to myocardial wall thickening (Karjalainen et al., 1997).  However, 

it has been suggested that LV transmural pressure, calculated as LV pressure minus 

intrathoracic pressure, during performance of repetitive maximal resistance efforts with 

a brief Valsalva manoeuvre, was in fact lower than measured systolic blood pressure 

(Lentini et al., 1993).  Further to this, a key study assessed the impact of heavy leg-

press exercise performed with brief Valsalva manoeuvre on LV wall stress (Haykowsky 

et al., 2001).  Interestingly, LV end-systolic wall stress did not increase above resting 

levels, questioning the proposed mechanism by which LV cardiac adaptation is thought 

to occur in response to a bout of resistance exercise.  As the Valsalva manoeuvre is an 

important component of weightlifting, aiding in mechanical trunk stabilization, 

performance of a Valsalva manoeuvre is inevitable at near maximal and maximal efforts 

(MacDougall et al., 1992). 
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Table 2.1. Summary of cross-sectional echocardiographic studies evaluating the impact of weightlifting on cardiac parameters.  

Study No. Athletes No. Controls LVIDd IVS PWT LVM Comments 

(Fisman et al., 2002) 40 34 NR ↔ ↑ ↑ EDV ↑  

(George et al., 1998) 11 45 ↔ ↑ ↑ ↑ Female weightlifters 

(MacFarlane et al., 1991) 10 10 ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ LVMi ↑ 

(Pearson et al., 1986) 16 10 ↑ ↔ ↑ ↑ EDV ↑, LVMi ↑ 

(Pelliccia et al., 1993) 100 (15 WL) 26 ↔ ↑ ↑ ↑  

(Yeater et al., 1996) 16 11 ↔ ↔ ↔ ↑ Heavy vs. recreational 

(Abinader et al., 1996) 8 9 ↔ ↔ ↔ ↑  

(Fisman et al., 1997) 16 20 NR ↔ ↑ ↑  

(Longhurst et al., 1980) 17 (8 WL) 14 ↔ ↔ ↑ ↑  

(Sagiv et al., 1997) 14 young 
10 older 

14 young 
10 older ↔ ↑ young ↑ young NR  

(Adler et al., 2008) 48 48 NR NR NR ↑ EDV ↔ 

↑ Significantly different vs. controls; ↔ not significantly different. EDV, end-diastolic volume; IVS, interventricular septal thickness; 
LVIDd, left ventricular cavity dimension; LVM, left ventricular mass; LVMi, left ventricular mass indexed to body surface area; NR, 
not reported; NS, not significant; PWT, posterior wall thickness; WL, weightlifters. 
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Lastly, a rarely discussed practice among resistance-trained athletes to improve 

performance and physique is the use of anabolic steroids and growth hormones.  

Anabolic steroids exert their effects on the myocardium via androgen receptors and can 

have a substantial negative impact upon both cardiac morphology and function 

(Urhausen, 2004; Nottin et al., 2006; Krieg et al., 2007; Luijkx et al., 2012; Angell et 

al., 2012).  Urhausen et al. (2004) found cavity dimension, adjusted for fat free mass, to 

be significantly lower in anabolic steroid users versus ex-users.  Similarly, adjusted LV 

mass was highest in users compared to non-users, suggesting that the concentric 

hypertrophy pattern is more common in individuals using anabolic steroids, a 

conclusion reiterated by MRI data (Luijkx et al., 2012).  Often athletes do not wish to 

disclose anabolic steroid use due to the associated stigma.  However, inclusion of 

athletes with a history of performance enhancing substance use may cloud the current 

body of research pertaining to the effects of resistance exercise on cardiac morphology.  

 

Inconsistencies observed in resistance-trained athletes may be due to any or all of the 

above-mentioned factors.  Consequently, our knowledge of how the heart adapts to 

resistance exercise training is incomplete and warrants further evaluation.  Using 

longitudinal designs and accurate imaging methodologies in healthy subjects, without a 

history of anabolic steroid or growth hormone use, will determine whether resistance 

training does indeed induce concentric hypertrophy and establish the extent to which 

this training modality affects overall cardiac morphology and function. 

 

3.3.2. Exercise training and left ventricular morphology: intervention studies 
As previously explained, the majority of data pertaining to cardiac hypertrophic 

adaptation in response to different forms of exercise training is derived from cross-

sectional studies of athletes and controls.  Although a limited number of longitudinal 

studies that assess the effect of resistance or endurance exercise training on LV 

morphology have been undertaken, many have utilised echocardiographic approaches, 

which are notorious for diminished sensitivity to detect small changes (Jenkins et al., 

2007).  Furthermore, individually prescribed, centre based and closely supervised 

training studies are exceptionally difficult to undertake due to feasibility and logistical 

issues and many studies of this nature are conducted over shorter time frames, rarely 

exceeding 12 weeks.  In this section, previous longitudinal studies of both exercise 

modalities (endurance and resistance) utilising echocardiography and MRI are appraised, 
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justifying the importance of employing follow up studies of longer duration and 

accurate imaging technologies.   

 
3.3.2.1. Endurance exercise training studies 
The ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ implicitly suggests that increased exposure to a training 

stimulus should result in greater cardiac morphological adaptations.  Indeed, Fagard 

(Fagard, 2003) noted that in order to observe cardiac changes in morphology, sufficient 

loading conditions are necessary and thus training duration is an important factor.  A 

study assessing young, healthy subjects determined that a minimum of 3 hours of 

weekly sports activity was required to enhance LV mass, however the exercise modality 

was not specified (Fagard, 2003).  Previous echocardiographic studies are generally in 

agreement that exercise training induces cardiac hypertrophy to some degree, although 

these results are not consistent.  An 11-week exercise training study required 

participants to exercise 4 days per week for 1 hour at 70% maximal heart rate (HRmax) 

and observed significant increases in LV cavity dimensions, wall thickness and LV 

mass (DeMaria et al., 1978).  Conversely, the subjects participating in a study of similar 

frequency and intensity (4 days per week for 1 hour at 60-80% maximal HR, 

respectively) did not show significant alterations in ventricular morphology following 1 

year of training (Sadaniantz et al., 1996).  Upon further inspection of these studies, the 

participants of DeMaria et al. were police academy recruits and participated in daily 

self-defense activities in addition to weekly calisthenics exercise, which may have 

contributed to the overall exercise ‘dose’ above and beyond that of the prescribed 

exercise program, hence adaptations were observed after only 11 weeks of training.  A 

6-month endurance running training study, with graded exercise intensity equivalent to 

85-90% HRmax induced morphological adaptations, specifically wall thickness and LV 

mass ~ 20 g (Rodrigues et al., 2006).   However, Wolfe et al. (1979) had participants 

exercising at an intensity of 60-80% HRmax, also for a period of 6 months, and observed 

no changes in any morphological measures.  It could be postulated from these two 

studies using the same duration of training (i.e. 6 months), but different intensities, that 

the complex interplay of exercise intensity, frequency of sessions and particularly the 

duration of training can influence the nature of cardiac adaptation. 

 

More recent studies evaluating the impact of endurance exercise training utilising MRI 

as the primary imaging tool have observed results largely in agreement to those using 

echocardiography.  A 1 year progressive endurance training study in older subjects (>65 
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years) observed a 10% (~9 g) increase in LV mass (Fujimoto et al., 2010).  Another 

study documented an absolute increase of 4.8% (~9 g) in MRI-derived cardiac mass 

after 10 weeks of military training.  A 3-month endurance-training study found a 

modest (~8 g), but significant, increase in LV mass with training while a 4 mL increase 

in LV EDV did not achieve statistical significance (Kivistö et al., 2006).  What is 

interesting to note is that the magnitude of change in response to exercise training in the 

aforementioned studies, is modest, particularly compared to those using 

echocardiography. 

 
3.3.2.2. Resistance exercise training studies  
An 8-week resistance-training study conducted in obese children found that despite 

significant changes in diastolic function, no morphological changes were evident 

(Naylor et al., 2008b).  Reported exercise intensity was progressed from 75-90% 1RM, 

suggesting that while this combination of intensity and duration may have be sufficient 

enough to induce cardiac functional changes, perhaps a longer exposure to the training 

stimulus at a greater intensity may have resulted in morphological adaptation.  

Conversely, a 10-12 week resistance-training program was conducted in non-

professional college athletes and significant increases were noted in posterior and septal 

wall thickness as well as LV mass, indexed to BSA (Lusiani et al., 1986). Although 

exercise intensity was not reported, this data implies that a longer training duration may 

prove more effective in producing cardiac morphological changes.  This is substantiated 

by a 20-week study of upper body resistance training in adolescent males where LV 

mass significantly increased, although there was no impact on wall thickness or cavity 

dimension (Ricci et al., 1982).  Considering these results, resistance-training programs 

of longer duration and higher intensity may result in a greater response in cardiac 

morphology.  However, it is difficult to make this assumption as these results are based 

upon echocardiographic-derived measures, which have substantial limitations (see 

Section 3.5). 

 

Studies that directly compare endurance and resistance exercise training and their 

respective impacts upon cardiac hypertrophy are rare.  One such study prospectively 

evaluated cardiac morphology in response to a single competitive athletic season (90 

days) in ‘endurance’ collegiate rowers and ‘resistance’ American footballers (Baggish 

et al., 2008a).  Observed outcomes were entirely consistent with the Morganroth 

schema: LV mass gains in rowers approximated ~30 g whereas footballers showed an 
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increase of ~35 g.  Left ventricular EDV followed a similar pattern, increasing 

significantly in rowers while footballers showed no change.  However, these results are 

also based on echocardiographic-derived measures, which is limited in its ability to 

accurately detect cardiac changes in small cohorts.  This raises some serious concerns 

about the veracity of the results of this study, which was also not supervised or centre-

based.  Furthermore, the classification of rowers as purely endurance athletes and 

footballers as purely resistance athletes goes against the conventional definitions of 

endurance and resistance exercise, as previously described.   

 

Taken together, the studies described in this section suggest that longitudinal studies of 

relatively short duration have produced contrasting results in terms of cardiac 

hypertrophy.  For logistical reasons, interventional studies of longer duration are 

extremely rare in the exercise science literature.  Furthermore, lack of financial 

resources often precludes the application of MRI in research settings and, to-date, no 

studies that directly compare exercise-training modalities have been performed utilising 

MRI technology. 

 

3.3.3. Summary: The Left Ventricle 
A recent review highlighted important limitations in the ‘athlete’s heart’ literature and 

raised some questions regarding the validity of the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ (Naylor et 

al., 2008a).  Whilst the current body of knowledge in the area of cardiovascular 

adaptations to exercise training in humans has provided a solid base, critical questions 

remain.  It is apparent that high-quality evidence is needed to endorse the ‘Morganroth 

hypothesis’ fully, particularly as it pertains to resistance training.  Few studies have 

thoroughly examined the longitudinal effects of exercise training on cardiovascular 

morphology and function and many of these have not met the minimum exercise 

duration required to induce adaptation.  Moreover, including assessment of functional 

parameters in addition to morphology may aid in determining the nature of mechanisms 

underlying cardiac adaptation.  The majority of evidence is sourced from cross-sectional 

comparisons of age- and gender-matched, sedentary or non-athletic controls.  A further 

caveat is the use of echocardiography, which lacks the sensitivity of technologies such 

as MRI (Bellenger et al., 2000).  At present, no studies have utlitised an optimal 

longitudinal training study design to prospectively evaluate the impact of fundamentally 

different exercise training regimes (endurance vs. resistance) on LV adaptation using 
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MRI technology.  This is essential to our understanding of the basic physiological tenet 

of cardiac adaptation in response to exercise in healthy humans.  

 

 

3.4. The Right Ventricle: The ‘forgotten’ chamber 
Historically the LV has been the dominant focus of athlete’s heart research, despite the 

fact that the right ventricle (RV) is exposed to the same preload as the LV during 

exercise (Sharma & Zaidi, 2012).  Early suggestions that the RV was a passive conduit 

between the systemic and pulmonary circulations shifted research attention away from 

the ‘forgotten’ ventricle (Kevin & Barnard, 2007).  Furthermore, owing to its irregular 

crescentric shape, positioning in the chest cavity and associated difficulty in assessing 

its truncated structure when using traditional echocardiographic imaging methodologies, 

the RV has been largely overlooked or ignored (La Gerche et al., 2009; Mor-Avi et al., 

2010; Jurcut et al., 2010).   

 

3.4.1. Right ventricular morphology in athletes 
Regardless of the limitations associated with assessing RV morphology in response to 

exercise exposure, a number of studies have attempted to quantify the effect of exercise 

training on RV morphology.  Although MRI has been successfully applied as a reliable 

imaging tool for RV assessment (Møgelvang et al., 1988), only a handful of athlete 

studies are available in the literature, particularly in response to distinct exercise 

modalities.  Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that highly trained endurance 

athletes may be predisposed to right ventricular pathologies due to the increased load 

place on the RV during exercise (Heidbuchel et al., 2003).  This section summarises the 

current body of literature pertaining to right ventricular adaptation in athletes and 

addresses the recent proposal of disproportionate loading and subsequent remodelling of 

the RV. 

 
3.4.1.1. Endurance-trained athletes 
Most studies concur that RV enlargement is evident in endurance athletes compared to 

non-athletic controls.  A summary of echocardiographic studies in endurance athletes is 

presented in Table 2.2.  Review of these studies indicates that it is difficult to directly 

compare outcomes, as the measures and definitions of RV structure using 

echocardiography are inconsistent. Most use a linear dimension that relates purely to 

RV diameter, usually measured at the RV outflow tract (RVOT).  Using this 2-
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dimensional construct as a representation of RV structure grossly oversimplifies the 

complexity of RV shape and has a high degree of variability (Foale et al., 1986).  

Although specific protocols and comprehensive guidelines for RV structural 

quantification using systematic transducer orientations has been developed (Foale et al., 

1986; Rudski et al., 2010), accurately imaging all of the various portions of the RV in 

perpendicular views using two-dimensional (2D) echocardiography in all subjects 

remains a problem (Rademakers, 2005).  Furthermore, adopting a simplistic geometric 

model greatly increases the margin for error, particularly for RV assessment using 

echocardiography.  Direct comparisons between echocardiographic- and MRI-derived 

RV inflow and outflow measures in athletes found echocardiography consistently 

underestimated RV dimensions relative to MRI (Prakken et al., 2011).  Another 

comparative study in athletes determined that the linear measurement of the RVOT 

using echocardiography, taken in the parasternal long-axis view at end-diastole, was the 

only measure able to distinguish between normal RV geometry and exercise-induced 

RV adaptation in athletes, as measured by MRI (Scharhag et al., 2009).  Previous 

studies utilising echocardiography to describe RV morphological adaptations should 

therefore be interpreted with caution.  

 

More recent MRI studies have also quantified exercise-induced RV adaptation in athlete 

populations compared to controls (Table 2.3).  Most are in agreement with previous 

echocardiographic findings that eccentric hypertrophy is apparent, which is typically 

symmetrical with the LV, although this is yet to be confirmed by longitudinal 

experiments.  As previously mentioned, incorporating a more detailed assessment of 

RV myocardial function in addition to morphology may resolve the diagnostic dilemma 

of differentiating physiological from pathological adaptation as a result of exercise 

(Oxborough et al., 2012). 
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Table 2.2.  Cross-sectional studies evaluating right ventricular morphology in athletes and controls using echocardiography.  

Study Athletes Controls RV Measures Comments 

(Henriksen et al., 1998) 81 elite ♂ 
orienteers  

28 RVOT 1 ↑, RVOT 3 ↑, RVOT 4 ↑, RVIT 1 NS, RVIT 2 ↑, RVIT 3 
↑, RV1 ↑, RV b ↑ 

RV wall thickness ↑ 

(Henriksen et al., 1999) 42 elite ♀ 
orienteers 

32  
 

RVOT 1 NS, RVOT 3 NS, RVOT 4 NS, RVIT 1 ↑ RVIT 2 ↑, RVIT 
3 ↑, RV1 NS, RV b NS 

RV wall thickness ↑ 
Symmetrical with LV  

(D'Andrea et al., 2003a) 32 END 
swimmers 
25 STR 
swimmers 

None RVIDd ↑ END vs. STR Improved RV early diastolic myocardial function in 
END vs. STR athletes 

(George et al., 2001) 464 juniors None RVIDd ↑ rowing vs. swimming, tennis, other 
RVIDd ↑ football vs. swimming  

Males ↑ vs. females 
Ages 15-18 ↑ vs. 14 yrs 
Cycling; football; rowing; swimming; tennis; other 

(D'Andrea et al., 2011b) 395 END  
255 STR 

230 RVIT 3 1 ↑, RV b ↑, RV 1 ↑, RVOT proximal ↑, RVOT distal ↑ 
END vs. STR and control 

END: long-, middle-distance swimming, running, 
soccer, basketball 
STR: weight-lifting, martial arts, windsurfing 
RV wall thickness; RV area NS 
Improved RV early diastolic ventricular function in 
END  

(Oxborough et al., 2012) 102 END None RVI, RVL, RVDarea above ASE normal range Athletes above normal ASE range: 
RVOT: 40%, RVI: 57%, RVL: 69%, RVDarea: 59%  
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Study Athletes Controls RV Measures Comments 

(Hauser et al., 1985) 12 END athletes 12 RVIDd (M-mode) NS, RV maximal short axis ↑, 
RVDarea ↑ 

RV wall thickness greater in athletes 
Symmetrical with LV  

(Donal et al., 2011) 59 older athletes 
18 young athletes  

16 older  
27 young  

RVd ↑ young vs. older, young sedentary, older 
sedentary 
RVDarea NS 

 

(D'Andrea et al., 2007) 40 master END  
20 master STR athletes 

25 
 

RVIDd ↑ END vs. STR, control END: long-distance swimmers 
STR: weightlifters 
Symmetrical with LV in END 

(Erol & Karakelleoglu, 2002) 36 highly-trained 
athletes 

16 RVd↑ athletes vs. control 
RVd ↑ runners, wrestlers vs. control  

RV dimension: A4CH, maximal distance mid-
cavity at end-diastole 
Athletes with LV hypertrophy have greater RV 
dimension 

(Caso et al., 2002) 20 long-distance 
swimmers 

20 RVOT ↑ RVOT positively, significantly correlated with 
LVEDD 

(Teske et al., 2009b) 59 regular END  
 (9-18 hrs/wk) 
62 elite END 
 (>18 hrs/wk) 
54 veteran END 
 (≥9 hrs/wk) 
 

62 young  
32 older  
 

RVOT ↑ elite vs. controls  
RVOT ↑ veteran vs. young, age-matched 
controls 
RVIT ↑ regular, elite athletes vs. age-matched 
controls 
RVIT ↑ veteran athletes vs. young athletes, age-
matched controls 

 

All END athletes 
RV diastolic function unchanged in athletes 
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Study Athletes Controls RV Measures Comments 

(Teske et al., 2009a) 58 regular athletes 
63 elite athlete 
 

61 
 

RVOT SAX ↑ regular vs. control 
RVOT PLAX ↑ regular, elite vs. control 
RVIT ↑ regular, elite vs. control 
RV SAX ↑ regular, elite vs. control 
RV LAX ↑ elite vs. control 
RV Darea ↑ regular, elite vs. control  
RV Darea ↑ elite vs. regular  
RVSarea ↑ regular, elite vs. control  
RVSarea ↑ elite vs. regular athlete 
RVFAC ↓ elite vs. regular, control 

RV dilation in elite  
RV dilation associated with slightly reduced 
regional myocardial function at RV free wall 
inflow tract 

(D'Andrea et al., 2010) 50 END 35 HCM RV diameter (A4CH annulus) ↑, RV diameter (A4CH mid-cavity) 
↑, RVOT SAX NS, RV FAC NS 

RV wall thickness: athletes vs. HCM NS 
Myocardial function may assist in differentiating 
between physiological from pathological 
remodelling. 

(Esch et al., 2007) 8 END 8 RV diameter NS, RV Darea NS Similar RV response to cardiac 
loading/unloading 

(Baggish et al., 2010) 20 elite rowers 
20 sub elite rowers 

20 RVIDd ↑ elite vs. sub elite, controls 
RVIDd ↑ sub elite vs. controls 
RV Darea ↑ elite vs. sub elite, controls 
RV Darea ↑ sub elite vs. controls 
RV Sarea ↑ elite vs. sub elite, controls 
RV Sarea ↑ sub elite vs. controls 

RV dimensions remained elevate in athletes 
after adjusting for BSA 
Symmetrical with LV  

(Scharhag et al., 2009) 23 END 26  RV EDD ↑, RVOT 2 NS, RVOT 3 NS, RVOT 4 NS, RV SAX NS, 
RV LAX NS 

RV EDD may be the only measure to 
differentiate normal from athlete’s heart 
RV wall thickness ↑  
Symmetrical with LV  

(La Gerche et al., 2011) 39 END 14  RV Darea ↑, RV Sarea ↑ Disproportionate with LV 
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A4CH, apical 4 chamber; ASE, American Society of Echocardiography; EDD, end-diastolic diameter; END, endurance; FAC, fractional area change; 
HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; -IT, inflow tract; LAX, long axis; NS, not significant, -OT, outflow tract; RV, right ventricle; RV 1, from RV apex to 
mid-point of tricuspid valve annulus; RV b, middle third of RV; RVd, RV dimension (mid-cavity A4CH maximal dimension); RVDarea, RV end-diastolic 
area; RVIT 1, one third distance below annulus towards region of RV apex; RVIT 2, maximum perpendicular distance between right side of mid-
interventricular septum to RV free wall; RVIT 3, within one third of distance below tricuspid valve annulus towards RV apex; RVOT1, anterior RV wall to 
RV septum (also RVIDd); RVOT3, beneath pulmonary valve annulus; RVOT4, maximum distance between anterior aortic wall and RV free wall; 
RVSarea, RV end-systolic area; SAX, short axis; STR, strength.  
 

Study Athletes Controls RV Measures Comments 

(Scharhag et al., 2002) 21 END 21  RV EDD ↑ Symmetrical with LV  

(Molmen et al., 2012) 11 master athletes 11 seniors 
10 young 

RV FAC ↓ master vs. young  

(Prakken et al., 2011) 59 regular athletes 
63 elite athletes 

59 RVOT ↑, RVIT ↑, RV Darea ↑ All values higher in elite vs. regular athletes but NS 
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3.4.1.2. Resistance-trained athletes 
Research pertaining to exercise-induced RV adaptation is limited to endurance-trained 

athletes with very few studies examining the impact of resistance exercise on RV 

structure.  Endurance (long-distance) and strength-trained (short distance) swimmers 

had increased RV diameters compared to controls, but these were not different between 

the athlete groups (D'Andrea et al., 2003a).  Similarly, a comparison of rowers and 

American-style footballers observed increased RV dimensions in the rowers only 

(Baggish et al., 2008a).  On the contrary, an MRI study found anaerobic sprinters 

displayed greater RV dilation than aerobic marathoners (Perseghin et al., 2007), 

suggesting that exercise mode may be important in defining RV morphology.  From this 

limited data, it is not possible to fully elucidate the impact of resistance training on RV 

morphology and no randomised trial of distinct exercise modalities has even been 

undertaken.  Hence, more detailed investigation using appropriate methodologies and 

well-controlled interventions are required to characterise the adaptations evident in the 

RV in response to exercise training in humans.  

 

3.4.2. Exercise training and right ventricular morphology: intervention studies 
As is largely the case for data on the LV, the major limitation of the aforementioned RV 

studies is the cross-sectional nature of study designs employed.  Generally, adjustment 

for differences between subjects that independently affect cardiac morphology, for 

example body size, has not been appropriately performed.  Longitudinal training 

approaches using repeated measures within individuals alleviate these issues, but few 

well-controlled studies have been conducted pertaining to the RV.  A prospective study 

of endurance-trained rowers and strength-trained American-style footballers found RV 

dilation in the endurance athletes compared to controls over a 90-day training period 

(Baggish et al., 2008a).  A study evaluating cardiac adaptation in inactive middle-age 

women observed a 12% and 10% increase in RV diameter following 16 weeks of 

football and running training, respectively (Andersen et al., 2010).  Similarly, an 8-

week rowing training intervention in obese subjects utilised MRI to determine the 

impact on RV morphology and observed increases of 12% and 4% in RV mass and RV 

end-diastolic volume, respectively (Vogelsang et al., 2008).  Another 8-week study 

evaluated the impact of supine running within a lower body negative pressure (LBNP) 

box during bed rest on MRI-derived ventricular dimensions in women (Dorfman et al., 

2007).  The authors observed that RV mass increased while RV volume did not change.  
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Whilst the aim of using supine running within LBNP protocol is to simulate upright 

treadmill running, it cannot be used to definitively answer the question of how the RV 

adapts morphologically following training.  Although these studies give some insight 

into endurance exercise-induced right ventricular adaptation, to date, no studies have 

directly compared the impact of divergent exercise training protocols on RV 

morphology utilising MRI and longer intervention periods. 

 

Table 2.3.  Cross-sectional studies evaluating right ventricular morphology in 

endurance athletes and controls using MRI. 

Study Athletes  Controls RV Measure Comments 

(Scharf et al., 2010) 26  27  RV EDV ↑  
RV ESV ↑ 
RV SV ↑ 
RV mass ↑ 

All measures indexed for BSA 
Symmetrical with LV  

(Esch et al., 2010) 8  
 

8 
 

RV EDV ↑ 
RV ESV ↑ 
RV SV ↑ 

RV mass not measured 

(La Gerche et al., 2011) 39  
 

14  
 

RV EDV ↑ 
RV ESV ↑ 
RV SV ↑ 
RV mass ↑ 

 

(Scharhag et al., 2002) 21  21  
 

RV mass ↑ 
RV EDV ↑ 
RV ESV ↑ 
RV SV ↑ 

Differences maintained after 
indexing for BSA 
Symmetrical with LV  

BSA, body surface area; EDV, end-diastolic volume; ESV, end-systolic volume; 
LV, left ventricle; SV, stroke volume. 

 

3.4.3. Biventricular or disproportionate adaptation of the right ventricle?  
A number of research groups have recently suggested that more profound structural and 

functional alterations in the RV occur relative to the LV as result of acute exercise 

(Mousavi et al., 2009; Trivax et al., 2010; La Gerche et al., 2011).  These studies have 

stimulated a resurgence in research pertaining to the RV and its responses to exercise 

training.  It is proposed that pulmonary vascular resistance and RV afterload, although 

low at rest, do not decrease to the same extent as the systemic circulation during acute 

(endurance) exercise.  Coupled with increased cardiac output, this purportedly leads to 

excessive pulmonary arterial pressure values which, according to the Morganroth and 

Laplace paradigms, provides the hypothesised mechanism responsible for 

disproportionate remodelling of the RV in athletes (Henriksen et al., 1998).  A recent 

multimodal study reported that RV end-systolic wall stress increased to a greater degree 

that LV end-systolic wall stress in middle-aged athletes during a maximal exercise bout, 
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with disproportionate remodelling of the RV as measured by MRI (La Gerche et al., 

2011).  Previous studies, however, support the view that long-term endurance exercise 

participation results in symmetrical biventricular enlargement (Scharhag et al., 2002; 

Vogelsang et al., 2008; Scharf et al., 2010).  Therefore, uncertainty surrounds RV 

responses to exercise and questions remain as to whether acute adaptations translate into 

chronic remodelling of the RV.  

 

3.4.4. Summary: Right ventricular adaptation to exercise 
The LV has dominated much of the focus of research pertaining to cardiac adaptation in 

response to exercise, most likely due to difficulties in accurately quantifying complex 

RV morphology using echocardiography.  In addition, the existing research on exercise-

induced RV morphological adaptation is prone to many of the inconsistencies which 

beset previous LV research, namely a heavy reliance upon cross-sectional data-sets, the 

use of echocardiography to assess morphology and the paucity of controlled 

longitudinal training studies using differential exercise protocols.  With evolving 

evidence that the RV may be prone to differential loading compared to the LV during 

acute exercise, the consequences of longer-term exercise training of different modality 

on RV morphology, evaluated using MRI technology, are critical for both physiological 

and clinical science.  

 

 

3.5. Imaging the heart 
Technological advances in imaging technologies have enabled researchers to gain 

valuable insight into the mechanisms underpinning cardiac adaptation to exercise 

training.  Echocardiography has been the most widely adopted cardiac imaging 

methodology to date, favoured for its non-invasive application, lack of ionizing 

radiation, portability and low operating cost (La Gerche et al., 2009).  While 

echocardiography maintains its popularity as an imaging tool, it has been superseded in 

some ways by newer, more precise imaging methodologies such as computed 

tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).  This section deals with the 

evolution of echocardiography and exposes a number of limitations and pitfalls, 

particularly relating to the assessment of exercise-induced cardiac hypertrophy.  The 

contemporary application of MRI to quantify the impact of exercise training on cardiac 

morphology is also discussed. 
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3.5.1. Echocardiography: the evolution of a technology 
Research pertaining to cardiac hypertrophy in athletes flourished in the 1970’s with the 

advent of non-guided 1-dimensional (1-D), or M-mode, echocardiography.  This 

imaging technology permitted the non-invasive assessment of cardiac structure and 

function in vivo.  Early echocardiographic studies evaluating the athlete’s heart 

produced a 1-D image of the LV using a sampling rate of up to 2000 frames per second, 

producing excellent temporal resolution (Feigenbaum, 2010).  However, a significant 

drawback of this method was its reliance upon specific geometric assumptions to 

estimate 3-D parameters such as mass and volume from a single plane dimension 

(Naylor et al., 2008a).  M-mode calculations are made on the basis that the LV has a 

prolate ellipse shape and that cubing a single minor axis dimensional measurement will 

accurately calculate volume or mass (Monaghan, 2006).  This approach grossly 

oversimplifies the shape and structure of the LV, resulting in significant measurement 

error. It also ignores individual variability in cardiac morphology and in the responses 

of the cardiac chambers to exercise.  

 

Further technological developments paved the way for 2-D echocardiography which 

utilises a phase array transducer to produce clearer, more accurate, 2-D image planes of 

the LV in numerous views (Herregods et al., 1994).  However, this too relies upon the 

same geometric assumptions as M-mode echocardiography.  The calculation of LV 

volumes for example, employs the method of discs, or Simpson’s rule, which is less 

reliant upon 1-D assumptions yet is not without its prediction errors (Monaghan, 2006).  

Similarly, the American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) recommends the following 

equation for LV mass estimation:  

 

LV mass (g) = 0.8 × (1.04 [(LVIDd + IVS + PW)3 − (LVIDd)3]) + 0.6 g 
 

where LVIDd represents left ventricular internal dimension at end diastole, IVS is the 

septal wall thickness at end-diastole and PW represents the posterior wall thickness at 

end-diastole. As this method relies on cubing linear measurements, even minor errors 

are augmented.  The smallest detectable change (with 95% confidence) in 

echocardiographic-derived LV mass approximates 60 g (Devereux et al., 1986; Jenkins 

et al., 2007), a value that is typically similar or exceeded by the modest differences 

observed between athletes and non-athletes, or exercise-induced changes.  Moreover, 
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interstudy reproducibility for LV mass using echocardiography is approximately 45 g, 

making it an unsuitable method for serial measurement (Bottini et al., 1995; Myerson, 

2002; Alfakih et al., 2004).  Despite these widely known pitfalls, echocardiography has 

formed the foundation for athlete’s heart literature to date, and will no doubt continue to 

be utilised for cardiac morphological evaluation owing to its ease of application and low 

cost.  The implications of relying on echocardiography as a basis for the scientific 

literature are profound, raising the question whether echocardiography is able to 

accurately and reliably detect exercise-induced cardiac changes such as LV mass and 

volume, particularly in small study samples typical of the exercise training literature.  

 

Three-dimensional echocardiography has recently emerged as a tool for assessing 

ventricular morphology and, much like 2-D, is favoured for its portability, ease-of-use 

and relatively low cost. Numerous studies have confirmed improved accuracy in 

calculating cardiac volumes using 3-D, compared to 1- and 2-D echocardiography, and 

3-D has been validated against ‘gold-standard’ MRI (Mor-Avi et al., 2004; Jenkins et 

al., 2007) in athletes (De Castro, 2006; Caselli et al., 2008). However, as with any 

imaging methodology, 3-D echocardiography is not without its limitations.  Currently, 

the low frame rate of 3-D echocardiography means vital data may not be detected, for 

example volumetric data during ventricular movement during valve opening and closure 

(Rademakers, 2006).  Further developments in this technology are required for it to be 

fully integrated into the toolkit of cardiac morphological adaptation with exercise. 

 

3.5.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
Magnetic resonance imaging uses a powerful magnetic field accompanied by 

radiofrequency waves to produce images of the highest anatomic quality with spatial 

resolution in the region of 1.5 – 2.0 mm2 (La Gerche et al., 2009).  Unlike CT, MRI is 

not reliant upon ionising radiation and is not influenced by body positioning, making it 

a preferred imaging method for precise cardiac morphological assessment.  Highly 

accurate 2-D images can be acquired in any orientation and varying degrees of slice 

thickness (Slawson et al., 1998).  The size, thickness, mass and volumes of the cardiac 

chambers can be more precisely quantified with excellent reproducibility and accuracy 

(Møgelvang et al., 1993; Teo et al., 2008).  Although the availability and high-cost of 

operation has often precluded the use of MRI in past scientific research, it is rapidly 

becoming more accessible and is currently considered the benchmark for cardiac 

morphological assessment (La Gerche et al., 2009; Scharhag et al., 2009).  Perhaps the 
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most convincing argument for using highly sensitive MRI is the reduction in sample 

size needed to adequately power studies (Table 2.4).  To detect a 10 g mass using MRI 

in heart failure patients requires a 97% reduction in the number of subjects to detect the 

same mass change when using echocardiography (Bellenger et al., 2000).  Recent direct 

comparisons between echocardiography and MRI-derived measures of LV mass and 

volume in athletes suggest that, although these measurement modalities are correlated, 

large absolute differences exist between them with inconsistent conclusions as to 

whether values are over- or underestimated by echocardiography compared to MRI 

(Wernstedt et al., 2002; De Castro, 2006; Prakken et al., 2011).  As illustrated, the 

differences in image quality between a typical echocardiographic- and MRI-derived 

image of the LV is apparent (Figure 2.2).  Such data seriously brings into question to 

validity of echocardiography for the assessment of cardiac morphology in response to 

exercise training.   

 

Table 2.4.  Sample size requirement for detection of 10 g left ventricular mass change 

in heart failure patients, as evaluated by echocardiography and MRI, with a power of 

90% and P<0.05.  Adapted from (Bellenger et al., 2000). 

 Echocardiography MRI Reduction in sample 
size (%) 

LV mass, 10 g 273 9 97 

 

3.5.3. Summary: Imaging the heart 
Echocardiography has traditionally been the imaging modality of choice to determine 

cardiac morphological adaptation in response to exercise training.  However this 

technology is prone a number of key limitations and relies heavily upon geometric 

assumptions for calculating 3-D parameters (such as mass and volume) from a 2-D 

image.  Often the change induced by exercise training is relatively small and falls within 

methodological error range for echocardiographic-derived cardiac parameters.  

Magnetic resonance imaging however, possesses greatly enhanced spatial resolution 

without radiation exposure, which makes it an optimal modality for evaluating cardiac 

morphology.  Although some studies have directly compared echocardiography to MRI 

for cross-sectional evaluation of athletes, no previous study has directly compared the 

efficacy of echocardiography to predict MRI-based changes following a period of 

exercise training.  These outcomes would highlight the potential pitfalls of utilising 
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insensitive echocardiography to serially track cardiac morphological changes with 

exercise training. 

 

 

Figure 2.2.  An example of a typical short-axis view of the left ventricle using 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; left) compared to echocardiography 

(right).   
 

 

4.  Vascular Adaptation to Exercise 
The vascular and cardiac systems are physiologically integrated.  Since evidence 

suggests that distinct ‘athlete’s heart’ phenotypes are evident in trained athletes, it may 

be hypothesised that similarly distinct adaptive responses might occur in the vasculature.  

However, the presence of an ‘athlete’s artery’, characterised by distinct adaptations in 

terms of arterial diameter and wall thickness in response to different exercise stimuli, is 

less recognised or commonly studied as cardiac adaptations to training modalities.  This 

is due, in part, to historical difficulties in accurately measuring arterial size, wall 

thickness and function in vivo.  While numerous studies have evaluated the impact of 

exercise exposure on vascular size and function, the specific question of whether the 

modality of exercise has distinct effects upon vascular adaptation has yet to be fully 

clarified.  Furthermore, the majority of previous data are based on either cross-sectional 

comparisons or training studies which rarely exceed 12 weeks in duration.  The purpose 

of this section is to describe the relevant mechanisms responsible for exercise-induced 

vascular adaptive responses, methods of assessing vascular size and function, as well as 

discussion pertaining to previous cross-sectional and longitudinal interventions in the 

context of the ‘athlete’s artery’.  
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4.1. Mechanisms of vascular adaptation 
Detailed discussion of the mechanisms associated with exercise-induced vascular 

adaptation has been previously published (Laughlin & McAllister, 1992; Niebauer & 

Cooke, 1996; Prior, 2004; Kojda & Hambrecht, 2005; Green et al., 2006; Thijssen et al., 

2012) and these will be briefly addressed in the context of this thesis.  It is now 

considered that the primary mechanism involved in vascular adaptation to training is the 

exercise-induced increase in blood flow (Niebauer & Cooke, 1996).  The endothelium, 

a single-cell layer that acts as a biological interface between circulating blood and 

adjacent vascular smooth muscle, is vital to vascular homeostatic processes (Moyna & 

Thompson, 2004).  In simple terms, exercise increases heart rate and elevates blood 

pressure, which, in turn, increases blood flow and transmural pressure, resulting in 

elevated arterial shear stress and circumferential strain (Prior, 2004; Laughlin et al., 

2008).  In the context of cardiovascular physiology, shear stress is defined as the 

frictional drag imposed on endothelial cells by blood flowing along their surface.  It 

stimulates signals which lead to vessel enlargement, a process known as arteriogenesis 

(Prior et al., 2003).  Vessels adapt via remodelling of all cell types that compose the 

wall, including endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts so that greater 

calibre and enhanced wall dimensions result in a larger remodelled vessel (Prior et al., 

2003; Kojda & Hambrecht, 2005). 

 

It is becoming increasingly accepted that the haemodynamic stimulus responsible for 

vascular adaptation, shear stress, induces adaptation via a nitric oxide (NO)-mediated 

mechanism (Green et al., 2004b).  The endothelium releases NO, a potent vasodilator, 

in response to increased shear stress in order to homeostatically regulate wall shear 

(Rudic et al., 1998; Maiorana et al., 2003).  A classical animal study (Langille & 

O'Donnell, 1986) reduced common carotid artery blood flow by 70% using a ligation 

technique in rabbits, resulting in decreased artery diameter by 21% within 2-weeks.  

Removal of the endothelium resulted in no arterial adaptive change, indicating the 

importance of the endothelium in modulating remodelling of the vessel.  The view that 

exercise-mediated blood flow, and shear stress, is responsible for inducing changes in 

arterial structure or size was further supported by other animal studies (Kamiya & 

Togawa, 1980; Tronc et al., 1996; Tuttle et al., 2001). 
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4.1.1. Acute physiological response to different exercise stimuli 
An essential haemodynamic difference between endurance and resistance exercise 

modalities relates to the duration of exposure to increased blood pressure, blood flow 

and shear stress.  Endurance training involves the persistent elevation of blood flow, at 

relatively low pressure, which creates shear stress stimuli associated with NO-

dependent vascular adaptation (Green et al., 2004b).  As endurance exercise exposure 

causes repeated episodic increases in NO production in order to buffer transient 

increased arterial shear, vessels undergo chronic adaptations that involve increases in 

vessel lumen diameter so that shear stress is ‘structurally normalised’ (Green, 2009).  

An hypothesis originally based upon animal studies (Laughlin, 1995) and more recently 

endorsed in humans (Tinken et al., 2008), suggests that aerobic exercise training 

induces initial functional upregulation of NO bioavailability, which is followed by NO-

mediated arterial remodelling and subsequent homeostatic return of NO function to 

baseline levels at the higher structural set point (Laughlin et al., 2008; Green et al., 

2012a).  The questions to be asked are 1) whether this hypothesis stands true for all 

forms of exercise training and 2) if conduit arteries respond differently, in terms of 

artery diameter and wall thickness, to distinct exercise modalities.   

 

Resistance exercise induces transient post-contraction increases in blood flow, with 

associated rapid increases in blood pressure that returns to baseline between 

contractions (Rakobowchuk et al., 2005).  MacDougall et al. (1985) reported peak 

blood pressure values during a double-leg press exercise in excess of 480/350 mmHg in 

trained body-builders, although these measures may be exaggerated due to technical 

factors including the measurement site. Indeed, amplification of the arterial wave across 

the arterial tree means that central pressures rarely equal those measured peripherally 

(Karamanoglu et al., 1993; Holland et al., 2008). Additionally, performance of a 

Valsalva manoeuvre, which is unavoidable during near-maximal and maximal muscular 

contractions, can cause further increases in blood pressure (Lentini et al., 1993).  During 

these periods of exercise-induced increase in pressure, compliant arteries are not only 

exposed to elevations in shear stress but also increased transmural pressure which is 

exerted across the vessel wall, generating unique radial pressure signals (Draney et al., 

2002).  Transmural pressure, like shear stress, is a known stimulus to vascular 

adaptation (Laughlin et al., 2008).  Consequently, an entirely different haemodynamic 

stimulus can occur as a result of resistance training, relative to endurance training.  This 
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may have further ramifications for the ways in which arteries adapt in response to 

resistance-type exercise exposure. 

 

It is apparent that the haemodynamic stimuli resulting from endurance and resistance 

exercise differ substantially.  Whether or not these stimuli translate into differential 

vascular adaptations with chronic exercise exposure remains to be determined.  The 

primary mechanisms of adaptation, namely shear stress, pressure and circumferential 

stress as well as the complex interaction of these mechanisms (Green et al., 2004b; 

Laughlin et al., 2008; Thijssen et al., 2012), all play an important role in arterial 

adaptation and may vary between distinct exercise-training modalities.  Furthermore, it 

is possible that distinct vascular beds will respond differently to endurance and 

resistance exercise. 

 

4.1.2. Measuring vascular size, wall thickness and function 
Historically, changes in blood flow were measured using the strain-gauge 

plethysmography technique, which was favoured for being non-invasive, low in cost 

and practical application (Pallarés et al., 1994; Joyner et al., 2001).  The technique is 

based on the premise that limb volume changes in response to interruption of venous 

outflow, but not arterial inflow, are due to increased blood flow (Whitney, 1953).  As 

technologies continued to advance, so did the ability to accurately image in vivo 

vascular structures such as arteries using ultrasonography.  An advantage of utilising 

Doppler ultrasound is that it enables precise and instantaneous measure of arterial blood 

flow, without the requirement for venous occlusion.  This is of particular importance 

when assessing blood flow during exercise, which can have immediate impacts on 

velocity and direction of flow.  Furthermore, B-mode images from high-resolution 

ultrasound enable highly accurate determination arterial diameter in addition to arterial 

wall thickness.  As such, many recent studies that have evaluated arterial adaptive 

responses to exercise have done so using ultrasound technology (Thijssen et al., 2011a).   

 

Although ultrasound provides a medium to image arterial size and function and blood 

flow, recent advances in the software used to measure these changes have also 

progressed (Woodman et al., 2001; Potter et al., 2007).  Previous interrogation of 

arterial properties, specifically wall thickness, artery diameter and endothelial function, 

have relied largely upon manual methods (Sorensen et al., 1995), which are subject to 

obvious limitations (Woodman et al., 2001), not least of which is investigator bias.  The 
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current gold-standard for analysing arterial wall thickness, size and function is to utilise 

high-resolution duplex ultrasonography in combination with edge-detection software 

and integrated algorithms, which are able to auto-detect measures at a frequency of 30 

Hz and are independent of investigator bias, thereby allowing a greater level of 

precision, accuracy and validity (Woodman et al., 2001; Potter et al., 2007).   

 

A popular method for assessing vascular function uses high-resolution ultrasound to 

simultaneously measure increases in blood flow and diameter of an artery following a 

brief period of ischaemia, or reactive hyperaemia, which triggers flow and shear stress-

mediated vasodilation (FMD), thereby providing an index of endothelium-dependent 

vasodilator function (Celermajer et al., 1992).  Measuring peak reactive hyperaemic 

blood flow to assess resistance vessel remodelling has a long history in physiology 

(Folkow et al., 1958; Conway, 1963), made more robust by utilising technologies such 

as ultrasound.  Another commonly used method to assess smooth muscle NO-mediated 

relaxation, or endothelium-independent vasodilation, is the use of a sublingual dose of 

glyceryl nitrate, a NO donor (Celermajer et al., 1992).  These techniques are most often 

applied to peripheral conduit arteries such as the brachial and femoral arteries in the 

upper and lower limbs, respectively.  Studies utilising these approaches enable a valid 

and reliable assessment of global human vascular function in vivo, particularly in 

response to acute and chronic exercise stimuli. 

 

4.2. Is there an ‘athlete’s artery’? 
In the context of cardiac adaptation, the Law of Laplace and implied relationships 

between pressure, blood flow and volume have been proposed to induce differential 

cardiac remodelling in response to divergent exercise stimuli.  The vasculature is 

arguably exposed to the same mechanical stresses related to haemodynamics, pressure 

and flow.  As such, it is possible to speculate that arteries may adapt in a similar manner 

to the ventricles in response to training.  If the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ were applicable 

to the vasculature, one would anticipate ‘eccentric’ changes following pure endurance 

exercise; that is increased lumen diameter with a proportionate increase in wall 

thickness, or intima-media thickness (IMT), due to repetitive volume overload.  

Conversely, resistance-trained individuals might exhibit a ‘concentric’ change of the 

arteries, characterised by increased IMT and decreased internal luminal diameter, such 

that the ratio of wall thickness to lumen calibre is increased.  It is important to note that 

the direct question of whether there is a ‘vascular Morganroth hypothesis’ or ‘athlete's 
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artery’ phenomenon has not previously been addressed in the literature (Green et al., 

2012b).  In order to determine whether patterns of differential vascular adaptation occur 

in terms of artery size, wall thickness and function, previous cross-sectional data and 

longitudinal studies will be examined, in response to specific exercise modes. 

 

4.3. Exercise and Vascular Diameter 

4.3.1. Endurance exercise and vascular diameter 
Cross-sectional comparisons of endurance-trained athletes and sedentary controls 

typically demonstrate larger peripheral conduit artery lumen calibre (Schmidt-Trucksass 

et al., 2000; Dinenno et al., 2001a; Schmidt-Trucksäss et al., 2003; Huonker et al., 

2003; Naylor et al., 2006; Rowley et al., 2012).  More specifically, it appears that these 

adaptations are localised to the main conduit artery specific to the trained limbs.  A 

recent study compared upper-limb (canoeists) to lower-limb athletes (runners and 

cyclists) and inactive control subjects (Rowley et al., 2012).  The authors found that 

upper-limb athletes displayed the largest brachial artery diameters while lower-limb 

athletes had the largest femoral artery diameters.  To assess the impact of inactivity on 

artery diameter, the same study recruited a group of wheelchair athletes as well as non-

athletes.  All wheelchair subjects had brachial artery diameters equivalent to upper-limb 

athletes, while femoral artery diameter was the lowest in wheelchair subjects.  The 

findings of Rowley et al. are in agreement with previous athlete-control studies showing 

that femoral artery diameter of elite cyclists was 21% greater than controls while the 

same artery was no different between tennis players and controls (Huonker et al., 2003).  

In contrast, there were no differences in subclavian artery diameter between cyclists and 

controls.  It can be deduced from these studies that the main conduit artery supplying 

the exercising limb musculature are more conducive to arterial remodelling, due to 

exposure to repetitive increases in shear stress.   

 

It is also evident from studies in racquet sport athletes that the size of conduit arteries in 

dominant and non-dominant limbs can differ within the same individual.  Huonker et al. 

(2003) observed significantly larger subclavian artery diameter in the preferred arm of 

professional tennis players compared to the non-preferred arm (19%) and to untrained 

participants (20%).  Similarly, larger peak forearm blood flow, and consequently 

resistance vessel cross sectional area, was observed in the preferred arm of tennis 

players (Green et al., 1996).  These findings have recently been reiterated in elite squash 

players, who demonstrated larger brachial diameters in the dominant versus non-
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dominant arm, both of which were significantly larger than controls (Rowley et al., 

2011).  It can be postulated that the dominant limbs in these athletes are exposed to 

greater levels of repetitive shear stress, thereby resulting in chronic arterial size 

adaptation.  Together, these studies do indeed suggest that the impact of endurance 

exercise training on arterial lumen diameter is likely to be locally mediated, as 

suggested by Rowley et al. (2011). 

 

Although the evidence from cross-sectional studies in athletes provides valuable insight 

into exercise-induced vascular adaptation, results from exercise intervention studies are 

able to reveal differences that are not influenced by self-selection bias, genetics or 

differences in body size.  Some examples of studies detailing the impact of endurance 

training on peripheral artery adaptation are summarised in Table 2.5.  Although the 

exercise duration is relatively short-term (8-12 weeks), these studies provide support for 

cross-sectional comparisons, which indicate that adaptation predominantly occurs in 

conduit artery feeding the exercising limb.  Specifically, observations from separate 

studies confirm increases in femoral, but not brachial artery diameter, following 3-

months of endurance walking and jogging (Dinenno et al., 2001a) and 8 weeks of cycle 

ergometry (Thijssen et al., 2007), respectively.  Moreover, 6-weeks single-legged 

cycling induced adaptation of the femoral artery in the trained-leg only (Miyachi et al., 

2001).  The same study observed concomitant adaptation of large muscular conductance 

vessels, specifically the ascending aorta, which has been previously reported in 

endurance-athletes (Zeppilli et al., 1995) and with exercise training (Miyachi et al., 

1998).  The common carotid artery, however, failed to undergo any structural adaptation 

following 6-weeks of endurance exercise training (Tanaka et al., 2002), an occurrence 

also noted between athletes and controls (Rowley et al., 2011) as well as in the lack of 

change with bed-rest (Bleeker, 2005).  A longer-term (6 months) prospective study 

showed that in athletes, resuming exercise training after a period of deconditioning 

induced further gains in arterial size after 3 months, but not 6 months (Naylor et al., 

2006), recognising the plasticity of the vasculature in response to exercise stimuli.  

From these data it appears that whilst structural vascular adaptation occurs following 

endurance exercise training, in both large arterial conductance vessels and peripheral 

conduit arteries, localised effects of exercise-induced shear stress may influence the 

impact of exercise on peripheral arteries.  
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Table 2.5.  A sample of longitudinal studies assessing the impact of endurance-type exercise training on artery diameter and wall thickness in healthy 
subjects. 

Study Sample Training Protocol Duration Training Effect LD IMT IMT:LD CSA Comments 

(Dinenno et al., 2001b) 
 

22 males 
51 ± 2 yrs 
 

Walking/jogging 
5-7 d.wk1 
40-50 min.d-1 
65-80% HRMAX 
 

12 wk ↑ VO2max 
↑ Time to 
exhaustion 
↓ Submaximal HR 
↓ RPE at 70% 
VO2max 

 

CFA ↑ 
BA ↔ 
 

CFA ↓ 
 

CFA ↓ 
 

NR 
 

Supervised 
orientation 
Training 
unsupervised  
 

(Miyachi et al., 2001) 10 males 
22 ± 2 yrs 
 

One-legged cycling 
4 d.wk-1 
40 min.d-1 
80% VO2peak 

 

6 wks ↑ VO2peak NR NR NR CFA ↑  CFA ↑ 
experimental 
leg only 

(Thijssen et al., 2007) 9 older males 
70 ± 1 yrs 
 

Cycle ergometry 
3 d.wk-1 
30 min.d-1 
65-85% HRR 
 

8 wk ↑ Power output 
↔ VO2max 

CFA ↑ 
SFA ↔ 
BA ↔ 
CCA ↔ 
 

SFA ↔ 
CCA ↔ 
 

SFA ↔ 
CCA ↔ 
 

NR 
 

 

(Naylor et al., 2006) 17 male 
rowers 
20.9 ± 0.6 yrs 
 

Row ergometer, 
aerobic conditioning 
6-7 d.wk-1 

4.5 h.d-1 
80-90% HRMAX 
 

24 wk ↑ VO2max at 3, 6 
mo 
 

BA ↑  
(3 months) 
 

NR 
 

NR 
 

NR 
 

No further 
BA increases 
at 6 months 

AbAo, abdominal aorta; AscAo, ascending aorta; BA, brachial artery; CCA, common carotid artery; CFA, common femoral artery; CSA, cross-sectional 
area; HR, heart rate; HRMAX, maximal heart rate; HRR, heart rate reserve; IMT, intima-media thickness; IMT:LD, wall thickness-to-lumen ratio; LD, lumen 
diameter; NR, not reported; VO2max, maximal oxygen consumption; VO2peak, peak oxygen consumption; ↑indicates significant increased after training; 
↓ indicates significant decrease after training; ↔ indicates no significant difference. 
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4.3.2. Resistance exercise and vascular diameter 
As previously clarified (see Section 3.2), high-intensity resistance training can induce 

substantial elevation in systolic BP during lifting, although the exposure is transitory 

and sometimes followed by episodes of hypotension (MacDonald, 2002).  Limited 

research is available regarding the impact of resistance training on arterial remodelling 

in humans, as many studies have preferentially documented exercise-induced changes in 

arterial compliance as the primary vascular outcome measure.  Nonetheless, summaries 

of the impact of resistance-type training on arterial adaptation using cross-sectional 

(Table 2.6) and longitudinal studies (Table 2.7) are presented.  A study in young 

resistance-trained athletes reported increased femoral artery diameter compared to age-

matched sedentary controls (Miyachi, 2005).  Similarly, a study in judo athletes 

reported significantly increased artery diameters in the brachial, radial artery, ulnar, 

popliteal, anterior and posterior tibial arteries compared to controls (Karagounis et al., 

2009).  However these findings are not universal (Schmidt-Trucksäss et al., 2003).  

Comparable discrepancies have been observed in conductance vessel adaptation in 

strength-trained individuals (Bertovic et al., 1999; Kasikcioglu et al., 2004; Babaee Bigi 

& Aslani, 2007).  Hence, a definitive conclusion regarding the impact of this form of 

training on artery size is not possible in the context of the present cross-sectional 

literature.   
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Table 2.6.  Cross-sectional studies evaluating arterial diameter and wall thickness in resistance-trained athletes and controls. 

Study Athletes Controls Diameter IMT Comments 
(Bertovic et al., 1999) 19  

 
19  
 

TAo ↔ NR Wall thickness-to-lumen ratio not different in any 
echocardiographic measurements 

(Babaee Bigi & Aslani, 2007) 100  
 

128  
 

AoR ↑ NR All segments of AoR ↑; training effect most evident 
when duration of activity taken into account 

(Miyachi, 2005) 27 young 
22 middle-age 
 

30 young 
25 middle-age 
 

CFA ↑ CFA ↑ IMT in middle-aged athletes greater than both young 
athletes and middle-aged controls; young athletes IMT 
not significantly different compared to young controls 

(Karagounis et al., 2009) 27  27  
 

BA ↑ 
PA ↑ 

NR Judo athletes 
RA, UA, ATA and PTA ↑ 

(Schmidt-Trucksäss et al., 2003) 15 20 
 

CFA ↔ CFA ↑ CFA RWT ↑ 

ATA, anterior tibial artery; AoR, aortic root; BA, brachial artery, BSA, body surface area; CFA, common femoral artery; IMT, intima-media thickness; NR, 
not reported; PA, popliteal artery; PTA, posterior tibial artery; RA, radial artery; RWT, relative wall thickness; TAo, transverse aortic arch; UA, ulnar 
artery. ↑indicates significantly higher in athletes; ↓ indicates significantly lower in athletes; ↔ indicates no significant difference. 
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Table 2.7.  Longitudinal studies evaluating the impact of resistance-type exercise training on arterial diameter and wall thickness in healthy subjects. 
 
 

1RM, one repetition maximum; BA, brachial artery; CCA, common carotid artery; ET, endurance training; IMT, intima-medial thickness; LD, lumen 
diameter; NR, not reported; RT, resistance training; ↑indicates significant increased after training; ↔ indicates no significant difference. 

 

Study Sample Training Protocol Weeks Frequency Load Volume LD IMT Comments 

(Rakobowchuk et al., 2005) 28 Whole-body RT 
Progressive 
overload 

12 3 d.wk-1 
1 h.d-1 

80-90% 
1RM 

2-3 sets 
5-12 reps 

CCA 
 ↔ 

CCA 
 ↔ 

RT did not alter 
compliance  

 (Miyachi, 2004) 14  Leg extension, 
seated chest press, 
leg curl, lateral row, 
squat, sit-up 

16 3 d.wk-1,  

45 min.d-1 
80% 1RM 3 sets 

8-12 reps 
CCA 
 ↔ 

CCA 
 ↔ 

Compliance 
returned to 
baseline following 
detraining. 

(Rakobowchuk, 2005) 28  Whole-body RT 
Progressive 
overload 

12 3 d.wk-1 

1 h.d-1 
80-90% 
1RM 

2-3 sets 
5-12 reps 

BA  
↑ 

NR 
 

Change may be 
specific to 
decreased IMT, 
but NR 

 (Kawano et al., 2006) 12  Leg extension, 
seated chest press, 
leg curl, lateral row, 
squat, sit-up 

16 3 d.wk-1  

45 min 
50% 1RM 3 sets 

14-16 reps 
CCA 
 ↔ 

CCA 
 ↔ 

Moderate-
intensity RT does 
not impact 
compliance.  

 (Watts et al., 2004) 19 
 

Circuit training 
(including ET at 65-
85% maximum 
heart rate) 

8 3 d.wk-1 

1 hr 
55-70% 
1RM 

NR BA 
↔ 

NR 
 

Obese 
adolescents 
Vascular 
dysfunction 
normalised 
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There is limited longitudinal evidence for arterial adaptation in response to resistance-

type training in healthy subjects (Table 2.7).  A progressive 12-week whole body 

resistance exercise program resulted in brachial artery diameter enlargement at 6 and 12 

weeks post training (Rakobowchuk, 2005).  The authors postulated that these alterations 

were attributable to remodelling of the arterial walls, however wall thickness was not 

measured in this study.  Conversely, an 8-week circuit training intervention in obese 

adolescents (Watts et al., 2004) did not change resting brachial arterial diameters.  It 

could be argued however that this cohort may be exposed to increased cardiovascular 

risk compared to non-obese subjects explaining the lack of response.  Other resistance-

training studies have largely evaluated common carotid artery properties such as 

compliance and stiffness, however these documented no exercise-induced 

morphological adaptations (Miyachi, 2004; Rakobowchuk et al., 2005; Kawano et al., 

2006; Olson et al., 2006).  It should be noted, however, that the carotid arteries appear 

to respond idiosyncratically to exercise training (Thijssen et al., 2012).  Overall, there is 

a significant gap in the literature regarding resistance training and vascular adaptation, 

particularly in specific vascular beds, as different resistance exercise target specific 

muscle groups.   

 

4.3.3. Summary: Exercise and vascular diameter 
There is evidence to suggest that vascular size adaptation occurs, particularly in 

response to endurance training, which is corroborated by both cross-sectional and 

longitudinal data.  The mechanism underlying this adaptation is purportedly shear 

stress-mediated, and local adaptation occurs in conduit arteries supplying exercising 

musculature.  The impact of resistance exercise, however, has been poorly researched 

with insufficient evidence to clearly define the nature of the vascular adaptive response 

to this exercise modality.  Further research is clearly warranted on the relative impacts 

longer-term training programs, especially resistance exercise, on arterial diameter and 

wall thickness in distinct vascular beds in humans. 

 

4.4. Exercise and Arterial Wall Thickness 
The assessment of arterial wall thickness in the context of atherosclerosis has become 

commonplace in the evaluation of cardiovascular risk.  While large population-based 

studies have recognised the clinical relevance of arterial wall thickness measures, such 

as intima-media thickness (IMT) of the common carotid artery (CCA) (Heiss et al., 
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1991),  responses to exercise training are only recently beginning to unfold.  This 

section describes previous studies that have measured arterial wall thickness in response 

to chronic exercise exposure (i.e. athletes vs. controls) and in response to exercise 

training.  

 

4.4.1. Endurance exercise and arterial wall thickness 
It might be postulated that athletes engaged in exercise, exceeding the recommended 

dose required for reducing cardiovascular risk, might exhibit low levels risk in markers 

such as carotid IMT.  However, studies measuring IMT in the CCA, and also peripheral 

arteries, of athletes compared to normal subjects have produced conflicting results.  In 

rowers (Cook, 2005) and endurance-trained athletes (Schmidt-Trucksass et al., 2000), 

no significant differences compared to controls were observed for carotid IMT.  

Similarly, younger athletes displayed no differences in carotid IMT versus their age-

matched sedentary counterparts, however older athletes exhibited lower carotid IMT 

compared to older controls (Galetta et al., 2006).  The authors suggest that long-term 

endurance training might attenuate the normal age-related increase in IMT in sedentary 

individuals.  In contrast to these results, carotid IMT has also been reportedly higher 

(Abergel et al., 1998) and lower (Rowley et al., 2011; 2012) in athletes compared to 

controls, making it difficult to deduce whether exercise has any demonstrable effect on 

artery wall thickness of the common carotid artery specifically. 

 

Peripheral artery wall adaptation in athletes was first documented by Dinenno et al. 

(2001a) who observed a 21% decrease in femoral artery IMT in endurance-trained 

males, findings which have subsequently been reiterated by others (Rowley et al., 2011; 

2012).  A series of studies by Rowley et al. observed significantly decreased IMT in 

both the brachial and femoral arteries of elite squash players (Rowley et al., 2011) as 

well as upper- and lower-limb athletes (Rowley et al., 2012).  Interestingly, decreases in 

IMT were observed in the brachial arteries of both the dominant and non-dominant arms 

of elite squash players, despite evidence for differential lumen diameters between these 

arteries, suggesting that exercise-induced changes in wall thickness might be 

systemically mediated (Rowley et al., 2011).  Conversely, endurance-trained athletes 

have purportedly exhibited increased (Schmidt-Trucksäss et al., 2003) and no 

differences (Schmidt-Trucksass et al., 2000) in femoral artery wall thickness compared 

to controls.  Again, there seems to be little agreement between these cross-sectional 

comparisons in athletes.   
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Longitudinal studies employing endurance-type exercise training in healthy subjects 

have typically observed decreased IMT, particularly in peripheral vessels, although this 

is unpredictable.  For example, evaluation of carotid artery IMT in response to 8 weeks 

(Thijssen et al., 2007) and 12 weeks (Tanaka et al., 2002) of endurance exercise-

training in healthy subjects revealed no change.  However, a 6-year follow-up study 

showed that exercise attenuated the age-related increased in carotid IMT, but only in 

men not taking statin medications (Rauramaa et al., 2004).  A 12-week endurance 

training program resulted in significantly (14%) lower femoral IMT in healthy males 

(Dinenno et al., 2001a), a finding echoed in the brachial and popliteal arteries of older 

subjects (Green et al., 2010).  Cycle training over 8-weeks however did not induce 

femoral artery wall remodelling in older subjects (Thijssen et al., 2007).  In an attempt 

to determine the mechanistic underpinning of exercise-induced arterial wall thickness 

adaptation, a recent study (Thijssen et al., 2011b) employed a within-subjects 8-week 

bilateral handgrip training study, where shear stress was manipulated by the placement 

of an inflated cuff on one forearm.  It was observed that despite this shear stress 

manipulation, brachial artery IMT decreased with training, suggesting that shear stress 

is not obligatory for wall thickness adaptation and other mechanisms are involved.  

Overall these studies provide some useful insight into endurance exercise and vascular 

wall remodelling, but are by no means conclusive and require further investigation. 

 

4.4.2. Resistance exercise and arterial wall thickness  
Studies appraising arterial wall remodelling in resistance or strength-trained athletes are 

very scarce.  Those few that have done so, produced contradictory results.  Specifically 

Schmidt-trucksass et al. (2003) observed significantly greater femoral artery IMT in 

strength-trained athletes compared to control subjects, although these were no different 

to endurance-trained athletes.  In contrast, neither carotid artery IMT (Miyachi, 2003) 

nor femoral IMT (Miyachi, 2005) between young resistance-trained and age-matched 

controls were significantly different.  Yet a comparison of middle-aged athletes and 

controls in the latter study observed that femoral IMT was larger in athletes, despite the 

age-related increase observed in the controls (Miyachi, 2005).  Basal whole leg blood 

flow was maintained in middle-aged athletes which agrees with the hypothesis that 

increased arterial blood flow and pressure transduce wall-thickening changes in the 

femoral artery, as observed in patients with hypertension (Folkow et al., 1958).   
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As resistance-training protocols are often used in clinical intervention studies or cardiac 

rehabilitation settings due to the beneficial physiological effects on glycaemic control, 

functional capacity, muscular strength, body composition and bone density (Meyer, 

2001; Hansen et al., 2010), some studies have evaluated the impact of this exercise 

mode on artery wall thickness.  A 12-week resistance exercise intervention in chronic 

heart failure patients resulted in significantly decreased brachial artery IMT, however 

the aerobic protocol failed to induce any arterial wall adaptation in this patient group 

(Maiorana et al., 2010), endorsing the prescription of resistance exercise in chronic 

heart failure.  Resistance exercise in overweight but otherwise healthy females however, 

did not change carotid artery IMT following a 12-month intervention (Olson et al., 

2006).  Findings in healthy subjects in response to this training modality have similarly 

observed a modest affect in terms of carotid artery wall remodelling (Miyachi, 2004; 

Rakobowchuk et al., 2005; Kawano et al., 2006).  With inadequate data evaluating the 

long-term effects of resistance exercise on vascular wall thickness, it is difficult to make 

assumptions pertaining to the nature of adaptation and the physiological mechanisms 

involved.  

 

4.4.3. Summary: Exercise and arterial wall thickness 
The studies above suggest that both endurance and resistance exercise exposure may 

modify arterial wall thickness, although there is some discourse regarding the direction 

of the effects.  No previous experiment has posed the questions of 1) whether these 

adaptations occur systemically or locally and 2) whether distinct exercise modalities 

result in differential adaptation, particularly in different vascular beds.  There is 

currently no experimental bias to assess the question of whether a ‘vascular Morganroth’ 

adaptation, relating specifically to arterial lumen diameter and wall thickness, occurs in 

humans. 

 

4.5. Exercise and Vascular Function 
It must be stated here that, whilst the impact of exercise training on vascular adaptation 

can be considered from both a structural and functional perspective, these concepts are 

by no means mutually exclusive.  In this section, the previous literature pertaining to 

endothelial function in response to acute and chronic exercise exposure in both animal 

and human models will be addressed.  In addition to longitudinal exercise intervention 

studies, cross-sectional comparisons between athletes and controls are discussed in the 

context of the ‘athlete’s paradox’. 
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As previously elucidated, it is the episodic increases in blood flow and shear stress 

induced by exercise that are responsible for the repeated stimuli to the endothelium.  

The vasodilation that occurs in response to this stimulus is thus referred to as being 

‘endothelium-dependent’.  Previously, animal studies have demonstrated improvements 

in endothelium-dependent vasodilation at rest, after as little as 7 days of exercise 

training (McAllister & Laughlin, 1997).  Other studies of short-term exercise training in 

dogs (Wang et al., 1993) and rats (Sun et al., 1994; Koller et al., 1995) have all 

observed similar impacts on vasodilator responses.   

 

Whilst animal models have observed that short-term (1-2 week) training studies 

improve endothelial-dependent vasodilation, longer durations of exercise training (e.g. 

16-20 weeks) have typically failed to elicit any change in NO-dependent vasodilator 

function (Green et al., 2004b).  These data suggest that any improvement in 

endothelium-dependent vasodilator responses may be a transient phenomenon that is 

lost with longer-term training, following a specific a time course of adaptation (Figure 

2.3).  It has been proposed that this lack of functional adaptation seen after longer 

exercise training periods may be associated with concomitant outward structural 

remodelling of arteries (Laughlin, 1995).   

 

The first study to simultaneously examine the interaction between functional and 

structural exercise-induced adaptations in humans was recently conducted by Tinken et 

al. (2008).  Via assessment of both measures at fortnightly intervals across an 8-week 

training program, this study provided information regarding the time course of 

adaptation.  The results suggested that exercise-induced functional changes in conduit 

arteries precede structural adaptations in vivo.  The initial functional improvements 

began to return toward baseline levels as structural remodelling began, responses which 

endorse those originally proposed by Laughlin.  Further to this, a recent 8-week lower 

limb exercise study unilaterally manipulated shear stress via placement of a pneumatic 

cuff placed around the forearm (Birk et al., 2012).  The authors assessed FMD of the 

brachial arteries at fortnightly intervals and found a transient enhancement of FMD, 

which was restricted to the uncuffed arm in which shear stress had not been 

manipulated.  It was therefore argued that the systemic mechanism responsible for this 

adaptation was partly attributable to exercise-induced increases in shear stress.   
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Figure 2.3.  Artery response to increased shear stress over the 

duration of an exercise-training program.  Untrained, exhibiting baseline 
release of NO (A), after short-term training functional change results in 

increased NO release (B). Long term training results in NO returning toward 
baseline levels as functional change has been superseded by arterial 

remodelling, characterised by increased lumen diameter (C).  

 

4.5.1. Endurance exercise and vascular function 
On the whole, studies evaluating the functional arterial response to exercise training in 

healthy asymptomatic humans have deduced that endurance exercise training increases 

function.  However, the situation remains unclear with respect to longer-term training.  

In addition to the aforementioned time-course studies, which observed rapid and 

transient functional adaptation to exercise, improvements were noted after as little as 4 

weeks of training in healthy males (Pullin et al., 2004).  A longer 10-week study in 

military recruits increased brachial FMD (Clarkson et al., 1999).  However, cycle 

exercise training (8-12 weeks) had no effect on brachial FMD in healthy older subjects 

(Moriguchi et al., 2005; Thijssen et al., 2007).  However, in the same study by 

Moriguchi et al., a group of mildly hypertensive subjects, with decreased endothelial 

function (FMD) compared to normotensives at baseline, improved brachial artery 
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function after the 12-week training period.  This trend for normalisation of endothelial 

dysfunction in response to exercise training in subjects with cardiovascular disease and 

risk factors has been frequently observed by others (Hambrecht et al., 1998; Linke et al., 

2001; Maiorana et al., 2001a; Watts et al., 2004; Green et al., 2004b).  From these 

results is seems that vascular functional improvement is in the presence of pre-existing 

vascular dysfunction is more common than improvement of function in those subjects 

with suspected normal endothelial health. 

 

With this in mind, studies evaluating the impact of chronic exercise on vascular 

function in athletes compared to non-athletes, have reported inconclusive results.  In 

upper- and lower-limb dominant athletes, femoral and brachial FMD were found to be 

lower in athletes (Green et al., 2012b).  Similarly, endothelial function was assessed in 

elite rowers using MRI and, despite the significantly greater lumen diameter of the 

brachial artery, endothelial function was not enhanced (Petersen et al., 2006).  In 

contrast to these findings, however, others have reported that athletes possess enhanced 

endothelial function (Walther et al., 2008; Florescu et al., 2010).  The ‘athlete’s paradox’ 

present here relates to the assumption that athletes exposed to chronic exercise training 

loads might be expected to possess enhanced vascular function, however it is apparent 

that athletes typically possess functionally ‘normal’ or even diminished arterial function 

(Green et al., 2012b).  Reasons for this paradox might be explained by the time course 

of functional versus structural adaptive responses (Laughlin, 1995; Tinken et al., 2008).  

Alternatively, the impact of increased structure or size of the artery being assessed may 

affect the functional measure (FMD), particularly in light of recent observations that 

FMD is highly correlated with artery size (Thijssen et al., 2008; 2009b).   

 

4.5.2. Resistance exercise and vascular function 
As with many aspects of resistance training research, the number of studies assessing 

vascular functional response to this modality is low.  A cross-sectional study evaluating 

male bodybuilders taking anabolic steroids across different training and competitive 

phases observed that FMD was diminished in those taking steroids compared to control 

athletes (Ebenbichler et al., 2001).  However a similar study failed to show any 

differences between anabolic steroid users and non-users (Sader et al., 2001), although 

the comparison was made at a single time-point.  Neither of these studies utilised a non-

athletic control group to compare the impact of resistance training on vascular function.  
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Longitudinal studies in healthy subjects utilising resistance-training protocols over 

periods ranging from 8-12 weeks have concurred that the impact upon vascular function 

is negligible (Maiorana et al., 2001b; Rakobowchuk, 2005).  These findings question 

whether the haemodynamic stimulus produced by regular resistance-type exercise 

across these time frames is sufficient to induce functional adaptation.  Furthermore, it is 

possible that the nature of the stimulus produced by repeatedly lifting heavy weights 

may create an entirely different environment compared to that during endurance-based 

activity.  As resistance exercise is gaining popularity amongst both healthy subjects and 

those with cardiovascular risk factors or disease, future studies need to tease out 

responses to resistance training using longer-term interventions. 

 

4.5.3. Summary: Exercise and vascular function 
The impact of exercise on vascular function is mediated by repeated exposure to shear 

stress, such that it is obligatory for conduit artery functional adaptation (Green et al., 

2004b; Tinken et al., 2010).  This hypothesis is supported by the observation that upper 

limb functional adaptation occurs in response to lower limb exercise.  However, once 

structural adaptation has occurred, the functional enhancement in response to exercise is 

diminished, suggesting the transient nature of this adaptation.  Moreover, it is not 

known to what extent longer-term exercise training influences vascular function.  There 

is some evidence to suggest that there is less capacity to improve function in already 

healthy subjects, compared to those with existing endothelial dysfunction.  

Paradoxically, athletes possess functionally ‘normal’ arterial function and it is suggested 

that artery size may influence the assessment of flow-mediated dilation, however the 

relationship between structural and functional adaptation following long-term 

progressive exercise training is unknown.  It is pertinent to add that almost all of the 

previous research is based on endurance-type exercise and consequently little 

information is available regarding the impact of resistance exercise on vascular function.  

 

4.6. Summary: Vascular adaptation to exercise 
Most of what is known about vascular adaptation in response to exercise training is 

based on relatively short-term studies (4-12 weeks) or athlete-control comparisons.  

While there is a consensus that endurance exercise induces conduit arterial diameter 

adaptation, mediated by localised factors such as shear stress, interventional studies of 

longer-term duration in healthy subjects remain sparse.  Furthermore, there is 

insufficient information regarding the impact of resistance training on vascular size, 
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wall thickness and function.  Additional research is required to fully evaluate the effects 

of chronic exercise exposure on these arterial properties in healthy humans.  Of 

particular interest is the impact of different exercise modes that produce distinct 

haemodynamic stimuli on vascular adaptation and the associated possibility that an 

‘athlete’s artery’ or ‘vascular Morganroth’ phenomenon is apparent. 

 

 

5.  Conclusion and justification of thesis 
The literature reviewed above indicates that much of what is considered accepted 

dogma regarding cardiovascular adaptation to exercise training, particularly cardiac 

adaptation, is based upon datasets derived from cross-sectional comparisons using sub-

optimal echocardiography as the primary imaging tool.  These limitations question the 

appealing face validity of the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’.  Furthermore, very little is 

known regarding right ventricular adaptation to different training modalities.  It is 

therefore evident that additional research that employs longitudinal study designs and 

incorporates ‘gold-standard’ imaging technologies such as MRI is necessary.  This will 

allow physiologists and clinicians to more comprehensively appraise the validity of the 

concept that differential exercise modalities induce dichotomous forms of cardiac 

adaptation.  Almost three decades after its initial conception, there is a need for the 

‘Morganroth hypothesis’ to be revisited.   

 

In term of vascular adaptation, athlete studies have provided evidence, albeit cross-

sectional, that arterial size increases in response to chronic exercise exposure.  However, 

it is unknown whether different exercise modalities will induce distinct arterial 

adaptations, consistent with the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’.  While there is ample 

evidence from exercise training studies in diseased cohorts to support the beneficial 

effects of exercise on vascular functional adaptation, studies in asymptomatic 

individuals are conflicting and even paradoxical in athletes.  Furthermore, many of 

these exercise-training studies rarely exceeded 12 weeks in duration and the long-term 

consequences of exercise exposure on vascular adaptation have yet to be fully clarified. 

 

The global purpose of this thesis was to undertake a 6-month exercise-training 

intervention, comparing the impact of two distinct forms of exercise, specifically 

endurance and resistance exercise, on cardiac and vascular adaptation in healthy 
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humans.  It is evident that there is a distinct lack of longitudinal data to corroborate the 

plethora of cross-sectional studies conducted between athletes and controls.  The 

proposed 6-month longitudinal intervention will aim to remedy these shortcomings.  

Moreover, since echocardiography is unlikely to detect modest changes that occur with 

exercise training, the proposed study will utilise cardiac MRI.  While the mechanisms of 

vascular adaptation to exercise have been widely studied, the impact of longer-term 

intervention studies, particularly comparing different exercise modes, has yet to be 

elucidated and will therefore be addressed in the present study.  The outcomes of this 

integrative human physiological study will greatly add to the global understanding of 

cardiovascular adaptation to exercise in humans. 
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This thesis is based on the outcomes of a single-site, prospective, longitudinal 

randomised exercise intervention study.  The subjects, study design, experimental 

procedures and exercise interventions are consistent across all experimental chapters 

and are therefore provided in this general methods chapter.  Specific protocols 

employed can be found within the respective methods section for each experimental 

chapter. 

 

Subjects 
Twenty-seven young healthy male subjects, recruited from the general community, 

underwent a thorough pre-screening protocol, including a detailed medical history, 

physical examination, physical activity questionnaire and standard blood markers.  

Exclusion criteria included evidence of cardiovascular, metabolic or musculoskeletal 

conditions, or cardiovascular classification as moderate or high risk (American College 

of Sports Medicine, 2009), current medication use or smoking.  All subjects volunteered 

to take part in the study.  Using a website (www.randomization.com), subjects were 

randomised to either an endurance- (END) or resistance-training (RES) group.  Prior to 

commencing any data collection, three subjects (n=3) voluntarily withdrew from the 

END group citing family or work/study commitments.  A further subject (n=1) from the 

RES group also withdrew due to interstate work transfer.  Data are presented on the 

remaining 23 subjects who completed the exercise training intervention, unless 

otherwise stated (Figure 3.1).  Based on previous methodological assessments, it was 

determined that a minimum sample size of nine subjects (n=9) would be required to 

observe a 10 g change in LV mass using MRI at 90% power level (Bellenger et al., 

2000).  This study was approved by the Human Research and Ethics Committee of the 

University of Western Australia (reference: RA/4/1/2450; see Appendix) and complies 

with the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects provided written, informed consent prior 

to participating in the study.  

 

Study Design 
In this parallel randomised trial of two groups, participants were required to complete a 

24-week resistance or endurance-training intervention with measures taken at study 

entry and following 24 weeks of training.  Experimental measures included cardiac MRI, 

standard and myocardial speckle tracking echocardiography, vascular ultrasonography, 

body composition assessment, aerobic fitness evaluation and muscular strength tests.  
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Figure 3.1.  A CONSORT diagram detailing the flow of participants 
through each stage of the trial. 
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•   Received allocated intervention (n=13)!
•   Did not receive allocated intervention: !

•  work transfer (n=1)!
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•   Declined to participate (n=3)!
•   Other reasons (n=3)!
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Experimental Procedures   

Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

Cardiac Morphology 
Measures of left and right ventricular morphology were assessed using a 1.5 T cardiac 

MRI (Magnetom Espree, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).  Subjects were scanned in the 

supine position with a posterior phased array spine coil and an anterior flexible phased 

array body surface coil.  Multi-plane breath-hold using steady-state free precession 

(TrueFISP) localisers were acquired to obtain standard cardiac imaging planes.  For all 

sequences, the breath-hold times varied between 5-20 sec, depending on the subject's 

heart rate.  To evaluate functional parameters, cine images were acquired using a 

retrogated ECG trigger covering the whole R-R interval.  

 

Images of the LV and RV were collected in the short axis plane, perpendicular to the 

ventricular septum with between 10-12 slices of 6 mm (4mm interslice gap) acquired.  

The MRI parameters were standardised for each assessment to the following: repetition 

time (TR) 37.68 ms, echo time (TE) 1.29 ms, flip angle 70-80⁰, field of view (FoV) 

320-350 mm, resolution 256 × 166, bandwidth (BW) 930.  Cine images of the four-

chamber and LV outflow tract were also acquired (6 mm slices, TR 38.28 ms, TE 1.32 

ms, flip angle 70-80⁰, FoV 300-330 mm, resolution 224 × 224, BW 930).  

 

Cardiac Analysis 
All cardiac MRI analysis was performed using specialised software (Argus, Siemens 

Medical Systems) by an observer blinded to scan time point and subject group 

allocation.  Analyses were independently repeated and confirmed by an experienced 

cardiologist and/or radiologist, also blinded.  

 

To assess LV mass, short axis cine loops were inspected to define end-systole as the 

frame with the smallest ventricular cavity.  The basal LV slice was taken as the first 

slice below the level of the mitral valve, thus volumes above the aortic valve and those 

surrounding the thin myocardial wall in the mitral valve plane were excluded.  

Endocardial and epicardial borders were then manually traced (Figure 3.2), including 

the septum but excluding the papillary muscles that were added to LV EDV and LV 

end-systolic volume (ESV) in accordance with the methods described by Scharhag et al. 
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(2002).  Left ventricular mass was then calculated by summing the LV EDV within the 

epi- and endocardial borders of the short-axis slices, multiplying the myocardial tissue 

volume by its specific density (1.05 g.cm3).  The LV EDV and LV ESV were utilised to 

ascertain stroke volume (SV), ejection fraction (EF) and cardiac output (CO).  To 

facilitate valid comparison to obtained echocardiographic data, a representative measure 

of left ventricular internal cavity dimension during diastole (LVIDd) and systole 

(LVIDs), as well as interventricular septum (IVS) and posterior wall (PW) thickness, 

were determined from the long-axis three-chamber cine view (Figure 3.3).  

 
Figure 3.2.  Analysis of cardiac MRI scans showing method for left- 

(upper panel) and right-ventricular mass (lower panel) computation.  

Mass and volume of the left ventricle was calculated by manually tracing the 

epi- (green) and endocardial (red) contours at end-diastole (A) and end-

systole (B).  The papillary muscles were excluded from the myocardial mass 

calculation to avoid partial volume effects and were subsequently added to 

the left ventricular volume.  Similarly, right-ventricular mass was determined 

by manual tracing the right ventricle lateral wall epi- (green) and endocardial 

contours (red) at end-diastole (C) and end-systole (D). 
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Figure 3.3.  Determination of linear ventricular parameters derived 

from a long-axis three-chamber cine MR view.  (1) Interventricular 

septal thickness (IVS); (2) internal cavity dimension of the left ventricle 

during diastole (LVIDd); (3) posterior wall thickness (PW). Measures 

taken in line with the level of the mitral valve tips. 

 

For assessment of RV morphology, instructions for tracing the endo- and epicardial 

borders were taken from the methodology described by Prakken et al. (2008).  To 

overcome difficulties in determining the RV in the basal two slices, short axis cine 

loops were inspected for end-systole, which was defined as the frame with the smallest 

ventricular cavity.  In the most basal end-diastolic slice, a RV contour was drawn only 

if it was visible for a minimum of 3 phases in diastole, whereas the visible RV contour 

was always traced in the most basal end-systolic slice.  Right ventricular mass was 

determined by subtracting the volumes between the epi- and endocardial borders, 

multiplying by slice thickness and specific density of the myocardium and summing the 

slices of this area during end-diastole and end-systole.  As the epicardial border 

overlapped both the septal part of the endocardial border and at the valve planes, RV 

mass was calculated from the RV lateral wall only (Figure 3.2).  Right ventricular end-

diastolic volume (RV EDV), RV end-systolic volume (RV ESV), as well as derived RV 

EF, SV and CO were calculated. 
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Echocardiography 

Cardiac Structure 
All echocardiographic images were acquired using a 1.5- to 4-MHz phased array 

transducer on a commercially available ultrasound system (Vivid I, GE Medical, Horton, 

Norway).  A single, highly experienced sonographer collected all images and was 

blinded to exercise group allocation.  Subjects lay in the left lateral decubitus position 

and image acquisition followed a standard echocardiographic protocol.  Standard B- and 

M-mode images of the parasternal long-axis view, were obtained according to the 

American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) recommendations (Lang et al., 2006).  

Measures included LV internal cavity diameter at end-diastole (LVIDd), and end-

systole (LVIDs) and interventricular septum thickness (IVS) and posterior wall 

thickness (PW), measured at end-diastole.  Left ventricular mass was calculated using 

the ASE recommended equation (Devereux et al., 1986):  

 

LV mass  (g) = 0.8 × (1.04 [(LVIDd + IVS + PW)3 − (LVIDd)3]) + 0.6 g. 
 

Images of the LV and RV were obtained from an apical 4-chamber apical view, with a 

focused RV view achieved by lateral movement of the transducer (Rudski et al., 2010).  

Two-dimensional (2-D) image optimisation was performed, including gain, dynamic 

range and depth to ensure optimal endocardial delineation and the focal point was 

positioned mid cavity to reduce the impact of beam divergence.  Left ventricular 

volumes at end-diastole (LV EDV) and end-systole (LV ESV) were calculated using the 

biplane method of discs or Simpson’s rule (Gottdiener et al., 2004).  Cine loops of LV 

and RV motion were recorded to DVD in a raw DICOM format and analysed offline by 

a single experienced observer with no knowledge of group allocation.  Data reflect the 

average of 3-5 continuous cardiac cycles.  

 

Myocardial Speckle tracking Echocardiography Analysis 
Segmental and global longitudinal strain and strain rate (SR) data for the LV and RV 

were determined using specific speckle tracking software (Echopac, GE Healthcare, 

Norway).  This software is able to recognise ‘speckles’, or natural acoustic markers 

inherent to every 2-D ultrasound image and tracks their displacement and position in 

relation to other speckles within a region of interest, allowing for the non-invasive 

assessment of myocardial strain and its time derivative strain rate (SR) (Teske et al., 
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2007).  This method has the advantage over tissue Doppler-derived strain, as is it angle 

independent and unaffected by neighbouring tissue tethering (Ng et al., 2008; 

Edvardsen & Haugaa, 2011).  As per the requirement for myocardial speckle tracking 

analysis software, care was taken to reproduce frame rates for all scans within 

individuals (between 40-90 frames per second).  For assessment of the LV, a region of 

interest was manually traced over the myocardial wall, from an apical 4-chamber view 

image over a single cardiac cycle.  The software automatically detects the six 

anatomical wall segments as described by Lang et al. (2006) namely basal inferoseptum, 

mid inferoseptum, apical septum, basal anterolateral, mid anterolateral and apical lateral 

and tracks wall movement over the cardiac cycle (Figure 3.4).  Similarly, to determine 

RV myocardial strain and SR, a region of interest was placed along the RV lateral free 

wall only (including base, mid-wall and apex; Figure 3.4) in accordance with the 

methods described by Oxborough et al. (2011).  Peak values of longitudinal strain and 

SR were taken during systole, early diastole and late diastole and were averaged over 

the six and three segments for LV and RV, respectively to provide a measure of global 

myocardial function.  This was repeated so that the measure used peak data representing 

an average of three cardiac cycles.  The rationale for using LV longitudinal strain and 

SR data reflects its greater reliability, feasibility and clinical utility (Kleijn et al., 2011).  
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Figure 3.4.  Analysis of longitudinal strain (%) using myocardial 

speckle tracking echocardiography. A region of interest was 

superimposed on the LV myocardium obtained from an apical four-chamber 

view to assess longitudinal strain (A).  The colours represent the six 

equidistant segments, as per American Society of Echocardiography (Lang 

et al., 2006).  These segments were averaged to provide a global measure of 

longitudinal strain (dashed white line).  The RV myocardial longitudinal strain 

was calculated using a region of interest on the lateral wall only, obtained 

from an apical four-chamber view focused on the RV (B).  Peak measures 

were recorded for both the LV and RV during systole. 
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Vascular Ultrasound Assessment 
Subjects reported to the laboratory in the morning in a fasted state and rested in the 

supine position for ~10-15 min prior to any measurements were taken.  Systolic, 

diastolic and mean arterial blood pressures were determined from an automated 

sphygmomanometer (Dinamap 8100, Critikon, Tampa, Florida) on the left arm.  A 10-

MHz multifrequency linear array probe attached to a high-resolution ultrasound 

machine (T3000, Terason, Burlington, Massachusetts) was used to simultaneously 

assess femoral and brachial artery structure and function as well as carotid artery wall 

thickness and lumen diameter, in accordance with the methods described by Dawson et 

al. (2008).  Briefly, the brachial artery was assessed with the right arm extended and 

supported at an angle of ~80° from the torso with the artery imaged in the distal third of 

the upper arm.  The superficial femoral artery was assessed with the lower leg slightly 

elevated and the artery imaged in the proximal third of the thigh, at least 5 cm distal 

from the bifurcation, above the pneumatic cuff placement.  Heart rate (HR) was 

monitored using an integrated 3-lead ECG with the ultrasound machine.  

 

Conduit Artery Wall Thickness 
Following the initial rest period, resting wall thickness and diameter of the right 

brachial, femoral and carotid arteries were obtained using the high-resolution ultrasound 

machine.  A longitudinal B-mode image of each artery was obtained with settings 

adjusted to focus on the far wall of the arterial lumen interface and the media adventitia 

and recorded for a minimum of 10 s.  For the carotid artery, images were taken 

approximately 2 cm proximal to the carotid bifurcation with three standardised probe 

angles (posterior, lateral, and anterolateral) recorded over a minimum 10 s period as 

described in Rowley et al. (2011).  

 

Endothelium-dependent vasodilation: Flow-mediated dilation (FMD) 
Conduit artery endothelium-dependent dilation was assessed utilising the FMD 

technique, which has been described in detail previously and is a reliable and validated 

measure of vascular function (Thijssen et al., 2011a).  To summarise, a rapid inflation-

deflation pneumatic cuff (D. E. Hokanson Inc., Bellevue, Washington) was positioned 

on the right forearm, distal to the olecranon process while a second cuff was positioned 

on the upper thigh ~15 cm below the inguinal ligament.  Ultrasound parameters were set 

to optimise longitudinal, B-mode images of the lumen-arterial wall interface of the 

brachial and femoral arteries, respectively.  Continuous Doppler velocity assessment 
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was also obtained and was collected using the lowest possible insonation angle (<60°), 

which was maintained for subsequent assessments.  Dynamic range and Doppler gain 

settings were similar between the two machines (Potter et al., 2008).  To assess resting 

vessel diameter and flow, a baseline scan was recorded for one minute at the end of the 

rest period.  The occluding cuffs were then simultaneously inflated to a suprasystolic 

pressure of ~220 mmHg for 5 min. Diameter and flow recordings resumed 30 s prior to 

cuff deflation and continued for a further 5 min thereafter (Black et al., 2008a).  

 

Endothelium-independent vasodilation: Glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) 
To assess brachial and femoral artery peak dilation, a 1-minute baseline recording of 

resting artery diameter and flow were recorded.  Subsequently, a single sublingual dose 

of glyceryl trinitrate (GTN, 400ug) was administered.  Measurements of artery diameter 

and flow were recorded 3 minutes after GTN administration for a further 7 minutes to 

quantify conduit artery endothelium-independent function.  

 

Vascular Data Analysis 
Offline analysis of conduit artery diameter was performed using custom-designed edge 

detection and wall-tracking software, which is independent of investigator bias 

(Woodman et al., 2001; Black et al., 2008b).  The software automatically detects the 

peak of the Doppler waveform and synchronises it with the artery diameter at 30 Hz.  

From this synchronised diameter and velocity data, blood flow (the product of cross-

sectional area and Doppler velocity) and shear rate [(4 × velocity)/diameter] were 

calculated at 30 Hz. Peak diameter following cuff deflation was determined using an 

automated algorithm (Woodman et al., 2001; Black et al., 2008b) and FMD% was 

calculated as the percentage rise from the preceding baseline diameter (Figure 3.5).  The 

time to peak diameter (in seconds) was calculated from the point of cuff deflation to the 

time of peak post-deflation diameter.  Post-deflation shear rate data, derived from 

simultaneously acquired velocity and diameter measures at 30 Hz, and the area under 

the shear rate curve (SRAUC) was calculated for data up to the point of maximal post-

deflation diameter (FMD) using the Riemann sum technique for each individual.  The 

SRAUC represents the stimulus for FMD (Pyke & Tschakovsky, 2006). 
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Figure 3.5.  A screen shot depicting the output generated using custom-designed software to assess arterial dilation and 

blood flow using the flow-mediated dilation (FMD) technique.  Arterial diameter and velocity were simultaneously measured during a 

1-min baseline period (red box) prior to inflation of a pneumatic cuff for 5 minutes.  Measurement commenced 30 s prior to cuff-deflation 

and continued for a further 5 minutes (green box).  The FMD% was calculated as the percentage rise from the preceding baseline. 



 

 

Analysis of carotid, brachial, and superficial femoral artery wall thickness was also 

performed using a DICOM-based software package, which has proven to be observer 

independent and has been validated against phantoms and is described in detail 

elsewhere (Potter et al., 2007; 2008).  The initial video signal was encoded and stored 

as a digital DICOM file.  Software analysis was performed at 30 Hz using an icon-based 

graphical programming language and toolkit (LabView 6.02, National Instruments, 

Austin, TX).  By identifying a region of interest (ROI) on the first frame of every 

individual study, capturing both artery walls, an automated calibration was made of 

diameters on the B-mode image.  Within the identified ROI in the diameter image, a 

pixel-density algorithm automatically identified the angle-corrected near and far wall 

lines for every pixel column for diameter assessment.  The same algorithm was used to 

identify the far wall media-adventitia interface.  Detection of the near and far wall 

lumen edges and the far wall media-adventitia interface was performed on every frame 

selected.  

 

Body composition 
Prior to the fitness test, subjects underwent a whole body DXA assessment (Lunar 

Prodigy, GE Medical Systems, Madison, WI, USA) to determine body composition 

specifically total fat mass, total lean body mass and body fat percentage.  

 

Aerobic fitness 
Graded exercise tests were performed on a treadmill, with the gradient set at 1%, and 

consisted of 3 min exercise and 1 min rest periods, increasing by 1 km.hr-1 for each 

workload until volitional exhaustion.  Expired air was analysed for O2 and CO2 

concentrations (Ametek Gas Analysers, Applied Electrochemistry, SOC S-3A/1 and 

COV CD-3A, Pittsburgh, PA) and ventilation was recorded at 15 s intervals using a 

turbine ventilometer (Morgan, 225A, Kent, England).  Prior to and following each test, 

the ventilometer and gas analysers were calibrated according to manufacturers 

instructions using a 1L syringe and gases of known concentration (BOC Gases, 

Chatswood, Australia).  Peak oxygen consumption (VO2peak) was determined by 

summing the four highest consecutive 15 s VO2 values in each workload.  Heart rate 

was continually monitored using a Polar Heart Rate Monitor (Polar F1, Finland) 

throughout the test and recorded in the last 10 s of each workload.  
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Muscular strength 
Maximal upper and lower body strength was determined using bench press and squat 

exercises, respectively, according to a traditional 1RM protocol (Haykowsky et al., 

2005).  Participants were briefed on correct form for each exercise and performed 

familiarisation lifts.  A warm-up of 10 repetitions at 50% of their predicted 1RM was 

given followed by 5 repetitions at 70%, 3 repetitions at 80% and 1 repetition at 90% of 

predicted 1RM. Subjects were then given three attempts to determine their actual 1RM 

to the nearest 2.5 kg.  A recovery of 5 minutes was given between efforts.  Combined 

muscular strength is expressed as the summation of 1RM scores for bench press and 

squat exercises.  

 

Exercise Training Protocol 
Subjects attended three, one-hour, exercise-training sessions per week for a period of 24 

weeks.  These sessions were centre-based and conducted at the University of Western 

Australia, within the School of Sport Science, Exercise & Health and Sports Park.  An 

experienced exercise physiologist (AS) closely supervised every session to ensure 

subjects complied with their individually prescribed exercise programs.  

 

Endurance training 
The 24-wk training program followed a periodised progressive design consisting of 

eight 3-wk mesocycles with the program divided into three training phases (Figure 3.6).  

The ‘general preparatory phase’ (weeks 1-12; mesocycles 1-4) consisted of low-

moderate intensity walking, jogging and stretching to condition the body for activity.  

Training volume was gradually and progressively increased during this phase. The 

second, ‘specific phase’ (weeks 13-18; mesocycles 5 and 6) increased running intensity 

and included elements of hill running and short intervals.  In the final ‘competition 

phase’ (weeks 19-24; mesocycles 7 and 8) intensity was maintained but volume was 

somewhat reduced to prepare the subjects for a 12 km competitive road running event.  

A loading structure of 1:2 was used for the initial four mesocycles (i.e. 1 ‘hard’ load 

week following by 2 ‘easy’ weeks) and progressed to a 2:1 load structure for the 

remaining four mesocycles.  During each training session, intensities were 

individualised by prescribing training paces based on VO2peak values and time trial 

performances (Daniels, 2005).  Subjects wore heart rate monitors (Polar F1, Finland) 

during all training sessions to enable the exercise physiologist to monitor and adjust 

intensities accordingly.  Regular stretching, core strengthening exercises and running 
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drills were included in the sessions to minimise injury risk and improve running 

technique. 

 

Resistance training 
The 24-wk resistance-training program consisted of six 4-wk mesocycles with a focus 

on muscular strength, including elements of Olympic weightlifting (Figure 3.6).  The 

‘general preparatory phase’ (week 1-12, mesocycles 1-3) aimed to condition the body 

and develop correct lifting technique with low volume and load (e.g. 2-3 sets of 12-15 

repetitions at 65-85% 1RM, resting 60-120 s between sets for each exercise).  Each 

mesocyle was progressively overloaded so that volume and load peaked in the third 

week with the fourth week acting as a recovery week.  The ‘specific phase’ (week 13-

20; mesocycles 4 and 5) focused on furthering skill development of the main lifts (i.e. 

clean and jerk, snatch) while increasing strength of assistance lifts (e.g. front squat, back 

squat, overheard squat, deadlift and press).  The ‘competition phase’ (week 21-24; 

mesocycle 6) emphasised skill development while keeping low volume and heavy load.  

As load was given as a percentage of 1RM, maximal lifts were periodically tested 

throughout the program to ensure adequate load was maintained during training. 

 

 
Figure 3.6.  The periodisation plans for the endurance (upper panel) 

and resistance (lower panel) exercise training interventions.  Each 

24-week macrocycle was divided into mesocycles to denote the training 

phases.  The weekly training loads within each microcycle are described 

as easy (E), easy/moderate (E+), hard (H) and deload (D). 
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Statistical Analysis 
A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine 

the impact of each modality of training on the dependent variables.  Main effects for 

‘time’ (pre-training vs. post-training) and exercise ‘group’ (END vs. RES), as well as 

the interactions between these factors, are reported.  Post-hoc Student’s t-tests were 

applied and P values reported.  Pearsons correlation coefficients were computed 

between change data where appropriate and Bland-Altman plots were performed to 

determine the 95% limits of agreement between imaging methods (Bland & Altman, 

1986).  All statistical analyses were performed using PASW Statistics for Windows 18 

(SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill, USA), Microsoft Excel 2007 (Microsoft Corporation, Seattle, 

WA, USA) and GraphPad Prism 5.0 for Mac OS X (La Jolla, CA, USA).  Specific 

statistical analysis approaches are explained in the respective experimental chapters.  

Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD), unless otherwise stated.   



 

 

4 
Left ventricular 

adaptation to 

exercise training 
A prospective randomised 
longitudinal MRI study 
 

 

 

 

This chapter is based on a paper published as: Spence AL, et al. (2011).  A prospective 

randomised longitudinal MRI study of left ventricular adaptation to endurance and 

resistance exercise training in humans.  Journal of Physiology (London) 589(22), 5443–

5452.  This paper was the subject of an Editorial and a Journal Club article (see 

Appendix). 
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Abstract 
The principle that ‘concentric’ left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy occurs in response to 

strength training, whilst ‘eccentric’ hypertrophy results from endurance exercise, has 

been a fundamental tenet of exercise science.  This notion is largely based on cross-

sectional comparisons of athletes using echocardiography.  In this study, young 

untrained subjects were randomly assigned to supervised, intensive, endurance (END, 

n=10) or resistance (RES, n=13) training.  Cardiac MRI and myocardial speckle 

tracking echocardiography were performed at baseline and after 6-months of training.  

Aerobic fitness increased significantly in END (3.5±0.7 to 3.8±0.6 L.min-1, P<0.05) but 

was unchanged in RES.  Muscular strength significantly improved compared to baseline 

in both RES (+53.0±15.2 kg, P<0.001) and END (+36.4±14.3 kg, P<0.001) as did lean 

body mass (+2.3±1.3 kg, P<0.001 versus +1.4±1.8 kg, P<0.05).  MRI-derived LV mass 

increased significantly following END (112.5±23.0 g to 121.8±20.9 g, P<0.01) but not 

RES (125.7±27.4 to 130.3±23.3 g, P=0.18), whilst there was a trend for increased end-

diastolic volume in END (+9.0±15.8 mL) compared to RES (+3.1±12.9 mL).  

Interventricular septal wall thickness also significantly increased with training in END 

(1.07±0.16 to 1.16±0.18 cm, P<0.005) but not RES.  Longitudinal strain and strain rates 

did not change following exercise training.  This study is the first to use MRI to assess 

LV adaptation in response to intensive supervised endurance and resistance training.  

These findings provide some support for the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, as it pertains to 

LV remodelling in response to endurance training, but cast some doubt over the 

proposal that remodelling occurs in response to resistance training.  
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Introduction 
Left ventricular (LV) adaptation to prolonged exercise training in humans has been 

dominated by the sport-specificity concept embedded in the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ 

(Morganroth et al., 1975).  Using non-guided M-mode echocardiography, Morganroth 

et al. observed that endurance athletes (swimmers, long-distance runners) possessed 

increased LV end-diastolic volume (EDV), normal LV wall thickness and increased LV 

mass compared to sedentary subjects.  In contrast, resistance-trained athletes (wrestlers) 

exhibited increased LV wall thickness and LV mass with no change in LV EDV 

compared to sedentary controls.  These divergent patterns were later defined as 

‘eccentric’ and ‘concentric’ left ventricular hypertrophy, respectively, and were 

postulated to result from episodic elevations in preload during endurance exercise and 

afterload during resistance exercise. 

 

Subsequent studies have largely reinforced the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, to the extent 

that it has become textbook dogma (McArdle et al., 2009).  However, these studies have 

a number of important limitations (Naylor et al., 2008a).  Firstly, most studies have 

utilised cross-sectional designs, which limit the ability to discriminate between changes 

induced by exercise per se, versus those associated with other differences between 

individuals.  Longitudinal studies are less affected by this limitation, but few have been 

completed.  Secondly, most data has been derived using M-mode or 2D 

echocardiography that relies heavily upon geometric assumptions to estimate LV mass 

and volumes.  Indeed differences between cardiac dimensions of athletes and non-

athletes lie within the methodological error range for 2-D echocardiographic 

assessments, estimated to be ~60 g (at 95% confidence) (Jenkins et al., 2007).  In 

contrast, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered the ‘gold-standard’ for 

cardiac morphological assessment, is highly accurate and reproducible with enhanced 

sensitivity to detect serial LV mass changes compared to echocardiography (Myerson, 

2002). 

 

Whilst the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ has been widely adopted in scientific and clinical 

environments, some concerns have been expressed, particularly as to whether 

concentric hypertrophy occurs in resistance-trained athletes, due to the limited impact of 

resistance exercise involving a Valsalva manoeuvre on LV wall stress (Haykowsky et 

al., 2001).  Given the lack of previous training studies and recent advances in the 

sensitivity of LV morphological assessment tools, the aim was to examine the 
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‘Morganroth hypothesis’ using a prospective randomised trial of distinct and controlled 

training interventions using MRI.  It was hypothesised that endurance training would 

result in eccentric hypertrophy of the LV whereas resistance training would induce 

concentric LV hypertrophy. 

 

Methods 
Ethical Approval 
The Human Research and Ethics Committee of the University of Western Australia 

approved all study procedures.  Written, informed consent was obtained from all 

subjects, and studies conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki. 

 

Subject Characteristics 
Twenty-three young healthy male volunteers (27±5 years) participated in this study and 

were randomised to either the END (n=10) or RES (n=13) exercise-training group.  

Specific details pertaining to pre-screening protocol, exclusion criteria and flow of 

subjects are given in Chapter 3.  

 

Study Design 
Participants completed a parallel, randomised trial of two groups, specifically END and 

RES, over a 24-week period.  Baseline and follow-up measures included cardiac MRI, 

myocardial speckle tracking echocardiography, body composition, and aerobic fitness 

as well as upper and lower body muscular strength. 

 

Experimental Procedures   

Left ventricular morphology 
Measures of LV morphology were assessed with cardiac MRI and analysed offline 

using specialised software, by an observed blinded to time-point and subject group.  

Specific details pertaining to the exact protocols and analysis procedures are provided in 

Chapter 3. 

 

Left ventricular global function  
Myocardial speckle tracking echocardiography was applied to determine global left 

ventricular function as described in Chapter 3.  
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Physiological outcomes 
Lean body mass, fat mass and body fat percentage was assessed using whole body DXA, 

while peak oxygen consumption (VO2peak) was determined using a graded exercise test 

protocol.  Upper and lower body muscular strength was determined using a standardised 

1 repetition-maximum protocol. Specific details are provided in Chapter 3.  

 

Exercise Interventions 
A detailed description of the exercise training protocols employed are presented in 

Chapter 3.  Briefly, subjects attended three 1-hour centre-based training sessions per 

week for 24 weeks.  An experienced exercise physiologist closely supervised and 

monitored all exercise sessions to ensure compliance with the individually prescribed 

exercise programs.  The END intervention consisted of a progressive walking, jogging 

and running protocol that was progressively overloaded in terms of intensity.  Regular 

stretching, core strengthening exercises and running drills were included in the sessions 

to minimise injury risk and improve running technique.  The RES protocol focused on 

muscular strength and power development using elements of Olympic weightlifting.  

The loading and volume structure was manipulated depending on the goal of specified 

training phase, which was progressively overloaded.  Intensity for the END and RES 

exercise sessions was prescribed as a percentage of VO2peak and 1RM, respectively.  

 

Statistical Analysis 
As explained in Chapter 3, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with factors ‘time’ 

(pre- vs. post-training) and ‘group’ (END vs. RES) were applied.  Post-hoc Student’s t-

tests were conducted and P values reported.  Comparison of change scores was 

undertaken using Student’s t-tests and all data are presented as mean±SD. 
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Results 
No significant differences existed in any subject characteristics at baseline and the 

groups were therefore well matched at entry (Table 4.1). 

 

Table 4.1. Subject characteristic before (Pre) and after 6 months (Post) of supervised 

exercise training.  Data is presented as mean±SD. 

†P<0.05 ANOVA main effect for time; §P=0.05 ANOVA main effect for time; 
‡P<0.05 ANOVA interaction effect; *Significantly different from pre-training 
P<0.05; **Significantly different from pre-training P<0.005; ***Significantly 
different from pre-training P<0.001. BSA, body surface area; BMI, body mass 
index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; MAP, mean 
arterial pressure; HR, heart rate. 

  Endurance (n=10)  Resistance (n=13) 

Variable Pre Post  Pre Post 

Age 28 ± 6 —   27 ± 5 — 
Height, m 1.79 ± 0.08 —  1.81 ± 0.07 — 
Weight, kg 78.0 ± 16.9 78.3 ± 17.5  81.7 ± 15.2 83.3 ± 15.7 * 
BSA, m2 1.96 ± 0.23 1.96 ± 0.23  2.02 ± 0.20 2.04 ± 0.21 
BMI 24.2 ± 4.1 24.3 ± 4.3  24.7 ± 3.4 25.1 ± 3.5* 
SBP, mmHg † 122 ± 7 119 ± 5  125 ± 4 119 ± 6** 
DBP, mmHg 69 ± 10 68 ± 7  71 ± 6 70 ± 7 
MAP, mmHg † 87 ± 9 85 ± 6  89 ± 4 86 ± 6* 
Resting HR, bpm ‡ 65 ± 9 58 ± 7**  66 ± 9 65 ± 7 
Maximum HR, bpm † 197 ± 11 193 ± 7*  200 ± 9 196 ± 9* 

Aerobic Fitness      
VO2peak, L.min-1 † 3.5 ± 0.7  3.8 ± 0.6 *  3.6 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 0.7 
VO2peak, ml.kg-
1.min-1 

45.8 ± 5.2 49.3 ± 6.8 *  44.0 ± 9.1 44.0 ± 7.9 

Strength      
Bench Press, kg †‡ 57.9 ± 14.4 61.0 ± 14.3  57.8 ± 17.7 69.0 ± 19.5 *** 
Squat, kg † 89.0 ± 21.3 122.3 ± 14.6 ***  96.7 ± 22.5 138.5 ± 15.9 *** 
Combined, kg †‡ 146.9 ± 33.0  183.3 ± 27.1 ***  154.5 ± 37.5 207.5 ± 30.8 *** 

Body Composition      
Body fat, % † 22.7 ± 7.4 21.1 ± 7.8  23.1 ± 7.4 21.4 ± 7.5 * 
Fat mass, kg § 17.7 ± 9.1 16.7 ± 9.9  18.6 ± 8.5 17.8 ± 9.0 
Lean mass, kg † 56.9 ± 9.0 58.3 ± 9.5*  59.7 ± 8.5 62.0 ± 8.0 *** 
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Impact of exercise training on subject characteristics 
Aerobic fitness increased significantly following training (ANOVA main effect for time, 

P=0.05) where VO2peak increased following END (P=0.02), but was unchanged in 

RES (P=0.63, Table 4.1).  Combined upper and lower limb strength increased with 

training (ANOVA main effect for time P<0.001) and a significant interaction effect was 

evident for combined strength and bench press 1RM measures (ANOVA P=0.02).  

Post-hoc analysis revealed that the combined strength increased by 53.0 kg in the RES-

trained group (P<0.001) and by 36.4 kg in the END-trained group (P<0.001).  Exercise 

training induced increases in lower body strength (ANOVA main effect for time 

P<0.001) where RES increased by 41.8 kg (P<0.001) while END increased by 33.3 kg 

(P<0.001).  Upper body strength however increased to a greater degree following RES 

(ANOVA interaction effect P=0.02, main effect for time P<0.001).  In terms of body 

composition, ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for time on total body fat 

percentage (P=0.003), absolute fat mass (P=0.05) and lean body mass (P=0.001). 

 

Impact of exercise training on cardiac measures 
MRI-derived LV morphological data are presented in Table 4.2.  A significant main 

effect for time was observed for LV mass (P<0.05) and post-hoc tests revealed an 

increase of 9.3 g following END (P=0.004), compared to 4.6 g in the RES group 

(P=0.18, Figure 4.1).  The main effect for time for LV EDV (P=0.05) revealed an 

increase of 9 mL in END (P=0.10), compared to 3 mL in RES (P=0.4, Figure 1).  The 

LV mass-to-volume ratio however was unchanged following both END and RES 

training (Table 4.2).  A significant increase in interventricular septal thickness (P<0.05) 

was also apparent in END subjects following training, and there were no other changes 

in chamber dimensions.  Training-induced differences were observed in stroke volume 

(P<0.05), with an average increase in END of 7.2 mL and RES of 2.6 mL.  

Echocardiographic data for one subject was not available so data presented for RES 

n=12.  Indices of longitudinal strain and SR were not significantly altered with exercise 

training (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.2.  Cardiac MRI left ventricular measures before (Pre) and after (Post) 6 
months of exercise training.  Data are presented as mean±SD. 

 Endurance (n=10)  Resistance (n=13) 

Variable Pre Post  Pre Post 

LV Mass, g † 112.5 ± 23.0  121.8 ± 20.9**  125.7 ± 27.4 130.3 ± 23.2 
LVMi, g.m-2 † 57.1 ± 8.3 61.9 ± 6.8*  61.8 ± 9.9 63.7 ± 8.3 
LV EDV, mL ‡ 134.1 ± 25.1 143.1 ± 24.7  147.1 ± 25.3 150.2 ± 25.6 
LV ESV, mL 56.9 ± 14.1 58.4 ± 10.9  59.3 ± 11.7 59.8 ± 9.9 
LV Mass:EDV 0.84 ± 0.11 0.86 ± 0.09  0.86 ± 0.11 0.88 ± 0.12 
EF, % 57.9 ± 4.3 59.1 ± 4.3  59.6 ± 4.3 59.8 ± 5.6 
SV, mL † 77.4 ± 13.3 84.7 ± 16.5  87.8 ± 17.8 90.4 ± 20.7 
CO, L.min-1 5.1 ± 1.3 4.8 ± 1.0  5.7 ± 0.9 5.9 ± 1.5 
LVIDd, cm 4.94 ± 0.45  5.00 ± 0.50  5.07 ± 0.36 4.97 ± 0.33  
LVIDs, cm 3.52 ± 0.46  3.52 ± 0.32  3.46 ± 0.42 3.44 ± 0.24 
IVS, cm 1.07 ± 0.16 1.16 ± 0.18*  1.14 ± 0.11  1.15± 0.09 
PW, cm 1.02 ± 0.10  0.98 ± 0.11  0.98 ± 0.20  0.98 ± 0.18 

†P<0.05 ANOVA main effect for time; ‡P=0.05 ANOVA main effect for time; 
*Significantly different from pre-training P<0.05; **Significantly different from pre-training 
P<0.005; CO, cardiac output; EDV, end-diastolic volume; ESV, end-systolic volume; EF, 
ejection fraction; LVMi, left ventricular mass index; LVIDd, left ventricular internal 
diameter during diastole; LVIDs, left ventricular internal diameter during systole; IVS, 
interventricular septal thickness; PW, posterior wall thickness; SV, stroke volume. 

 

Table 4.3.  Global LV longitudinal strain (%) and strain rate (SR) using two-dimensional 
myocardial speckle-tracking echocardiography measured before (Pre) and following 6 

months of supervised exercise training (Post).  Data are presented as mean±SD. 

 Endurance (n=10)  Resistance (n=12) 

Variable Pre Post  Pre Post 

Peak strain, % -16.80 ± 2.18 -17.37 ± 2.27  -16.59 ± 2.21 -17.06 ± 1.34 
SRS, s-1 -1.24 ± 0.16 -1.12 ± 0.14  -1.14 ± 0.12 -1.10 ± 0.11 
SRE, s-1 1.73 ± 0.25 1.73 ± 0.28  1.57 ± 0.28 1.56 ± 0.20 
SRA, s-1 0.79 ± 0.19 0.74 ± 0.26  0.80 ± 0.16 0.77 ± 0.15 

SRS, peak systolic strain rate; SRE, peak early diastolic strain rate; SRA, peak late 
diastolic strain rate. No significant differences between groups or with training. 
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Figure 4.1.  Impact of exercise training on MRI-derived measures of 

cardiac mass, volume and chamber dimensions.  Bars represent percent 

(%) change from baseline after 6 months of endurance (filled bars) and 

resistance exercise training (open bars). *P<0.05 vs. baseline.  For 

measures of LVIDd and LVIDs, n=9 for endurance group. 

 

 

Discussion 
The principal finding of this chapter was that LV mass and wall thickness increased as a 

result of END training, whereas change was less evident in RES subjects.  A greater 

increase in LV EDV was apparent in END compared to RES subjects.  The ratio of LV 

mass-to-EDV was unchanged following exercise training, which is indicative of an 

‘eccentric’ hypertrophy pattern in the END group as a result of proportionate increases 

in both LV mass and LV EDV.  The training programs significantly enhanced aerobic 

fitness in the END group and substantially improved muscular strength in the RES 

group.  These data suggest that ‘eccentric’ cardiac hypertrophy, broadly consistent with 

that proposed by the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, is evident in response to END, whereas 

RES was not associated with any substantive LV remodelling, despite large gains in 

muscular strength and a significant increase in lean body mass.  
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To date, no previous longitudinal study has directly compared the impacts of intensive 

RES and END exercise on cardiac morphology using MRI.  However, cross-sectional 

comparisons have been published.  Sharhag et al. (2002) compared endurance athletes 

to matched non-athletic controls and observed enlarged ventricular mass (200 vs. 148 g) 

and volumes (167 vs. 125 mL) in the athletic population.  Wernstedt et al. (2002) 

compared endurance athletes, strength athletes and controls (all n=10) and reported 

higher LV mass (210 g) and volume in the endurance group, compared to both the 

resistance (163 g) and control groups (144 g).  The within-subject changes observed in 

LV mass were substantially smaller in END subjects (9 g) than those between 

endurance athletes and controls reported by Sharhag et al. (52 g) and Wernstedt et al. 

(66 g).  Whilst it is possible that longer or more frequent training may have induced 

larger effects in the present study, the modest changes observed are comparable to 

athlete/control differences, raising the possibility that putative impacts of training, based 

on cross-sectional studies, may have been exaggerated.  Indeed another recent within-

subjects MRI observational study of the impact of military training reported similar 

changes in LV mass to those observed in the current trial (Batterham et al., 2011).  

 

The mechanistic underpinning of changes observed in the END group may be explained 

by haemodynamic stress and transduction of that stress to increase protein synthesis, 

which could involve a number of signalling pathways including growth factors, Akt and 

P13K (Ruwhof & van der Laarse, 2000).  The finding that RES exercise was not 

associated with marked morphological change is in agreement with some recent studies 

in untrained subjects.  For example, Haykowsky et al. (2000) studied the impact of 16 

weeks of resistance training in older (~68 yr) healthy subjects on wall thickness and 

cavity dimensions, neither of which were affected.  Similarly strength training or a 

combination of aerobic and strength training both failed to induced cardiac 

morphological adaptations in older women over a 12-week training period (Haykowsky 

et al., 2005).  A common belief in sports cardiology is that increased arterial pressure 

during lifting is the key stimulus for increasing LV mass.  However, it has been shown, 

using invasive haemodynamic and transthoracic echocardiography, that during sub-

maximal and maximal resistance efforts performed with a brief Valsalva manoeuvre (a 

natural response to repetitive sub-maximal and maximal exercise), wall stress does not 

increase (Haykowsky et al., 2001).  This apparent lack of wall stress during resistive 

efforts may explain why concentric left ventricular hypertrophy is not an obligatory 
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adaptation to strength training.  Conversely, Baggish et al. (2008a) reported training 

effects which were remarkably consistent with the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’.  This study 

was observational and assessed rowers and American-footballers, sports which may be 

described as ‘mixed’, involving a combination of aerobic and resistive components 

(duManoir et al., 2007) which generate unique haemodynamic loads (Naylor et al., 

2008a).  Subjects were also trained at baseline and possessed large LV mass values 

(~260 g) compared to studies of healthy young subjects using MRI (~120-190 g) 

(Scharhag et al., 2002).  Nonetheless, the average change in LV mass in response to 90 

days of rowing was ~30 g, substantially larger than the ~9 g change this study and 

others (Batterham et al., 2011) have observed as a result of intensive endurance training 

using MRI.  Furthermore, American-footballers exhibited an increase of ~35 g in LV 

mass, compared to essentially no change in the present study (~4 g), which involved 

intensive, centre-based and closely supervised ‘Olympic weightlifting’.  Some of the 

disparity between the above findings may be attributed to differences in measurement 

technology or training frequency.  Previous estimates suggest that the smallest change 

in LV mass detectable using 2-D echocardiography may be as great as 60 g (Jenkins et 

al., 2007) and it has also been estimated that, to detect an LV mass difference of 30 g 

using echocardiography requires a sample size of several hundreds of subjects 

(Bellenger et al., 2000).  The sample size used in the study by Baggish et al. was n=40 

rowers and n=24 American-footballers.  MRI radically decreases sample size 

requirements for detection of LV mass change by >95% (Bellenger et al., 2000) 

strongly suggesting that, when performing repeated measurements in training studies, 

MRI is a preferable technology (Myerson, 2002). 

 

It was observed following END training that longitudinal strain, although slightly 

elevated, was not significantly different to pre-training levels, despite LV 

morphological adaptations.  Similarly, Nottin et al. (2008) showed no differences in 

longitudinal strain and SR between elite cyclists and sedentary controls, suggesting that 

athletes maintain normal LV function at rest.  These observations are in contrast with 

those of Baggish et al. (2008b) who noted significantly improved LV systolic strain 

following 90 days of rowing exercise.  This cohort however included athletes with prior 

training experience and not untrained subjects, as in the current study.  

 

There are several limitations of the present study.  The sample size employed, although 

relatively small, is offset by the observation of significant changes in LV mass in the 
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END group and the within-subjects design, which minimised important sources of error.  

It is also notable that MRI is considered to be substantially more precise in terms of 

cardiac morphological assessment than echocardiography (Myerson, 2002; Jenkins et 

al., 2007) and that previous studies employing MRI in cross-sectional comparisons have 

employed smaller sample sizes than in this study (Wernstedt et al., 2002; Vogelsang et 

al., 2008).  The sample size was also larger than that estimated as required to 

demonstrate significant differences using MRI in detailed repeatability analysis 

(Bellenger et al., 2000).  It is therefore considered that this study was appropriately 

powered a priori and a significant difference in the primary outcome variable was 

observed.  A second limitation relates to the training regime, which was based on 3 

sessions of exercise per week for a 6-month period.  Whilst it is acknowledged that a 

longer training duration or more frequent bouts of training may have induced a larger 

cardiac adaptive response, the training regimen used was based on typical training 

regimes employed in previously untrained individuals (Vogelsang et al., 2008).  The 

employed training approaches were in fact consistent with, or exceeded, those 

recommended by various peak bodies for use in healthy subjects and the magnitude of 

aerobic fitness improvement in the END group substantiate this (Garber et al., 2011).  

Previous work has also suggested that 3 hours of training per week is adequate to 

induce observable changes in cardiac morphology (Fagard, 2003).  Whilst it is 

acknowledged that a 6-month training study does not approach the volume of exercise 

exposure in elite athletes, the rationale of this study was to evaluate the haemodynamic 

mechanisms purported to underpin the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ and this is best 

achieved in a randomised trial.  Compliance with training sessions was >80% in this 

study.  Finally, this study did not include women and it is acknowledged that the impact 

of training on the heart may be sex dependent (Wernstedt et al., 2002; Baggish et al., 

2008a; Foryst-Ludwig et al., 2011).  

  

Implications from the current study largely relate to the fundamental understanding of 

the cardiac response to training of divergent modalities.  The lack of concentric 

hypertrophy of the LV with resistance training may raise questions regarding the 

validity of this aspect of the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, but should also allay concerns 

about negative remodelling in clinical groups when resistance exercise is used (Meyer, 

2001). Further research should examine the relationship between other cardiac structural 

and functional measures, such as adaptation of the right ventricle and atria, in response 

to exercise training in healthy subjects and subjects with cardiovascular disease.  In this 
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thesis, Chapter 5 presents data pertaining to right ventricular adaptation in response to 

divergent exercise training modes, while Chapter 7 focuses attention on vascular 

adaptation to these training protocols.   

 

 

Conclusion 
In summary, this chapter presented results from a randomised trial of the impact of 6 

months of resistance and endurance exercise training on LV morphology in previously 

untrained subjects using highly sensitive MRI.  These findings provide some support for 

the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, particularly as it pertains to remodelling of the LV in 

response to endurance exercise training.  However, findings in the cohort who 

undertook 6 months of intensive resistance training cast some doubt over this aspect of 

the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, which deserve further investigation.  Finally, this study 

has defined the magnitude of change in MRI-assessed left ventricular mass, which 

occurs in response to exercise training in previously untrained young healthy humans 

following intensive, supervised and controlled exercise training.  
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Abstract 
While left ventricular (LV) adaptation to exercise training has been the focus of 

‘athlete’s heart’ research to-date, information regarding right ventricular (RV) 

adaptation is sparse, due to its complex structure and limitations of traditionally utilised 

imaging technique.  This is the first prospective, longitudinal randomized study 

exploring the impact of endurance (END) versus resistance (RES) exercise training on 

RV morphology using MRI.  Twenty-three young untrained males completed a 6-month, 

randomly assigned, progressive, supervised and intensive END (n=10) or RES training 

protocol (n=13).  Repeated measures included body composition, aerobic fitness, 

muscular strength, and RV morphology using MRI and myocardial function using 

speckle-tracking echocardiography.  Total lean mass increased in both groups (END 

+1.4±1.8 kg, P<0.05, RES: +2.3±1.3 kg, P<0.001) while aerobic fitness significantly 

improved in END (3.5±0.7 to 3.8±0.6 L.min-1, P<0.05) but not in RES.  Strength 

improved in both groups, but to a greater extent in RES compared to END subjects 

(+53.0±15.2 kg, P<0.001 versus +36.4±14.3 kg, P<0.001, respectively).  After training, 

RV mass increased by 3.1g (P<0.05) following END and by 1.1 g (P=0.42) following 

RES training.  Following END training RV end-diastolic volume increased (+13.3±24.1 

mL) while the change was smaller after RES exercise (+4.3±9.7 mL).  The LV-to-RV 

mass ratio and myocardial function did not change in either group.  Mild morphological 

RV adaptation occurred following 6-months of intense supervised END and RES 

exercise training.  The magnitude of change was slightly larger after END training and 

RV changes mirrored those observed in the LV.  
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Introduction 
It is well established that chronic endurance exercise training induces morphological 

adaptations in the left ventricular (LV), a phenomenon commonly referred to as 

‘athlete’s heart’ (Fagard, 2003; Naylor et al., 2008a).  Exercise-induced adaptation of 

the right ventricle (RV) has received less attention, largely due to its irregular shape and 

the associated difficulty in assessing structure and function using traditional 

echocardiographic imaging methodologies (La Gerche et al., 2009; Jurcut et al., 2010; 

Oxborough et al., 2012).  Cross-sectional echocardiographic studies evaluating RV 

adaptation to exercise suggest that eccentric RV hypertrophy is evident in athletes 

compared to controls (D'Andrea et al., 2003b; Kasikcioglu et al., 2005; Teske et al., 

2009b; D'Andrea et al., 2011a; 2011b).  This is supported by MRI studies that also 

reported eccentric hypertrophy of the RV is balanced with the LV (Scharhag et al., 

2002; Scharf et al., 2010).  The impact of resistance training upon the RV is less well 

known with limited evidence using echocardiography (Baggish et al., 2008a; D'Andrea 

et al., 2011b).  A cardiac MRI study of ‘anaerobic’ track sprinters versus ‘aerobic’ 

marathon runners versus controls reported pronounced RV enlargement in the anaerobic 

athletes, which runs contrary to most echocardiographic athlete-control studies 

(Perseghin et al., 2007). 

 

The disparity concerning RV adaptation to exercise may be due to a number of factors.  

Firstly, most previous studies have employed a cross-sectional study design which 

restricts inference about causality, is limited by selection bias, poor detail of training 

exposure and inconsistent approaches to scaling or indexing of cardiac data (Naylor et 

al., 2008a), as previously elucidated in Chapter 4.  Longitudinal training approaches 

with repeated measures within individuals alleviate these issues, but few well-controlled 

studies have been conducted pertaining to the RV, and these have utilised 

echocardiography (Baggish et al., 2008a; Molmen et al., 2012).  Secondly, measures of 

RV morphology using echocardiography are largely one or two-dimensional (e.g. 

diameter at the RV outflow tract).  Using these constructs as substitutes of 3-

dimensional RV structure oversimplifies the complexity of the RV shape and has a high 

degree of variability (Foale et al., 1986).  Cardiac MRI is considered the gold standard 

for RV structural assessment with reproducibility of 4.2% and 7.8% for RV end-

diastolic volume (EDV) and RV mass, respectively (Grothues et al., 2004; La Gerche et 
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al., 2009).  To date, no studies have used MRI to evaluate the impact of different 

training interventions on RV morphological adaptations.  

 

This chapter utilises a prospective, longitudinal, randomised design to compare the 

effect of endurance and resistance exercise training on RV morphological and 

functional adaptation in young, healthy humans, using cardiac MRI.  Although data 

suggesting a lack of concentric LV hypertrophy following resistance training is 

presented in Chapter 4, in keeping with the ‘Morganroth’ schema, it is hypothesised that 

endurance training would induce RV eccentric hypertrophy, symmetrical with the LV, 

whereas resistance training would induce concentric hypertrophy.  

 

Methods 
Ethical Approval 
All subjects gave written, informed consent prior to commencing the study.  The 

Human Research and Ethics Committee of the University of Western Australia 

approved all study procedures and studies conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki. 

 

Subject Characteristics 
The same cohort of 23 young healthy male volunteers (27±5 years) participated in this 

study as presented in Chapter 4.  Again, subjects were randomised to either the END 

(n=10) or RES (n=13) exercise-training group with specific details pertaining to pre-

screening protocol, exclusion criteria and flow of subjects presented in Chapter 3.   

 

Study Design 
As described in Chapter 3 and 4, participants in this study completed a parallel, 

randomised trial of two groups, specifically END and RES, over 24 weeks.  Baseline 

and follow-up measures included cardiac MRI and myocardial speckle tracking 

echocardiography, specific to RV morphology.  Body composition using DXA, aerobic 

fitness as well as upper and lower body muscular strength was also assessed before and 

after the intervention. 
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Experimental Procedures   

Right ventricular morphology 
Measures of RV morphology were assessed with cardiac MRI and analysed offline 

using specialised software, by an observed blinded to time-point and subject group.  

Specific details pertaining to the exact protocols and analysis procedures are provided in 

Chapter 3.  Although data pertaining to LV morphology has already been presented in 

Chapter 4, this study provides data relevant to RV morphology data.  

 

Right ventricular global function  
Right ventricular function was assessed using myocardial speckle tracking 

echocardiography, as described in Chapter 3.  

 

Physiological outcomes 
Lean body mass, fat mass and body fat percentage was assessed using whole body DXA, 

while peak oxygen consumption (VO2peak) was determined using a graded exercise test 

protocol.  Upper and lower body muscular strength was determined using a standardised 

1 repetition-maximum protocol. Specific details are provided in Chapter 3. 

 

Exercise Interventions 
The exercise training protocols used in this study are identical to those previously 

described in Chapter 3 and 4.  

 

Statistical Analysis 
As explained in Chapter 3, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with factors ‘time’ 

(pre- vs. post-training) and ‘group’ (END vs. RES) were calculated.  Post-hoc Student’s 

t-tests were conducted and P values reported.  Comparison of change scores was 

undertaken using Student’s t-tests and all data are presented as mean±SD. 

 

 

Results 

Subject characteristics and training effects 
The impact of END and RES exercise training on measures of aerobic fitness, muscular 

strength and body composition have already been presented in Chapter 4 (Table 4.1). 
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RV morphology and function 
All RV morphological data is presented in Table 5.1.  Following exercise training, RV 

mass increased 3.1 g with END (P=0.04) while after RES there was a smaller increase 

(1.1 g, P=0.42) (ANOVA main effect for time P<0.05).  The change in RV EDV was 

13.3 ml (P=0.04) after END and 4.3 ml after RES training (P=0.39) (ANOVA 

interaction effect P<0.05).  Changes in RV ejection fraction, stroke volume and cardiac 

output after training were negligible in both groups.  Similarly, changes in RV 

longitudinal peak RV strain and strain rate were small and not different between groups 

(Table 5.2).  As previously mentioned echocardiographic data for one subject was not 

available so data is presented for RES n=12.  Results pertaining to LV adaptation in 

these subjects are presented in Chapter 4 however, the calculated LV-to-RV ratios for 

mass, EDV, stroke volume and ejection fraction were unchanged as a result of training 

(Figure 5.1).  

 

Table 5.1.  Cardiac MRI right ventricular measures before (Pre) and after (Post) 6 

months of exercise training.  Data are presented as mean±SD. 

 

 Endurance (n=10)  Resistance (n=13) 

Variable Pre Post  Pre Post 

RV Mass, g †  35.5 ± 7.5  38.6 ± 9.0*  41.6 ± 7.9 42.7 ± 7.4 

RVMi, g.m-2 † 18.0 ± 2.4  19.6 ± 3.4*  20.6 ± 3.3 20.9 ± 2.8 

RV EDV, mL ‡ 176.3 ± 33.7  189.6 ± 45.7   194.5 ± 41.4  198.8 ± 42.2  

RV ESV, mL 80.5 ± 20.3  90.0 ± 24.0   95.5 ± 29.0   89.5 ± 31.2  

EF, % 53.8 ± 9.4  52.8 ± 3.5   51.5 ± 5.8  55.14 ± 11.3  

Stroke volume, mL † 95.8 ± 30.8   99.6 ± 23.1   99.0 ± 17.3   109.4 ± 30.6  

Cardiac output, L.min-1 6.26 ± 2.3  5.8 ± 1.6    6.4 ± 1.3  7.2 ± 2.2  

EDV, right ventricular end-diastolic volume; ESV, right ventricular end-systolic 
volume; EF, ejection fraction; RVMi, right ventricular mass indexed to body 
surface area.   
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Figure 5.1.  Ratios of LV-to-RV for mass, end-diastolic volume, stroke 

volume and ejection fraction before (open bars) and after (filled bars) 6 

months of supervised endurance (n=10) and resistance (n=13) exercise 

training.  No significant differences following exercise training in either 

group. 
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Table 5.2.  Global RV longitudinal strain (%) and strain rate (SR) using two-

dimensional myocardial speckle-tracking echocardiography measured before (Pre) and 

following 6 months of supervised exercise training (Post).  Data are presented as 

mean±SD.  

 

 Endurance (n=10)  Resistance (n=12) 

Variable Pre Post  Pre Post 

Peak strain, % -25.94 ± 5.07 -27.13 ± 5.06  -26.34 ± 3.40 -27.76 ± 5.06 

SRS, s-1 -2.08 ± 0.31 -1.89 ± 0.51  -1.87 ± 0.24 -1.78 ± 0.51 

SRE, s-1 2.39 ± 0.43 2.00 ± 0.82  1.98 ± 0.32 2.08 ± 0.49 

SRA, s-1 1.48 ± 0.30 1.28 ± 0.38  1.37 ± 0.24 1.44 ± 0.41 

SRS, peak systolic strain rate; SRE, peak early diastolic strain rate; SRA, peak late 
diastolic strain rate. No significant differences between groups or with training. 

 

 

Discussion 
This study has demonstrated, for the first time, that using MRI increased RV mass after 

6-months of progressive supervised END, and to a lesser degree following RES training, 

in young healthy and previously untrained male subjects.  The change in RV mass in 

absolute terms was small, although the relative response was greater after END (9%) 

than RES training (3%).  A similar pattern emerged in relation to changes in RV EDV 

after training.  The ratios of LV-to-RV morphology and function were unchanged 

following training, indicative of a modest but balanced adaptation to the exercise 

stimulus.  These cardiac structural adaptations occurred in the absence of any significant 

change in global myocardial function of the RV.  

 

These data are in partial agreement with the hypothesis that exposure to chronic 

endurance exercise training induces an eccentric-type hypertrophy of the RV.  The 

current data provide support for previous cross-sectional echocardiographic studies in 

athletes that have reported increased end-diastole diameter of the RV outflow tract 

(Henriksen et al., 1998; Kasikcioglu et al., 2005; Teske et al., 2009a; 2009b; D'Andrea 

et al., 2011a; Oxborough et al., 2012).  MRI studies have also reported increased RV 

mass and RV EDV (Scharhag et al., 2002; 2009; Scharf et al., 2010) in athletes 

compared to controls subjects.  Similarly, a longitudinal study of endurance-trained 
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athletes demonstrated increases in RV parameters following 3-months of unsupervised 

training (Baggish et al., 2008a).  It is possible that the haemodynamic overload due to 

the repetitive episodic increases in preload which occur during endurance activity, may 

play a role in the mechanistic cascade for RV adaptation to END exercise (Naylor et al., 

2008a).   

 

Scharhag and colleagues (2002) reported increased LV and RV mass of 36% and 37%, 

respectively, in elite endurance athletes compared to matched controls using MRI.  

Likewise, previous echocardiography studies have described greater differences in RV 

morphology between athletes and controls than seen post-training in the current study.  

Although the between-group difference in LV and RV mass demonstrated by Scharhag 

et al. exceed the 9% increase in RV mass observed with END exercise in the present 

study, a longer history of training in their athletic cohort may largely account for this 

difference.  Longer training studies, which approach athletic training loads, would be 

valuable but are logistically difficult to complete.  

 

The current data support a balanced response of the LV and RV to training that has been 

observed in some cross-sectional athlete-control comparisons (Scharhag et al., 2002; 

Scharf et al., 2010).  In contrast to these findings, some descriptive studies have 

reported asymmetrical hypertrophy of the RV of athletes (Perseghin et al., 2007; La 

Gerche et al., 2011).  A recent multimodal imaging study found disproportionate RV 

structural adaptation in middle-aged endurance athletes (~36 years) versus controls (La 

Gerche et al., 2011).  The authors suggest this asymmetry was due to a disproportionate 

end-systolic wall stress imposed upon the RV, compared to the LV, during an acute 

bout of exercise.  Wall stress in response to acute exercise (either END or RES training) 

was not assessed in the present study but this may be worth assessing in future training 

studies.  Arguably, the assessment of end-diastolic wall stress (an indicator of preload) 

may be a more viable method of assessing the stimulus for adaptation to ventricular 

volume overload.  Additionally, the mean age of the subjects in the present study is ~10 

years younger than those of La Gerche et al. which may partially account for the 

differences observed in this study.  

 

Cross-sectional athlete-control studies (either MRI or echocardiography) are equivocal 

in their description of a concentric hypertrophy in resistance-trained subjects (George et 

al., 1998; Wernstedt et al., 2002; D'Andrea et al., 2002; Perseghin et al., 2007).  The 
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current study supports the contention that RES training has a somewhat smaller impact 

upon RV morphology, compared to END training.  To date, Baggish and colleagues 

(2008a) conducted the only other longitudinal evaluation of RV structure comparing 

endurance and resistance exercise training.  While this 3-month echocardiographic 

study was observational in nature, with no supervised, structured or controlled 

interventions, ‘endurance’ collegiate rowers significantly enhanced RV dimension by 

6% from baseline, yet ‘strength’ collegiate American footballers had no alteration in RV 

diameter.  These findings are largely supported by the current MRI data.  The smaller 

RV adaptation observed in this study, and by others, in response to RES training may be 

explained by the limited magnitude and time duration of exposure to increased RV 

loading with RES training, which is characterised by intermittent activity that does not 

place a constant steady-state haemodynamic overload on the heart (Falkel et al., 1992).  

Interestingly the haemodynamic stimulus thought to promote cardiac adaptation to RES 

training (George et al., 1991), increased LV end-systolic wall stress, may not in fact 

occur during RES exercise (Haykowsky et al., 2001), which raises the question whether 

the haemodynamic stimulus is sufficient to induce cardiac morphological adaptation.  

 

Utilising traditional global functional indices (RV ejection fraction, stroke volume) or 

the novel application of myocardial speckle tracking echocardiography, this study has 

demonstrated no significant change in RV myocardial function in young, healthy males 

undergoing 6 months of intense and progressive END or RES training.  Further, the lack 

of functional adaptation occurred despite modest changes in RV morphology following 

exercise training.  As global strain derived from myocardial speckle tracking is free 

from angle dependency, some of the geometric limitations of ultrasound are overcome 

(Oxborough et al., 2011) and it can be successfully applied to multimodal assessment of 

the RV.  

 

Magnetic resonance imaging is considered the gold standard for structural assessment of 

the RV (La Gerche et al., 2009), yet is subject to some limitations.  Firstly, it is difficult 

to distinguish the RV inflow area with the tricuspid valve from the outflow tract and 

pulmonary valve in the most basal RV slice (Grothues et al., 2004; Hudsmith et al., 

2005).  Although long-axis and biplane methods may be an alternative for assessing RV 

volume (Alfakih et al., 2003), these methods rely heavily upon geometric assumption of 

ventricular shape.  In an attempt to minimise the error associated with movement of the 

atrial-ventricular plane during diastole, a standardised method of tracing the epi-and 
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endocardial borders was adopted.  Furthermore, delineation of the endocardial border 

can be difficult, due to the thin RV lateral wall and increased trabeculations, particularly 

during systole (Grothues et al., 2004).  The combination of a descriptive analysis 

protocol (Prakken et al., 2008) and the steady-state precession technique (TrueFISP) 

used in the employed imaging procedure allowed for improved contrast between the 

myocardium and blood pool in order to reduce this limitation.  Only male subjects were 

requited for this study however previous research suggests that the cardiac morphology 

of female athletes may adapt differently compared to their male athletic counterparts 

(Wernstedt et al., 2002).  Lastly, it needs to be acknowledged that exposure to a longer 

training stimulus may evoke greater adaptive responses and some adaptation as a result 

of RES exercise under such circumstances cannot be ruled out.  These findings should 

be judiciously compared to previous cross-sectional studies of lifelong endurance or 

resistance athletes.  However, recruiting previously untrained subjects and closely 

supervising the intensive training sessions maximised the training responses.  In 

summary, additional longitudinal studies, particularly in females, will be required to 

determine the long-term health implications and gender-differences in exercise training 

responses of the RV and to ascertain any dose-response relationships. 

 

 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, a 24-week intensive, supervised and controlled END exercise-training 

intervention resulted in a modest increase in RV mass and RV EDV suggestive of 

eccentric remodelling.  This was similar to the pattern of change observed in the LV 

(Chapter 4).  Changes in RV morphology were smaller after RES training.  No 

significant changes in global or regional RV function at rest were observed following 

either END or RES training.  This is the first study in humans to utilise MRI and 

characterise RV adaptations to distinct forms of exercise training. 
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Abstract 
Cardiac adaptation in response to exercise has historically been described using 

echocardiography.  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) however, has evolved as a 

preferred imaging methodology for cardiac morphological assessment.  While direct 

cross-sectional comparisons in athletes suggest that large absolute differences exist 

between these imaging modalities, it is currently unknown whether changes in 

parameters assessed using echocardiography in response to exercise training are similar 

to those derived using MRI.  Twenty-three young men were randomly assigned to 

undertake a supervised and intensive endurance or resistance exercise-training program 

for 24-weeks.  Repeated measures included echocardiography and MRI assessment of 

left ventricular (LV) mass, LV end-diastolic volume (EDV), internal cavity dimensions 

and wall thicknesses.  LV EDV was calculated from echocardiographic parameters 

using Simpson’s biplane approach.  At baseline, pooled data for all cardiac parameters 

were significantly different between imaging methods whilst LV mass (r=0.756, 

P<0.001) and volumes (LV EDV r=0.792, P<0.001) were highly correlated.  There 

were no significant relationships between changes in any parameters when 

echocardiographic and MRI measures were compared.  Posterior wall thickness 

increased by 8.3% (P<0.05) when assessed using echocardiography, while a 2% 

decrease was observed when using MRI.  By echocardiography, LV EDV increased 

following training (7.6 mL, P<0.05), however the small increase by MRI (4.9 mL) did 

not achieve statistical significance.  Echocardiography does not accurately reflect MRI-

derived changes in cardiac structure in response to intensive supervised and centre-

based exercise training in humans. 
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Introduction 
Historically, studies pertaining to the effects of exercise on cardiac structure have been 

based on cross-sectional echocardiographic assessments (Morganroth et al., 1975; 

Bekaert et al., 1981; George et al., 1999).  More recently cardiac magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) has become the preferred methodology for the assessment of cardiac 

morphology due to its enhanced precision and power over echocardiography (Bellenger 

et al., 2000).  Recent direct comparisons between echocardiography and MRI-derived 

measures of LV mass and volume in athletes suggest that large absolute differences 

exist between these measurement modalities (Wernstedt et al., 2002; De Castro, 2006; 

Prakken et al., 2011).  Whilst some authors suggest that cardiac mass may be 

exaggerated by echocardiography (Prakken et al., 2011), others have reported 

underestimation relative to MRI (De Castro, 2006).  Large differences in LV volume 

measures have also been reported when echocardiographic and MRI measures from the 

same subjects are compared (De Castro, 2006).  Whilst these cross-sectional studies 

raise important concerns pertaining to reliability and accuracy, perhaps the more 

pertinent question is whether changes in cardiac parameters assessed using 

echocardiography, for example in response to exercise training, are similar to those 

derived from MRI.   

 

Previous exercise-training studies have predominantly employed echocardiography 

(DeMaria et al., 1978; Ricci et al., 1982; Baggish et al., 2008a) or MRI (Kivistö et al., 

2006; Batterham et al., 2011) alone yet no studies have directly compared MRI and 

echocardiography using a longitudinal design.  This experiment involved 6 months of 

intensive supervised exercise training, with repeated measures of cardiac mass and 

volume using both echocardiography and MRI.  Healthy untrained male subjects were 

randomised to participate in either endurance or resistance training, modalities which 

have traditionally been associated with divergent cardiac morphological adaptations 

(Morganroth et al., 1975; Baggish et al., 2008a).  It was hypothesised that training-

induced changes in echocardiographic- and MRI-derived measures would be different 

in magnitude, but similar in direction and highly correlated.   

 

Methods 
Twenty-two of the recruited subjects were included in the sub-analysis presented in this 

chapter.  The exercise training protocols and experimental procedures are identical to 

those described in Chapter 3.  Measures of cardiac morphological assessment (cardiac 
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MRI and echocardiography) were performed within 5 days of each other.  In the present 

experiment, the MRI data are used as a reference standard for the echocardiographic 

assessments, analysis of which has not previously been presented. 

 

Statistical Analysis 
To determine differences between imaging methodologies at study entry, paired 

Student’s t-tests were used.  Two-way repeated measures ANOVA was applied, 

however the factors ‘time’ (pre-training vs. post-training) and ‘imaging method’ 

(echocardiography vs. MRI) and the interaction of these factors were evaluated.  Data 

for subjects in both exercise groups was pooled for the purposes of this analysis.  Post-

hoc Student’s t-tests were applied where appropriate.  Pearson correlation coefficients 

were computed between change data where required.  Bland-Altman plots were 

performed to determine the 95% confidence limits of agreement (CI) between imaging 

methods (Bland & Altman, 1986).  Data are presented as mean±SD. 

 

 

Results 

Baseline comparison 
Baseline pooled data comparing echocardiographic and MRI data for all subjects are 

presented in Table 6.1.  Echocardiographic data was unavailable for 1 subject so data is 

presented for the remaining 22 subjects.  Significant differences existed between the 

imaging modalities for wall thickness, diameter, mass and volume data.  Specifically, 

IVS thickness was lower (P=0.04) by echocardiography than MRI, whereas PW 

thickness was higher (P=0.05).  A moderate level of correlation was observed for IVS 

thickness (r=0.465, P<0.05), but not PW thickness.  Both LVIDd and LVIDs were 

significantly higher by MRI (P<0.01), however only LVIDd data from MRI and 

echocardiography were significantly correlated (r=0.884, P<0.001).  

 

LV mass was overestimated by echocardiography (P<0.001) but the correlation 

between modalities for this parameter was apparent (r= 0.756, P<0.001).  Bland-Altman 

plots show a mean mass difference of 48.5 g (-7.21 to 104.2 95% CI, Figure 6.1) 

between echocardiography and MRI.  LV volumes were underestimated by 

echocardiography at baseline (P<0.001) and a significant Pearson’s coefficient between 

echocardiography versus MRI for LV EDV measures (r=0.792, P<0.001) was noted.  

Similarly, LV ESV was significantly correlated to the MRI measure (r=0.732, P<0.001).  
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Table 6.1.  Baseline comparisons and correlations between echocardiography and 

MRI-derived measures of cardiac morphology (n=22). 

Variable Echocardiography MRI P Pearson’s r (P) 

LV wall thickness 

IVS, cm 1.04 ± 0.16 1.10 ± 0.14 0.04 0.46 (0.03) 

PW, cm 1.08 ± 0.18 0.99 ± 0.16 0.05 0.39 (0.08) 

LV dimensions 

LVIDd, cm 4.78 ± 0.40 5.02 ± 0.39 <0.00 0.88 (<0.00) 

LVIDs, cm 3.18 ± 0.37 3.52 ± 0.45 <0.00 0.41 (0.06) 

Volumetric parameters 

LV mass, g 168.9±42.5 120.4±26.4 <0.00 0.76 (<0.00) 

LV EDV, mL  118.1±22.9 141.6±26.1 <0.00 0.79 (<0.00) 

LV ESV, mL 38.8±9.8 58.3±12.8 <0.00 0.73 (<0.00) 

LVIDd, left ventricular internal diameter during diastole; LVIDs, left ventricular 
internal cavity diameter during systole; IVS, interventricular septal thickness; PW, 
posterior wall thickness; LV EDV, left ventricular end-diastolic volume; LV ESV, 
left ventricular end-systolic volume. 

 

Impact of exercise training by MRI vs. echocardiography  
Table 6.2 presents pooled data for all exercise-trained subjects using both imaging 

techniques.  Data for one subject was not available for internal dimensions and wall 

thickness, therefore n=21 for these measures.  There were significant main effects for 

time (ANOVA P=0.03) and imaging method (ANOVA P=0.02) for LVIDd, with values 

by echocardiography significantly smaller compared to MRI (P<0.001).  Absolute 

changes in LVIDd by echocardiography did not correlate with changes by MRI (r=-

0.066, P=0.77).  For measures of LVIDs, significant main effects for time (ANOVA 

P=0.04) and imaging method (ANOVA P<0.001) were observed.  Post-hoc evaluation 

showed that LVIDs by echocardiography decreased with training (P=0.04) but this 

difference was not observed when using MRI (P=0.59).  No correlation was evident 

between change scores using either method.  In terms of wall thickness, a significant 

main effect for time (ANOVA P=0.05), imaging method (ANOVA P=0.006) and 

interaction (ANOVA P=0.019) were observed for PWT.  By echocardiography, PWT 

increased with training (P=0.005), whereas no change was evident by MRI (P=0.66).  
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There was no relationship between changes in echocardiography compared to MRI 

following training for PWT (r=-0.311, P=0.17).  Measures of IVS increased with 

training to a similar extent by both echocardiography and MRI (ANOVA main effect 

for time P=0.03), but no correlation existed for training induced changes when the 

methods of assessment were compared (r=0.249, P=0.28). 

 

 

 
Figure 6.1.  Bland-Altman plot showing the mean difference, or bias, 

and 95% limits of agreement between echocardiography and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for measurement of left 

ventricular (LV) mass. 
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Left ventricular mass increased following training (ANOVA main effect for time 

P=0.001).  A significant main effect for imaging method was also noted (P<0.001) 

reflecting a 14.2 g (10.3%) increase by echocardiography  (P=0.01) and a 6.1 g (6.4%) 

increase by MRI (P=0.01).  Changes in LV mass by echocardiography compared to 

MRI however were not significantly correlated (r=0.321, P=0.145, Figure 6.2).   

 

There were significant main effects for time (P=0.01) and imaging method (P=0.004) 

for LV EDV using the biplane calculation versus MRI.  Post-hoc analysis revealed an 

increase in biplane LV EDV (P=0.04) when assessed by echocardiography, but not MRI 

(P=0.11).  Correlations between changes in echocardiographic-derived LV EDV and 

MRI measures were not significant (r=-0.081, P=0.72, Figure 6.3).  In terms of LV ESV, 

there was a significant main effect for imaging method used (ANOVA P<0.001), 

however main effects for time or interactions between time and method were not 

apparent.  There were also no significant correlations between changes in LV ESV 

calculated by MRI versus echocardiographic measurement (r=-0.045, P=0.84, Figure 

6.3).   
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Figure 6.2.  Scatter plot of change in left ventricular (LV) mass with 

exercise training by echocardiography compared to magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI).  Shaded areas represent misclassification 

of subjects. 
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Table 6.2.  Echocardiographic- and MRI-derived measures of cardiac morphology before (Pre) and after (Post) 6 months of exercise training. 

 Echocardiography  MRI 

Variable Pre Post ∆  Pre Post ∆ 

LV wall thickness        

IVS, cm 1.04 ± 0.16 1.09 ± 0.13 0.05 ± 0.16  1.11 ± 0.14 1.15 ± 0.13 0.03 ± 0.09 

PW, cm 1.08 ± 0.18 1.17 ± 0.20* 0.10 ± 0.17  1.00 ± 0.16 0.98 ± 0.15 -0.01 ± 0.11 

LV dimensions        

LVIDd, cm 4.78 ± 0.40 4.68 ± 0.40 -0.10 ± 0.24  5.01 ± 0.40 4.98 ± 0.40 -0.06 ± 0.22 

LVIDs, cm 3.18 ± 0.37 2.99 ± 0.30* -0.19 ± 0.40  3.49 ± 0.43 3.47 ± 0.27 -0.04 ± 0.31 

Volumetric parameters        

LV mass, g 168.9 ± 42.5 183.1 ± 39.1* 14.2 ± 24.6  120.4 ± 26.4 126.5 ± 22.6* 6.1 ± 10.3 

LV EDV, mL 118.1 ± 22.9 125.7 ± 28.1* 7.6 ± 16.8  141.6 ± 26.1 146.6 ± 25.4 4.9 ± 14.0 

LV ESV, mL 38.8 ± 9.8 43.1 ± 16.4 4.3 ± 10.7  58.3 ± 12.8 59.0 ± 10.3 0.6 ± 9.9 

* Student’s t-test vs. Pre (P<0.05). n= 21 for LVIDd, LVIDs, PWT and IVST. LVIDd, left ventricular internal diameter during diastole; LVIDs, 
left ventricular internal cavity diameter during systole; IVS, interventricular septal thickness; PW, posterior wall thickness; LV EDV, left 
ventricular end-diastolic volume; LV ESV, left ventricular end-systolic volume. 
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Figure 6.3.  Scatter plots of changes in left ventricular end-diastolic (LV EDV) and end-systolic volume (LV ESV) following exercise training between 

echocardiography compared to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 
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Discussion 
This is the first study which has assessed differences between echocardiography- and 

MRI-derived measures of cardiac adaptation in response to exercise training.  The aim 

was to determine whether echocardiography provides valid data for changes in LV 

morphology in response to exercise training.  To this end, repeated measures were 

performed before and after exercise interventions typically associated with divergent 

cardiac adaptations.  The principal findings are that MRI and echocardiography 

generate measures of LV diameter, wall thickness, mass and volume that differ in 

absolute terms both before and after training.  Furthermore, there were no significant 

relationships between training-induced changes in these parameters when 

echocardiographic and MRI measures were directly compared.  These data suggest that 

echocardiography does not provide an accurate index of exercise-induced changes in 

cardiac morphology that can accrue with short-term training interventions. 

 

Previous studies examining the difference between echocardiographic- and MRI-

derived measures of LV morphology in athletes have typically done so utilizing a cross-

sectional approach at a single time-point (Wernstedt et al., 2002; De Castro, 2006; 

Prakken et al., 2011).  Marked differences in absolute measures of thickness, mass and 

volume have been reported, and both over- (Germain et al., 1992; Bottini et al., 1995; 

Scharhag, 2003; Prakken et al., 2011) and under-estimation (Myerson, 2002; De Castro, 

2006) of LV mass are apparent by echocardiography.  Nonetheless, correlations 

between the imaging methodologies have generally been strong in these studies, an 

observation that is consistent with the present findings at baseline.  However, cross-

sectional comparisons between athletes do not reflect causal relationships between 

exercise exposure and cardiac structure.  This can only be determined using repeated 

measures performed within-subjects who have undertaken a controlled exercise 

exposure.  

 

Whilst no previous studies have directly compared echocardiography to MRI following 

exercise training, studies have assessed changes over time in clinical populations using 

both modalities (Bottini et al., 1995; Tse, 2003; Jenkins et al., 2004; Alfakih et al., 

2004).  These studies have reported significant variations and wide limits of agreement 

at baseline and follow-up between echocardiography and MRI measures, strongly 

suggesting that MRI is a preferred method for serial assessment.   
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Possible reasons for differences as a result of exercise training in echocardiographic-

derived data may relate to image quality, beam positioning or the assumption of 

uniform geometry inherent in formulas used to determine volumetric measures from 

linear echocardiographic dimensions (Lang et al., 2006).  These formulas were 

originally developed based on equations derived from small sample size cadaver studies 

(Teichholz et al., 1976; Devereux et al., 1986) and the cube function involved can 

theoretically lead to large variation in assessments (Devlin et al., 1999; Scharhag, 2003).  

To this end, Myerson et al. (Myerson, 2002) assessed the validity of M-Mode and 2-D 

calculations by utilizing MRI-derived linear dimensions in the equations.  The authors 

reported that the calculations were poorly predictive of changes in response to exercise 

training when compared to a 3-D MRI method.  It was concluded that the geometric 

assumptions inherent in these calculations generate data that renders the technique 

unsuitable for use in studies involving serial assessments of LV mass (Myerson, 2002; 

Tse, 2003).  The findings in the current experiment also reinforce Myerson et al., in that 

>20% of the subjects were misclassified as having undergone either an increase or 

decrease in LV mass by echocardiography, when MRI-derived measures indicated the 

opposite adaptation took place.  The fact that misclassifications were apparent for linear 

measures, such as wall thicknesses and cavity dimensions, indicates that factors such as 

image quality or poor reproducibility of beam positioning, in addition to the limitations 

of geometric assumptions, may be responsible for the errors apparent in 

echocardiographic assessments.  Furthermore, the changes assessed by 

echocardiography were relatively small which is an important consideration for 

accuracy of this imaging methodology (Bellenger et al., 2000).   

 

The implications of these findings are potentially relevant for interpretation of previous 

echocardiographic studies of exercise training.  The small change detected by 

echocardiography in the present study (~14 g LV mass) has been observed by others in 

response to exercise training (DeMaria et al., 1978).  Furthermore, other studies have 

exhibited an absolute change in LV mass of ~30 g as a result of exercise training 

(Rodrigues et al., 2006; Baggish et al., 2008a), which fails to meet the smallest 

detectable change in LV mass (~60 g with 95% confidence) reported for 

echocardiograpic use (Jenkins et al., 2007).  These studies, and others which have 

primarily relied upon echocardiography to assess changes in response to exercise 

training, may therefore be questionable and should be interpreted with caution.   
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There are several important limitations of this study.  Whilst healthy asymptomatic and 

young subjects were purposefully recruited, these findings cannot be extrapolated to the 

impact of exercise training in clinical populations.  The sample size, although relatively 

small, was large enough to produce significant changes in MRI derived measures and 

correlations between MRI and echocardiographic measures at baseline.  A longer period 

of training may have produced larger changes, but it seems unlikely that this would 

have affected the observed differences between assessment methods. 

 

 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, this study indicates that training induced changes in LV structure were 

reported using MRI, but that the magnitude and the direction of change were not 

confirmed when using echocardiography.  Consequently, using echocardiography as a 

tool to assess the modest changes in LV structure that occur following exercise training 

may not be accurate and could lead to misinterpretation.  These findings have 

implications for previous longitudinal exercise studies that have employed 

echocardiography alone in small samples. 
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Abstract 
This randomised trial evaluated the impact of different exercise training modalities on 

conduit artery function and size in healthy volunteers.  Young (27±5 years) healthy 

male subjects were randomised to undertake 6-months of either endurance (END, n=10) 

or resistance training (RES, n=13).  High-resolution ultrasound was used to determine 

brachial, femoral and carotid artery diameter and wall thickness (IMT) and femoral and 

brachial flow-mediated (FMD) and glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) mediated dilation.  

Improvements in VO2peak occurred with END (3.5±0.7 to 3.8±0.6 L.min-1, P<0.05) but 

not RES training.  Upper body muscular strength increased following RES exercise 

(57.8±17.7 to 69.0±19.5 kg, P<0.001), but not END training.  Both groups exhibited 

increases in lean body mass (END +1.4±1.8 kg, P<0.05 and RES +2.3±1.3 kg, 

P<0.001).  RES exercise training increased brachial artery resting (3.9±0.3 to 4.1±0.4 

mm, P<0.05), peak FMD- (+0.2±0.2 mm, P<0.05) and GTN-mediated (+0.3±0.3 mm, 

P<0.01) diameters, as well as brachial FMD% (5.1±2.2 to 7.0±3.9%, P<0.05).  No 

improvements in any brachial parameters were observed following END exercise.  

Conversely, END training increased resting (6.2±0.7 to 6.4±0.6 mm, P<0.05), peak 

FMD- (+0.4±0.4 mm, P<0.05) and GTN-induced (+0.3±0.3 mm, P<0.05) femoral 

artery diameters, and femoral FMD-to-GTN% ratio (0.6±0.3 to 1.1±0.8, P<0.05). RES 

training did not induce changes in femoral artery parameters.  Carotid artery IMT 

decreased in response to both forms of training.  These findings indicate that 6 months 

of supervised exercise training induced changes in brachial and femoral arterial size and 

function and decreased carotid artery IMT (END 564±78 to 507±50 µm and RES 

577±63 to 522±62 µm, ANOVA P<0.05).  These impacts of both RES and END 

training would be expected to translate to decreased cardiovascular risk.  
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Introduction 
Regular exercise is associated with decreased cardiovascular risk in both primary and 

secondary prevention settings (Taylor et al., 2004; Blair & Morris, 2009).  Whilst some 

of this impact relates to the beneficial effects of exercise on traditional cardiovascular 

risk factors (Thompson et al., 2003) there are also direct effects of repetitive exercise on 

arterial function and structure which are anti-atherogenic (Green, 2009; Joyner & Green, 

2009). 

 

Research pertaining to the effects of exercise on the vasculature in healthy 

asymptomatic subjects has been predominantly based on relatively short-term (4-12 

weeks) training studies (Dinenno et al., 2001a; Miyachi et al., 2001; Maiorana et al., 

2001b; Thijssen et al., 2007; Tinken et al., 2008) or cross-sectional comparisons of 

trained athletes and controls (Schmidt-Trucksass et al., 2000; Schmidt-Trucksäss et al., 

2003; Huonker et al., 2003; Naylor et al., 2006; Rowley et al., 2011).  Whilst the 

former studies may not fully detect chronic adaptations, the latter are prone to well-

established limitations relating to comparisons performed between individuals (Naylor 

et al., 2008a).  Some longer-term interventional studies have been performed in clinical 

populations (Sigal et al., 2007; Schjerve et al., 2008), however very few supervised 

exercise-training studies have evaluated vascular adaptations over time frames 

exceeding 12-weeks. 

 

A further gap in the exercise training literature pertaining to vascular adaptation relates 

to a lack of direct comparison between distinct and commonly used training modalities, 

for example endurance and resistance exercise.  Such comparison is valid as these 

modalities are associated with divergent haemodynamic responses, which can elicit 

differential adaptations in cardiac morphology (Morganroth et al., 1975; Baggish et al., 

2008a).  Surprisingly, no previous studies that have randomised subjects to directly 

compare the impact of endurance versus resistance exercise training on vascular 

adaptation in asymptomatic humans were found. 

 

This randomised longitudinal study therefore compared the impact of 6-months of 

supervised, endurance or resistance exercise training on arterial diameter, wall thickness 

and function in asymptomatic male volunteers.  It was hypothesised that these different 

training modalities would induce divergent vascular adaptations.  
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Methods 
Twenty-three recruited subjects were included in this study.  The exercise training 

protocols and experimental procedures, along with measures specific to vascular 

assessment and analysis, including size, wall thickness and function, are described in 

detail in Chapter 3.  

 

Statistical Analysis 
Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used with main effects for ‘time’ (pre-

training vs. post-training) and exercise ‘group’ (END vs. RES) were determined, along 

with interactions between these factors.  Given recent evidence that prolonged training 

may result in resolution of adaptation, possibly dependent upon training duration and or 

intensity (Tinken et al., 2008), main effects for time and group were considered to be 

physiologically relevant.  Post-hoc Students t-tests were conducted and P values 

reported.  All data are reported as mean±SD.  

 

Results 
The impact of exercise training on physiological outcomes in these subjects has been 

presented in Chapter 4 and are summarised in Table 4.1. 

 

Impact of exercise training on brachial artery size and function 
A summary of the effect of exercise training protocols on brachial and femoral vascular 

size is presented in Table 7.1.  Brachial artery data for 2 subjects were not available 

hence analysis was performed on n=9 and n=12 for the END and RES groups, 

respectively.  A significant interaction effect was observed for resting brachial artery 

diameter (ANOVA P=0.03).  Post-hoc analysis revealed that following RES training, 

resting brachial artery diameter increased by 5% whilst no change was observed 

following END training (Figure 7.1).  Similarly, peak brachial FMD diameter increased 

with training (ANOVA main effect for time P=0.007, ANOVA interaction effect 

P=0.026).  Specifically, after RES exercise peak FMD diameter increased (4.1±0.3 to 

4.4±0.3 mm, P=0.002), whereas there was no change following END training (4.0±0.5 

to 4.0±0.6 mm, P=0.67).  As a result, brachial FMD%, a measure of endothelium-

dependent vascular function, increased with training (ANOVA main effect for time 

P=0.005, Table 7.1).  
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Table 7.1.  Conduit artery characteristics before (Pre) and after (Post) 6-months of 

supervised endurance or resistance exercise training.  Values are mean±SD. 

 
 Endurance  Resistance 

Variable Pre Post  Pre Post 

Brachial artery (n=9)  (n=12) 
Diameter, mm § 3.8 ± 0.6 3.9 ± 0.3  3.8 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 0.4* 
Wall thickness, µm  680 ± 183 612 ± 93  674 ± 119 595 ± 88 
Wall-to-lumen ratio ‡ 0.19 ± 0.07 0.17 ± 0.04  0.18 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.02* 
FMD, % ‡ 5.5 ± 4.3 7.3 ± 3.7  5.1 ± 2.2 7.0 ± 3.9* 

GTN, % 20.0 ± 4.7 15.8 ± 5.5  19.7 ± 4.6 20.0 ± 4.6 
FMD-to-GTN ratio ‡ 0.27 ± 0.18  0.52 ± 0.35  0.28 ± 0.13 0.36 ± 0.20* 

Femoral artery (n=10)  (n=13) 
Diameter, mm § 6.2 ± 0.6 6.4 ± 0.7*  6.7 ± 0.5† 6.6 ± 0.5 
Wall thickness, µm 788 ± 216 894 ± 333  807 ± 232 758 ± 177 
Wall-to-lumen ratio 0.13 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.05  0.12 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.03 
FMD, % 4.5 ± 2.0 6.4 ± 2.2  5.8 ± 3.4 5.7 ± 2.4 
GTN, % 9.4 ± 3.00 8.6 ± 4.7  7.6 ± 3.2 7.9 ± 3.7 
FMD-to-GTN ratio ‡§ 0.56 ± 0.26  1.10 ± 0.85*  0.91 ± 0.52 0.91 ± 0.50 

Carotid Artery      
Diameter, mm 6.3±0.8 6.3±0.7  6.6±0.4 6.7±0.5 
Wall thickness, µm ‡ 564±78  507±50  577±63 522±62 
Wall-to-lumen ratio ‡ 0.08±0.03 0.07±0.03  0.09±0.01 0.08±0.01 

*Significantly different to Pre at P<0.05. †Significantly different from Endurance at P<0.05. 
‡P<0.05 ANOVA main effect for time. § P<0.05 ANOVA interaction effect.  FMD, endothelium-
dependent vascular function (flow-mediated dilation); GTN, endothelium-independent vascular 
function (glyceryl trinitrate). 
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Figure 7.1.  Resting brachial artery diameter before (Pre) and after 

(Post) 6-months of supervised resistance or endurance exercise 

training.  Values are mean±SD.  P value denotes significance for post 

hoc Student’s t-test Pre vs. Post exercise training.  
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A significant interaction effect was observed for peak GTN diameter (ANOVA 

P=0.001) such that RES training resulted in a 6% increase (4.7±0.4 to 4.9±0.4 mm, 

P=0.008) while a 4% decrease was observed in response to END exercise (4.7±0.6 to 

4.5±0.5 mm, P=0.05).  Consequently, GTN% was unchanged following either training 

protocol (ANOVA interaction effect P=0.06, Table 7.1).  Endothelial function 

expressed as FMD% is inclusive of vascular smooth muscle responsiveness, so the ratio 

of FMD to GTN was calculated to normalise FMD and indicate whether endothelial 

function improved relative to smooth muscle vasodilator capacity.  In the brachial artery, 

this ratio increased significantly as a result of training (ANOVA main effect for time 

P=0.006).  

 

Impact of exercise training on femoral artery size and function 
A significant interaction effect was observed for resting femoral artery diameter 

(ANOVA P=0.03), with an increase in resting diameter following END, but not RES 

exercise (Table 7.1, Figure 7.2).  Similarly, peak FMD diameter was larger as a result of 

exercise training (ANOVA main effect for time P=0.02, ANOVA interaction effect 

P=0.02) where END training increased (6.5±0.7 to 6.8±0.7 mm, P=0.01), while no 

change was observed following RES (7.0±0.6 to 7.0±0.5 mm, P=0.98).  Femoral artery 

FMD% did not change with either exercise training protocol (Figure 7.2).  Femoral 

artery GTN% also remained unchanged with exercise, despite a significant interaction 

effect for peak GTN diameter (ANOVA P=0.02).  Peak GTN diameter increased with 

END exercise only (END 6.8±0.7 to 7.0±0.7 mm, P=0.04; RES 7.3±0.4 to 7.1±0.5 mm, 

P=0.15).  It should be noted that pre-study baseline femoral diameter data were 

significantly different between the END and RES groups, suggesting a randomisation 

artefact.  However, data was also analysed as change from pre-intervention levels and 

found significant differences between the changes in END (+0.3 mm) versus the change 

from RES training (-0.1 mm) for resting femoral diameter (P=0.02).  The femoral artery 

FMD-to-GTN ratio was increased as a result of training (ANOVA main effect for time 

P=0.05; ANOVA interaction effect P=0.05).  Specifically, END training resulted in an 

increased femoral artery FMD-to-GTN ratio (P=0.03, Table 7.1), while there was no 

change was observed in response to RES exercise (P=0.98).  
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Figure 7.2.  Resting femoral artery diameter before (Pre) and after (Post) 

6-months of supervised resistance or endurance exercise training.  Values 

are mean±SD.  P value denotes significance for post hoc Student’s t-test 

Pre vs. Post exercise training.  
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Impact of exercise training on artery wall thickness 
A significant main effect for time was observed for carotid artery IMT (ANOVA 

P=0.02), which decreased from 564±78 to 507±50 µm following END and from 

577±63 to 522±62 µm (Table 7.1) after RES exercise training.  Wall-to-lumen ratio of 

the carotid artery also decreased with training (ANOVA main effect for time P=0.03, 

Table 7.1).  There were no changes in brachial or femoral artery wall thickness 

following either exercise training intervention.  However, there was a significant main 

effect for time (ANOVA P=0.04) for brachial artery wall-to-lumen ratio, which 

decreased with RES training (P=0.03, Table 7.1) but not END exercise (P=0.41). 

 

 

Discussion 
The primary outcomes of this study are that RES increased resting brachial artery 

diameter as well as peak diameter responses to both FMD and GTN stimuli.  These 

upper limb vascular adaptations were not observed in the END group.  In contrast, the 

END group exhibited increased resting and peak diameter responses to FMD and GTN 

after training in the femoral artery.  Taken together, these findings in healthy men 

indicate that 6-months of supervised exercise training induces differences in arterial size 

that were dependent upon exercise modality. 

 

Recent studies have focussed attention on the question of whether large muscle group 

dynamic exercise induces purely localised or systemic effects on artery size, wall 

thickness and function (Rowley et al., 2012; Green et al., 2012a).  These studies, which 

relied upon cross-sectional comparisons of athletes, documented larger resting brachial 

diameters in the dominant, compared to non-dominant, arm of elite squash players, a 

finding that was not observed in matched controls (Rowley et al., 2011).  Similarly, 

athletes participating in upper and lower limb sports demonstrated localised effects on 

arterial size (Green et al., 2012a).  In the present study it was also observed evidence for 

localised effects of exercise training on artery diameter.  Endurance training, 

predominantly involving exercise of the lower limbs, induced an increase in femoral 

artery size in the absence of significant brachial artery adaptation.  Conversely, 

resistance training, which predominantly involved upper limb exercises and consistent 

reliance upon hand gripping in this study, induced brachial but not femoral changes.  

These findings are in agreement with shorter-term interventions (Dinenno et al., 2001a; 

Rakobowchuk, 2005; Thijssen et al., 2007).  It is pertinent, however, to mention that 
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RES, which involved some lower limb exercise, did not modify femoral parameters.   

Whilst this argues against the concept of regional specificity in conduit adaptation to 

training, it is possible that the magnitude of the leg exercise associated with RES was 

not great enough to induce adaptation.  For example, shear stress, an acknowledged 

stimulus to adaptation in arterial function and size (Langille & O'Donnell, 1986), differs 

in quantum and pattern in response to different exercise modalities (Green et al., 2004a; 

Thijssen et al., 2009a).  It is therefore proposed that these findings provide support for 

the notion that exercise training increases arterial lumen size in conduit arteries feeding 

active muscle beds, regardless of exercise modality.   

 

As stated, localised changes in artery size are likely related to changes in arterial shear 

stress, a potent stimulus to nitric oxide (NO) production.  It is well established that the 

endothelium, and specifically NO, mediate changes in arterial size (Langille & 

O'Donnell, 1986; Tronc et al., 1996).  Recently, evidence has been presented in humans 

pertaining to the relationship between changes in artery function and structure (Tinken 

et al., 2008), which supports the conceptual framework first presented by Laughlin and 

colleagues (Laughlin, 1995).  This suggests that initial improvements in NO-mediated 

vasodilator function as a result of exercise training can be transient, and superseded by 

structural changes, which in turn facilitate normalisation of function.  These findings 

reinforce interest in the present study in ANOVA main effects for time, as well as 

interactions between time and the group assignment.  In this study, undertaken over a 

substantially longer time frame than most previous experiments (Dinenno et al., 2001a; 

Rakobowchuk, 2005; Tinken et al., 2008; Schjerve et al., 2008; Birk et al., 2012), 

evidence of both localised increases in lumen dimensions, and increases in function was 

observed.  That is, enhanced FMD% in the brachial artery was observed following RES.  

In addition, the FMD-to-GTN%, a measure reflecting global NO-dependent vasodilator 

function, increased in the femoral artery following END.  Adaptation also occurred in 

the size of both vessels.  Based on the schema above, it might have been predicted that 

the longer intervention period of this study would be associated with changes in arterial 

size, but normal function.  One explanation for the concomitant increases in both 

function and size observed in this study may relate to the nature of the exercise 

prescription.  The exercise stimulus was diligently progressed in terms of intensity and 

volume (Chapter 3), which may have contributed to continued gains in arterial function 

in the presence of adaptations in artery size across the 24 weeks of training.  It is 

therefore suggested that vascular adaptation is highly dynamic and set points that evolve 
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to balance adaptations in function and structure can be continually adjusted in response 

to modifications in the exercise stimulus (see Chapter 8 for further explanation). 

 

Previous studies detailing the impact of chronic exercise training on vascular adaptation 

have predominantly relied upon comparisons of athletes and controls (Schmidt-

Trucksass et al., 2000; Huonker et al., 2003).  As described, several recent studies have 

suggested that, whilst athletes possess enlarged arterial diameters, consistent with the 

present experiments findings in response to 6-months of training, artery function is not 

enhanced (Petersen et al., 2006; Rognmo et al., 2008; Green et al., 2012a).  The 

disparity between these findings may relate to the inherent limitations and assumptions 

associated with cross-sectional approaches.  Furthermore, athletes may be exposed to 

higher levels of oxidative stress or related inflammation that can decrease FMD and 

NO-mediated vasodilation (Cai & Harrison, 2000).  Alternatively, it could be argued 

that function is normalised in athletes due the impact of substantive exercise on arterial 

structure, as evidenced by their greater arterial sizes (+0.8 mm vs. matched controls).  In 

the current study an increase of +0.2mm was observed following 24-weeks of either 

END or RES training.  It is therefore possible that longer periods of intensive training 

than those undertaken in the present study may have induced similar changes to those 

observed in elite resistance or endurance athletes.  Further investigation will be required 

to test this hypothesis. 

 

The impacts of exercise training on arterial wall thickness were recently reviewed 

(Thijssen et al., 2012).  While it is suggested that physical activity levels are inversely 

associated with carotid IMT in healthy populations, studies addressing the impacts of 

exercise have produced disparate findings.  Whilst some studies have reported higher 

carotid IMT in endurance athletes compared to controls (Abergel et al., 1998), others 

have observed no differences (Schmidt-Trucksass et al., 2000; Moreau et al., 2002) or 

decreases (Rowley et al., 2012; Green et al., 2012a).  Several longitudinal studies have 

also reported decreased carotid IMT as a result of training (Rauramaa et al., 2004), 

although this is also not a consistent finding (Tanaka et al., 2002; Thijssen et al., 2007).  

The disparity in this literature may relate to the ‘load’ of the exercise intervention; the 

current and other previous findings suggest that intensive longer-term training may be 

required to induce adaptations in carotid artery wall size (Thijssen et al., 2012).  There 

was also some evidence, although not significant, of effects on peripheral conduit artery 

wall thickness.  These findings concur with those of Rowley et al., who suggested that 
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while artery size changes were locally mediated, adaptations in wall thickness appear to 

occur systemically (Rowley et al., 2011; Thijssen et al., 2011b; Rowley et al., 2012; 

Green et al., 2012a).  In addition, this data adds the novel observation that, regardless of 

exercise modality, changes in carotid wall thickness may be possible.  

 

Apart from the vascular findings, body composition was also measured in this 

experiment.  Predictably, RES resulted in increased lean body mass and muscular 

strength.  Interestingly, END also induced an increase in body lean mass.  Upon closer 

inspection of the DXA data, this increase was confined to changes in the lower limbs, 

which accords with the improvements in muscle strength that were also observed.  In 

addition to improvements endothelial function (Green et al., 2011), body composition 

(Church et al., 2004), muscle strength (Jurca et al., 2004) and cardiorespiratory fitness 

(Stofan et al., 1998) have all been associated with enhanced prognosis, at least in older 

subjects and those with existing cardiovascular disease.  Similar magnitudes of change 

in fat mass were also apparent in both groups, with the similarity in improvement in 

response to RES being somewhat surprising.  Whilst recent studies have begun to 

directly address the implications for weight management and cardiometabolic health of 

distinct training modalities (Sigal et al., 2007; Dunstan, 2008; Church et al., 2010) in 

clinical populations, these data provide some insight into the preventive benefits of 

exercise of different modalities.  Further, more detailed, studies will be required to 

address the mechanisms responsible for the observed changes.   

 

 

Conclusion 
In summary, this chapter directly addressed the question of differential impacts of 

exercise modality on conduit artery vascular adaptations in humans in response to a 

relatively prolonged training intervention period.  In conclusion, both endurance and 

resistance modalities have impacts on artery size, function and wall thickness in vivo, 

which would be expected to translate to decreased cardiovascular risk. 

 



 

8 
General Discussion 
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Reiteration of Aims and Rationale 
This is the first randomised prospective study to directly compare the impact of distinct 

exercise training modalities on cardiovascular structure and function using state-of-the-

art imaging modalities, namely MRI, myocardial speckle tracking echocardiography 

and high-resolution duplex ultrasonography.  The 6-month exercise intervention was 

relatively long compared to the majority of previous longitudinal studies and the 

training was centre-based, carefully supervised and individualised according to 

established exercise physiology training principles.   

 

The background literature section provided a rationale for the study, focusing on the 

reasons why critical re-appraisal of the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’ and ‘athletes heart’ 

concepts is warranted. It also established the novelty of longer-term interventions 

involving distinct training modalities, in terms of vascular adaptation.  The 

experimental chapters provide details of the impact of endurance and resistance exercise 

modalities on the left ventricle (Chapter 4), right ventricle (Chapter 5) and vasculature 

(Chapter 7). The validity of echocardiography, relative to MRI, for assessment of 

exercise-induced changes in cardiac morphology was also addressed (Chapter 6). 

 

Synthesis of Results 
Different physiological adaptations were observed following each training intervention, 

substantiating the fact that the independent variable was effectively manipulated.  

Specifically, endurance training resulted in increased aerobic capacity, as evidenced by 

increased VO2peak, both in absolute and relative terms.  The resistance group however, 

did not show any improvements in aerobic capacity following training.  Muscular 

strength improvements, particularly upper body strength, were observed in the 

resistance-trained but not in the endurance-trained subjects.  Increases in lean body 

mass were documented in both groups and body fat (%) decreased with training in both 

groups. 

 

Following 6-months of endurance exercise-training, both the LV and RV exhibited 

morphological changes including increases in cardiac mass and end-diastolic volume, 

whereas smaller, inconsistent and non-significant changes were observed in response to 

resistance training.  In terms of vascular adaptation, femoral artery size increased in 

endurance-trained individuals and brachial artery size increased following resistance 

training.  Vascular function of the brachial artery improved as a result of both exercise-
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training modalities, however femoral artery function improvements were noted with 

endurance training only.  Carotid artery wall thickness decreased following both 

training modalities. 

 

General Discussion 
The results from the present study provide novel insights pertaining to the differential 

impacts of distinct modalities of exercise on cardiovascular adaptations to training in 

healthy, asymptomatic humans.  Although some of the implications of these findings 

have been specifically addressed in each of the experimental chapters, an overall 

summary and discussion is provided here to synthesise key outcomes.  Limitations are 

also highlighted along with recommendations for future research in this domain.   

 

Vascular and cardiac adaptation to distinct training modalities 
An important theme of this thesis is the nature of any relationship between cardiac and 

vascular adaptation to distinct exercise training modalities.  A previous study of world-

class cyclists observed significant increases in cardiac morphology, specifically end-

diastolic volume, LV mass and wall thicknesses, in addition to increased carotid artery 

dimensions, compared to controls (Abergel et al., 1998).  Interestingly, the magnitude 

of difference was greater in cardiac (96%) than vascular parameters (13%), leading the 

authors to conclude that the heart may be more responsive to exercise-induced 

adaptation compared to the vasculature.   

 

A subsequent study by Schmidt-Trucksass et al. (2003) characterised the relationship 

between cardiac and vascular remodelling in endurance and strength-trained athletes 

and controls.  Left ventricular and common femoral artery diameters were significantly 

correlated in all subjects (r=0.55, P<0.01).  Similarly, LV posterior wall thickness 

correlated with femoral artery IMT (r=0.31, P<0.01).  Of relevance, removal of the 

strength-trained athletes enhanced both of these relationships, suggesting that the 

cardiac and vascular adaptation relationship may be more direct in response to 

endurance-type exercise.   
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Somewhat in keeping with the study of Schmidt-Trucksass et al., LV-end-diastolic 

volume data at entry to the present study was significantly correlated with femoral 

(r=0.453, P=0.03, Figure 8.1) and carotid artery diameters (r=0.612, P=0.004), but not 

brachial artery diameter.  However, measures of IMT were not correlated with LV mass 

at entry.  Interestingly, change in femoral arterial diameter did not correlate with the 

change in LV end-diastolic volume (Figure 8.2) and no correlation was apparent 

between changes in ventricular wall thickness or mass and change in IMT.  

 

 
Figure 8.1.  A scatter plot showing the relationship of left ventricular end-

diastolic volume (LV EDV) to resting femoral artery diameter for all 

subjects at baseline (n=23).   

 

These findings raise some interesting points.  First, imaging methodology may impact 

the nature of relationships previously reported between ventricular and arterial 

adaptation.  Previous studies are based upon linear measures derived from 

echocardiography, which do not provide a thorough representation compared to MRI-

derived volume.  Given the observation regarding the reliability and accuracy of 
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echocardiography as a tool to assess exercise-induced changes in cardiac morphology 

(see Chapter 6), it seems unwise to rely upon previous studies which have derived 

correlations based on echocardiographic measures in studies of limited samples size.  

The present study used contemporary state-of-the-art approaches to assessment of both 

cardiac and vascular adaptation.  

 

 
 

Figure 8.2.  A scatter plot showing the relationship of changes in left 

ventricular end-diastolic volume (LV EDV) to changes in resting femoral 

artery diameter for all subjects following 6-months of exercise training (n=23).   

 

Second, previous studies assessing relationships between cardiac and vascular 

adaptation have done so by comparing athletic populations to control groups, rather than 

training individuals using longitudinal intervention studies.  The data from this thesis 

are the first to provide an insight into the question of whether changes in cardiac and 

arterial morphology are related in subjects who have undergone carefully supervised 

training.  Whilst the baseline findings concur with previous studies, a lack of any 

significant correlation between changes in cardiac and vascular measures leads to the 

conclusion that relationships between change in cardiac and vascular size are not robust.  
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This, in turn, implies differential mechanistic explanations, rather than the common 

stimulus of change associated with pressure and wall stress, consistent with the 

‘Morganroth hypothesis’ and Law of Laplace.  If there is indeed a ‘vascular Morganroth’ 

phenomenon, that is differential vascular adaptation to distinct training modes, then it 

may be mechanistically different from that associated with cardiac adaptation.  In light 

of the suggestion that specific mechanisms may be responsible for cardiac and arterial 

adaptation, it is pertinent to add that shear stress and transmural pressure are well-

established mechanisms associated with changes in arterial size and wall thickness, 

whereas this is yet to be fully recognised in cardiac physiology.   

 

Time-course of cardiovascular adaptation to distinct forms of exercise training 
The finding that training-induced changes in cardiac parameters may not be not related 

to vascular adaptations may reflect differences in the time-course of adaptation in these 

variables.  Recent studies in humans have suggested that the nature of exercise-induced 

adaptation in vascular function is transitory and precedes structural adaptation (Tinken 

et al., 2008), a relationship previously confirmed in animal models (Laughlin, 1995).  

To reiterate the in vivo findings in human subjects from the study by Tinken et al., 

arterial function rapidly increased within 2 weeks of exercise training commencement, 

likely due to the repetitive increases in shear stress with exercise.  Structural adaptation 

occurred towards the end the training period (8 weeks), when vascular function 

normalised to baseline levels.  It is possible that once arteries have undergone such 

structural remodelling that a higher ‘set-point’ for vascular shear occurs and ‘allow’ 

function to normalise (Figure 8.3).  However it is important to mention that the exercise 

stimulus during the 8-week training program was maintained throughout the 

intervention.  In the context of the present study, vasculature adaptations were observed 

both in terms of artery size and function, following a 6-months of training.  This raises 

the intriguing possibility that progressively increasing the exercise ‘dose’, as in the 

present study, may induce further increases in function due to a new, higher ‘set-point’ 

in the presence of larger arterial size (Figure 8.4).  Put simply, owing to the plasticity of 

the vasculature, ongoing adaptations may occur if the optimal haemodynamic stimulus 

is continually altered. 

 

With respect to the exercise-induced cardiac adaptive response, an animal study 

compared the time-course of cardiac muscle adaptation following of 10 weeks of 

‘steady-state’ versus 9 weeks of high-speed interval running training in rats (Baldwin et 
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al., 1977).  Compared to sedentary controls, animals in the steady-state group reached a 

peak ventricular weight gain of 9% after 6 weeks, yet this regressed to 6% after the full 

10 weeks of training, none of which were statistically significant.  Ventricular weight in 

the interval-trained rats however was 3%, 12% (P<0.05) and 15% (P<0.01) greater than 

sedentary controls at 3, 6 and 9 weeks of training, respectively.  These results suggest 

that cardiac muscle adaptation in response to an exercise-training stimulus may be 

transitory in nature, unless the stimulus is continually progressed.  Similarly, a 

progressively overloaded endurance training program induced cardiovascular 

adaptations in humans, such as decreased heart rate, blood pressure and total peripheral 

resistance, within 3 months of training, yet these adaptations normalised after 12 

months of exercise exposure (Iwasaki et al., 2003).  Taken together, these bell-curve 

relationships between exercise ‘dose’ and cardiovascular variables endorse the notion 

that the complex relationship between cardiac and vascular adaptation, both in terms of 

structure and function, may be defined by a time-course of adaptation.  

 

 
Figure 8.3.  The hypothesised relationship of vascular function to 

structure/size in response to exercise training.  Arterial function is rapidly 

enhanced (2), within 2 weeks of exercise commencement, however the 

functional adaptation is superseded by structural adaptation and function is 

normalised by 8 weeks (8+).  Adapted from Green, 2009. 
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Figure 8.4.  The hypothesised relationship of vascular function to 

structure/size in response to a progressively enhanced exercise-

training stimulus.  Following structural adaptation and normalisation of 

function (8), increased intensity may induce further increases in function until 

such point that these functional increases are again superseded by structural 

adaptation.  It is possible that this time-course may explain concomitant 

increases in structure and function after 24 weeks of exercise training (24+).  

The process could hypothetically continue as long as the exercise stimulus is 

progressively overloaded. 

 

These studies demonstrate a potential relationship between cardiac functional and 

morphological adaptation with exercise training.  A 16-week resistance training study in 

older subjects examined the time-course of the cardiac morphological and systolic 

functional response using echocardiography and repeated every 2 weeks (Haykowsky et 

al., 2000).  Despite significant gains in muscular strength, cardiac adaptation was not 

observed.  The older age of the subjects, progressive nature of the exercise program, 

insufficient load or duration of the haemodynamic stimulus or the inability of 

echocardiography to detect modest changes could possibly explain these results.  The 

question yet to be directly addressed in a formal experimental study is whether cardiac 

morphological and functional responses to distinct training modes, using state-of-the-art 

approaches and repeated measures, will shed some light on the time-course of 
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adaptation.   This future research direction would allow for the critical interrogation of 

the mechanistic relationship between function and morphology with exercise training.  

The novel assessment of myocardial function, along with ventricular morphology, was 

evaluated in the present study in order to describe the relationship between these two 

measures.  However, despite some evidence for changes in ventricular mass and volume, 

particularly following 6 months of endurance exercise training, no changes in 

myocardial ventricular function were documented.  It is therefore possible that such 

changes were transitory, preceding any morphological change, which resolved as the 

ventricle remodelled.  Future studies involving regular (e.g. weekly) cardiovascular 

assessments would be required to fully elucidate this hypothesis, but studies of this 

nature are obviously labour-intensive with logistical and financial implications. 

 

Individual nature of the response to training 
There is growing recognition that substantial heterogeneity exists in the physiological 

response of humans to exercise training (Scharhag-Rosenberger et al., 2010; Bouchard 

et al., 2012).  Recent evaluation of exercise-induced changes in subjects from the 

HERITAGE study revealed that some individuals exhibit detrimental responses to 

training (Bouchard et al., 2012).  This has focused renewed attention on the question of 

individual differences in exercise-training responsiveness.  It is clear from the normal 

range for LV mass and volume from large datasets in athletes (Spirito et al., 1994; 

D'Andrea et al., 2002) that substantial individual variability exists in cardiac dimensions 

and that cardiac adaptation to exercise training may be highly variable between 

individuals.  However, no previous study has directly addressed the magnitude of 

cardiac and vascular adaptation to training within subjects using a longitudinal design.  

Furthermore, heterogeneity in response to different forms of exercise training remains 

inconclusive.  It is also pertinent to note that cross-sectional studies of resistance 

athletes and controls have tended to provide more sporadic evidence of LV 

morphological adaptation than similar studies of endurance athletes (Naylor et al., 

2008a), as evidenced by the variation in cardiac parameters in weightlifters (see Chapter 

2 , Table 2.1) 

 

Evaluation of the individual nature of cardiac and vascular adaptation in the present 

study has revealed large variation in the responses, particularly of cardiac parameters 

such mass and volume.  Figure 8.5 represents percentage change in LV mass with 

training. In absolute terms, mean change in LV mass following RES training were 4.6 g, 
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ranging from -7.6 to 25.5 g.  The range of change in LV mass was smaller in response 

to END training (-4.5 to 20.2 g) hence the mean change was 9.3 g.  A similar 

observation was made with regards to RV mass change.  The change with RES training 

ranged from -6.7 to 9.0 g (mean change 1.1 g) while the END group change ranged 

from -4.5 to 10.3 g (mean change 3.1 g).  It can be suggested from these observations 

that the individual response to RES exercise training may be more variable when 

compared to END exercise.  Furthermore, it appears that those subjects who did respond 

to RES training with increase LV mass showed concomitant increase in LV volume, 

suggestive of an ‘eccentric’ LV hypertrophy.  These preliminary outcomes, admittedly 

based on modest sample size, suggest that the impact of resistance training may be more 

idiosyncratic than that of endurance training.  Put simply, it appears there are 

‘responders’ and ‘non-responders’ to resistance training, despite the training stimulus 

being individually prescribed and of similar load and progression between subjects, 

whereas endurance-training responses were more homogeneous.  Endurance exercise 

may therefore be a more potent stimulus for cardiac adaptation, associated with more 

consistent directional change and/or less susceptible to factors that modulate individual 

variability in cardiac adaptation to training.  Furthermore, it has been suggested that 

individuals who responded poorly to endurance training in terms of VO2peak, resistance 

training was more likely to improve VO2peak in those subjects (Hautala et al., 2005).  

Hence the use of a crossover design in future studies may assist in determining whether 

those individuals who do not respond to resistance exercise may also not respond to 

endurance exercise, and vice versa. 
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Figure 8.5.  The individual left ventricular mass responses, expressed as 

percentage change from baseline, to 6-months of resistance (filled bars) 

or endurance exercise training (open bars).  
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Limitations  

Lack of an inactive control group 
We did not include an inactive control group in the current experiment, which may be 

considered a limitation.  However, recent debate has arisen regarding the universal 

relevance of the involvement of such groups.  It has been suggested that research should 

transition from determining efficacy (i.e. inclusion of a inactive control group) which 

has been consistently undertaken and is now considered well proven within the context 

of exercise training, to assessing comparative clinical effectiveness, that is comparison 

of active interventions (Huffman et al., 2011).  In the present experiment, an inactive 

control group was considered redundant to the principal hypotheses relating to the 

relative benefits of commonly utilised and diverse modes of training.  There have also 

been a number of previous parallel and cross-over designed studies of the impact of 

training on vascular (Maiorana et al., 2000; 2001a; Tinken et al., 2008; Maiorana et al., 

2010) and cardiac adaptation (Adams et al., 1981; Sadaniantz et al., 1996; Haykowsky 

et al., 2000) in humans which have included a control group and observed no change in 

function or structure. 

 

Gender & Ethnicity 
The gender and ethnicity of the recruited subjects in present study was limited to young 

Caucasian males.  While research pertaining to cardiac and vascular adaptation in male 

athletes is commonplace, there are fewer studies in females subjects.  Previous evidence 

has suggested that although absolute cardiac parameters in females are typically smaller 

than their male athletic counterparts, they are significantly greater than non-athletic 

females (Wernstedt et al., 2002; Sharma, 2003; Baggish et al., 2008a).  Indeed, 

evidence from animal studies suggests that sex modifies the cardiac adaptive response 

(Konhilas, 2004), particularly in terms of cardiac substrate availability and utilisation 

(Foryst-Ludwig et al., 2011).  A comparison of vascular structure between the sexes has 

determined that, although females tended to have smaller artery diameters compared to 

males, wall thickness was not different (Green et al., 2010).  An exercise training 

intervention in a group of sedentary male and female subjects from the same study 

showed no differences in their vascular response.  However, in addition to the modest 

sample size, the study enrolled older subjects and it might be plausible that the absence 

of female sex hormones in postmenopausal women might negate any differences. 
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There is a developing body of evidence to suggest that in addition to sex, ethnic origin 

plays a substantial role in cardiovascular responses to exercise, an observation 

confirmed in athlete groups (Rawlins et al., 2010).  It has recently been observed that 

black male athletes typically possess larger indices of LV parameters compared to white 

athletic counterparts, thus making these athletes more susceptible to exercise-induced 

pathological conditions (Chandra et al., 2012).  Future research should aim to identify 

the genetic basis for gender and ethnic differences in the response to exercise-induced 

cardiovascular adaptation as well as the implications for cardiovascular risk in these 

individuals.  Studies should focus on men and women (pre and post-menopause), black 

and white subjects, and employ longitudinal repeated-measures experiments in favour 

of cross-sectional studies that are beset by numerous limitations (Naylor et al., 2008a). 

 

Comparison to life-long exercise exposure 
It is important to state that the outcomes of the current study should not be interpreted 

as a substitute for experiments performed in highly trained elite athletes.  The total 

training volumes of elite athletes utilised in previous cross-sectional comparisons are 

based on lifetime and intensive exercise exposure. Replication of these training loads is 

simply not possible using a 6-month intervention.  Although the outcomes of the current 

study are by no means directly comparable to these athletes, the duration of training is 

considerably longer than other previous cardiac (DeMaria et al., 1978; Adams et al., 

1981; Goodman, 2004; Cornelissen et al., 2010; Batterham et al., 2011) and vascular 

(Green et al., 1994; Clarkson et al., 1999; Dinenno et al., 2001a; Birk et al., 2012) 

longitudinal interventions.  Furthermore, the magnitude of adaptation we observed was 

substantially lower than that observed by others (Baggish et al., 2008a).  It can be 

postulated that these magnitudes of adaptation in parameters such as cardiac mass and 

volume derived utilising echocardiography, on the basis of previous cross-sectional and 

some longitudinal studies, may be overestimated.   

 

As repeatedly mentioned in this thesis, cross-sectional experiments are inherently 

limited by selection bias, genetic interaction with training factors, limited data on 

training exposure and haemodynamic stimuli to adaptation. Some longitudinal studies 

of athletes have assessed training cycle alterations in cardiac (Naylor, 2005; Baggish et 

al., 2008a) and vascular structure (Naylor et al., 2006), however this approach does not 

negate selection bias issues.  The crux of this thesis was to determine whether training-

specific haemodynamic stresses would lead to divergent cardiac and vascular 
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remodelling.  By utilising asymptomatic untrained subjects, the training response was 

maximised and any potential limitations due to a ceiling effects were avoided.  There is 

an obvious lack of data in the literature from longer term, within-subject repeated 

measures designed exercise-training studies in humans.  This do doubt relates to the 

significant difficulty posed by such experiments, which are expensive, time consuming, 

logistically challenging for both subjects and experimenters, presenting real issues 

relating to compliance and efficacy of the training response.  Nonetheless, given the 

limitations of cross-sectional experiments, where potentially misleading implications 

are drawn regarding the magnitude and nature of the impact of exercise training, it is 

strongly advocated that future studies categorise real changes that occur within-subjects 

as a result of exercise training, utilising the most advanced and appropriate 

methodological techniques, to form the basis of the knowledge pertaining to exercise-

induced physiological adaptation. 

 

Summary 
This novel study has quantified the human physiological response to different exercise 

modalities, both in magnitude and direction, using optimal imaging methodologies and 

study design.  In addition to questioning the validity of the ‘Morganroth hypothesis’, an 

accepted dogma that has remained largely unchallenged, this study has set a precedent 

for the future critical evaluation of exercise-induced cardiac and vascular adaptation, In 

addition, this thesis has described the complex relationship between function and 

morphology of the heart and vessels, a central issue of relevance to integrative human 

physiology.  The heterogeneity of the adaptive response to exercise training has also 

been addressed.  This study has widespread implications for exercise and clinical 

physiologists in that enhanced knowledge of the normal physiological response can 

result in a better understanding of pathological conditions and their amelioration.   
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programs advocate the use of both END
and RES training. Four months of combined
endurance and resistance training has been
shown to reduce ventricular stress and
improve LV function among congestive
heart failure patients (CHF) (Conraads
et al. 2004). Likewise, Beckers et al.
(2008) reported a greater improvement
in health-related quality of life among
CHF patients who received combined END
and RES training compared with those
who received only END training (Beckers
et al. 2008). The above CHF studies
also incorporated clinical biomarkers of
cardiac stress (i.e. NT-proBNP), which
may further delineate an acceptable clinical
range of values among patients under-
going non-pharmacological interventions.
Cardiac stress biomarkers have also been
used in healthy, well-trained cohorts and
may help to further characterize or
quantify the magnitude of cardiac wall
stress associated with training-induced LV
remodelling. These study questions may

hold greater clinical relevance when applied
to cardiac rehabilitation cohorts.

In conclusion, Spence et al. (2011)
provided new insight into the Morganroth
hypothesis by identifying that LV
remodelling may be unique to the
endurance-trained athlete. These novel
findings need to be substantiated within
a longitudinal study design involving
both healthy and clinical cohorts to fully
determine the cardiovascular benefits
of endurance- and/or resistance-based
exercise training.
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Left ventricular remodelling
and the athlete’s heart: time
to revisit the Morganroth
hypothesis
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A widely held belief in sport cardio-
logy is that the pattern of left ventricular
(LV) remodelling associated with athletic
training depends on the type of physical
conditioning performed. This is based
on the 1975 echocardiographic study by
Morganroth et al. who found that male
collegiate endurance trained (runners and
swimmers) athletes had increased LV
diastolic cavity size and mass with a
normal wall thickness (eccentric hyper-
trophy) compared to age- and sex-matched
non-athletic control subjects (Morganroth
et al. 1975). In contrast, resistance trained
athletes (wrestlers and shot putters)
had increased LV wall thickness and
mass with normal diastolic cavity size
(concentric hypertrophy) compared to
controls (Morganroth et al. 1975). The
stimulus for physiological eccentric hyper-
trophy was attributed to the large LV volume
loads (diastolic wall stress) present during
endurance exercise while the stimulus for
concentric hypertrophy was the result of
intermittent increases in arterial pressure
loading (systolic wall stress) associated
with performing a Valsalva manoeuvre
during lifting (Morganroth et al. 1975;
Morganroth & Maron, 1977). Although
evidence supports the acceptance of the
‘Morganroth hypothesis’ for endurance
training, uncertainty remains if LV
remodelling is an obligatory adaptation

with resistance training (Haykowsky et al.
2002; Naylor et al. 2008).

In a recent issue of The Journal of
Physiology, Spence et al. (2011) report new
data that challenge, at least for resistance
training, the Morganroth hypothesis. The
authors examined the effects of 6 months
of endurance training (3 hours per week
of walking/jogging/running, n = 10) or
resistance training (3 hours per week of
Olympic weightlifting and supplemental
strength exercises, n = 13) followed by
6 weeks of detraining on LV morphology
and function, aerobic fitness, muscle
strength and body composition in younger
males (mean age: 27 years). Cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
speckle tracing echocardiography were used
to assess LV morphology and function. The
paper provides novel information because it
is the first to directly compare the two forms
of exercise using MRI, which is a much
more accurate assessment of cardiac
morphology than previously utilized
methods (Bellenger, et al. 2000) and
because it adopted a within subjects
longitudinal approach, which is less
affected by the limitations of scaling than
previous athletic comparisons.

Spence et al. reported that total
maximal strength and lean mass were
significantly higher after resistance training
and detraining compared to baseline
with no change in LV morphology and
function, or aerobic fitness. In contrast,
cardiac MRI derived LV mass and aerobic
fitness increased significantly after end-
urance training and returned towards base-
line after detraining. Endurance training
also significantly increased LV septal
wall thickness and end-diastolic volume
(P = 0.05) while posterior wall thickness
decreased significantly after detraining.
Finally, total lean mass and strength
were higher after endurance training with
the former returning to baseline after
detraining.

The LV remodelling pattern observed by
Spence et al. after 6 months of endurance
training is consistent with that expected
based on the Morganroth hypothesis.
However, their finding that resistance
training did not significantly change LV
posterior or interventricular septal wall
thickness or mass contradicts the expected
effect for this type of exercise based on
Morganroth’s hypothesis. A reason for
this finding is that resistance training
may not acutely increase in LV systolic
wall stress. Indeed, our research group
previously reported that (sub)maximal
leg-press exercise performed with a 2–3 s
Valsalva manoeuvre was not associated
with an alteration in LV end-systolic wall
stress in younger healthy males (mean age:
27 years) (Haykowsky et al. 2001). This
observation combined with the new cardiac
MRI findings by Spence et al. suggests
that the four-decade old Morganroth
hypothesis with respect to resistance
training mediated-LV remodelling needs
revisiting.
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